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Preface

I
This preface was written in February 1990 in a very different historical
context from when the volume was originally planned at the start of
1988. The last two years have se'en the most important epochal mutation
that the world has experienced since the end of the Second'World War.
Its epicentre has been the trar¡sformations currendy in progress in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet (.Jnion. The rycle of events which opened
with the Russian Revolution has definitiveþ closed, both as a force of
irradiadon in the collective imaginary of thé international lefg and also
in terms of its ability to hegemonize the social and political forces of the
societies in which Leninism, in any of its forms, corxcituted a stete
doccrine. The corpse ofleninism, scripped of all the trappings of power,
now reveals its pathetic and deplorable reality.'Without any doubÇ ideologies bearing a historical transformation alwaln exercise a violence on the
contingent and limited reality that must embody them. There is in fact a
certain distance or gep that is inevitable in any process of embodimen¿
But the dimensions of tbat gep are what tnally counts, and the rule is
clean tl.e more'universal' the idea to be embodied is, the greater the
distance Êom the historical limitadons of the social agents intended as is
bearers will be; and the more likeþ it is that the result will be a
monstrous symbiosis. Hegel said that Napoleon wes the Absolute Spirit
on a white horse. It would be too optimistic to suppose, now that the

Âbsoluce Spirit has left the mortal body of Leninism, that what we are

left with is a white horse.

There is no point in minirrúzing the depth of the revisions now
in the assumptions on which the traditional discourse of the left
has been based. Only such a critique and revisions can provide a new start
needed
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crats of the time, then, shared a common faich in rle cenualized sate as
the instmmen-r cepable of guaranreeing economic growth and the advenc
of morcjust, free and egaliiarian soci.Ies.
Such conÊdence in the transforming capacities of the smte make these
analyses look dated. centralized plarrning is discredited in communist
societies and any prospecr of furuie ..ooó-i" growth is referred ro dre

reintroducdon
market
- in meny cases the introducdõn nø court - of'west
economic mechanisms. And in the capitalisr socieries of the
the
welfare state wes discredited by the burãaucratic forms accompanying its
implementation in the twenty years following the war, leadìng'to-th.

II

expansion of neo-conservatism and free-markeì ideologies in the tsgos.
Does this mean that we must glve up any conscious-regulation of the
eco,nomic process and trust entirely in market mechanisms, as advised
with a considerable dose of cynicism by our conservarives in the Wésq
and with a considerable dose of utopiánism by the emergenr political
elites in Eastern Europe? Of course not, becauie, emong Jth., ì."rorrr,
the automatism of marker mechanisms is largely a mph-- indeed, sate
intervention in the regulacion of the economy-h"s been greater under
n€o-conservetirze regimes than during the period of the welfare state; and
also because the resuls of such autómatiìm, in the cases whe¡e it has
operated f...ly, have been anything but beneficial for sociery as a whole.
But this is exactly where the formulation of a new politiis of the left
must begin: with the deconstn¡ction of the exclusive alternarive between
market and social regulation as its poinr of departure. For it must be

remembered that ùe-very nodon of"social..golãdo., of the producdon
process' is dialectically lint<ed to irs opposiãon co market regulacion
conceived as_wholly based on rhe ¡ndiu¡diãl pursuit of proûr Ic is only on
the basis of che rotal and exclusive nâffre of^rhis
thac'socialism'
can be seen es the radical elimination of private "ntithesis
ownership of the means

ofproducdon

cally accepted. This social homogeneiry which assumed the funccion of,

gving concrete embodiment to universality in

Man<isc discourse, was

wing proletariani-

of

class structure

occur, the homo-

e as the agent

of
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planning will
the benefit of

for the
- but(ranging
state
ti".l i"rti ii

alliance with the trade unior¡s, as in the case of British
Labour governrnents).
The Jonclusion to be drawn from this is not negarive, however. If the
word of God cen no
e new dignity. If our
unal external to ours
ro come ro renns with the limitadons from which we drink and acq and
even respect our own mistakes. Tolerance is not a marginal vircue:.as the

point at'which recognirion of our human condition can begi-n, it has an
äntological funcdonl This has three crucial implications 9. +. lef¿ The
first isih.t if there is no 'objective'historical iendency for the social to
emerge as a homogeneous subject that would coincide with the emPty
unive'rsaliry of the ãpposite to ile 'individual', then any 'social' menag€ment v/.ill b. by hisiårically limited social a6ors. As a resulq the radicality of a politics will not result fr
can embody ttre universal, but from
fragmentary, partial and limited
sion-making process. It is in this
artempted tã'redefine the project of the left as the constmction of a
radical and plural d.mocraÇ. Slcondl¡ the deconsmrction of the'social'
in the marËet/social regulation dichotomy does not mean that its other
valid, since it is the dichotomy itselÍ, rather
pole becomes
"utom"ciãa[y
than either of the two poles in iso
terms of the social pole, this invo
power. It is worth recalling in thi
tariar¡ forms of alternative to
management by direct producers - continue

essendal teleological link betrveen the
and their total subordination to the goa
In that case, however and this is th

-

to which a radical democrary is being reached cennor be measured in
terms of the level of state intervencion in economic life. Socialism is no

the societies in which we live.

"" ""*:i:ü""îïïï

t can only meen a
opuladon affected
radical and plural

by the consequences of tl1e production_ p¡ocess. '{
d!-oc."cy inioLres the multiþhcadon of those consciruencies by which

the social'managemenr of proãuction is determined. The various identiCies arising f.oñr th. fragrirentation of the labour Process' ¡he different
"of
workers, sJcial and r¿ cial differences - as well as those
categories
proiuced by the effects of environmental exploitarion on the whole of

Itr
Retlinking a radical

di
sense of

requires coundess

the current

Y
ln
to

xvt

PREFACE

to be formed. The füst essay i:r this volume is a contribucion to this task
where the reader will tnd an attempr to ôorxtruct a viewpoint from
which to think politics rather th,n ¿ détailed discussion of coicrete political problems.

The second part comprises a series of arcicles and discursive interventions published during the 1980s, and the thi¡d comprises two interviews I
ha-r'e given

in recent years. The mosr recenr and lãngest of these inter-

views, organized by verso, is being published for the Êrst time. Given rhe

nature of this material and the extremely polemical climate in which
such incerventioru took place
- dominaiea- by number of reiterated
political alternatives and quescionings a cerain "amounr of overlap and
repetition h1 been inevitable. I have nevertheless decided to gatËer all
this rnaterial together in a single volume because the reite¡ati"on of an
argument in different discu¡sive contexts can contribute to its clarificatior¡-

contributed in one way or
list would be too long. But
to make explicit my debt of thanks.
originally planned lhe volume, and

To Robin Blackburru with whom I
who has been a most patient publisher,
with resignation and
"...ptiog
good--humgur my conrinual-transgression
ìf ã'eadlines. io Chantal
Mouffe, whose personal and intelécrual encouragement bas accom-

cururingham e¡dZnltanszankay for their commenraries on some of the
contributions in this book And last bur nor leasr, to my pbD students in
the Departrnent of Government et the tjniversity or Essex who have
given me the opporcuniry to discuss many of thet" id.", in the contexr of
one of the most demanding and intelbétually creative seminnrs I have

ever Þkenpan in

2

Notes

l.
p.

Gareth StedmanJones,'Marx afrer Marxism', Marxism Toiloy,Febnary 1990,

3.

2. My special thanks to AletaJ. Nowal and Anna-Marie Smirh for rheir contribu-

tions to this volume.

PART I

t

New Reflections
on the Revolution of Our Time

1. Every age adopts an image of iself - a cerrain horizor¡ however
blurred and imprecise, which somehow unifìes its whole experience. The
rediscovery of a past which gave access to the natural order of úe world
for t-he Renaissance; the imrninence of the advent of Reason for the
Enlightenmenq ttre inexorable advance of science for positivism: dl were
such uni&ing images. In each case, the different sages of what has
become known as
were conceived as moments of transition
towards

conscrousness

recent decades, on the other hand, h.s been

dominated by a new, growing and generalized awareness of li¡nits.
Firsd¡ limits of reasorL as has been pointed out frorn very different intellectual querters - from epistemology and the philosophy of science ro
post-anaþcal philosoph¡ pragmatisrr¡ phenomenology and poststn¡cftrralism- Secondl¡ limis, or rather slow erosion of the values and
ideals of radical transformatiort which had given meaning to the political
experience of successive generations. And finall¡ limits arising from the
crisis of the very notion of 'culnrral vanguard' which marked the
different moments and sages of modernity. After decades, possibly
cencuries, of announcirg th. arrival of 'the ned, it is as if we have
reached a point of exhaustio& end mistrust the ourcome of all experi-

mentatior¡.

An initial reaction to this new intellectual climate has been to become
entrenched in the deGnce of 'reason' and attempt to relaunch t}.e project
of 'modemity' in opposition to those tendencies considered 'nihilistic'.
The work of Habermas is perhaps che most represenrarive of this aaimde.
Our positior¡ however, is exacdy the opposice: far from perceiving in the
'crisis of reason a nihilism which leads to the abandonment of any eme¡r3

4
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cipatory proj.ct, we see the former as opening unprecedented oppomrnities for a radical critique of all forms of dominarion, as well aJfor the

to rescrained by the rationalist
grounds fe¡ rhis position will

5

terrain on which con-flicts in conremporary sociecies proliferate; and the
new projects linked to the politic"l r"ãonrÉo.don of icial identities.

The second obserwation is that such a standardization is an impossible

es stem

under-

Dislocation and Antagonisrn

3. Some of the themes in this essay have already been dealt wirh ín Hegemony anil Socialßt Strateg,t wrimen in collaboration with Chantal
Mouffe. The structures and aims

of the two works, however,

are

different

4.

Let us begin by quoting one of the most classic Marxist rexts:

In the social producdon of their exisrerrce, men inevicably enrer inro defìnice
relations, which are independent of their will, namely reladons of production appropriete to e given stage in the development of their material forces
of producdon- The totality of rhese relations of producdon consdtutes the
economic scnrcrure of society, the real foundarion on which arises a legal
and polidcal superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social
consciousness. The mode of producdon of material life conditions the
general process ofsocial, political and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines cheir exisrence, but their social exiscence that

1ta

of social ?99$s

es

struggle, for example); the historical

determines their consciousness. ¡{t a cerain stage of development, the material productive forces of society come into conflicr with rhe existing relacions
of production or - chis expresses the same thing in legal terms
- *ith th.
properry relatiohs within the framework of which rhey have operated hith-

ó
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presented by the contradicdon between productive forces and relations
õf production-.As we shall see shord¡ the problem is that if the contra-

diction between productive forces and relations of production is a
contradiction without antagonisrr¡ class struggle, for its Parq is en entagonism without contradicdon-

5. It is clear, however, that whatever form of logical articulation may
exist between 'class struggle' and 'contradictior¡s emerging from the
expansion of productive fotces', it is the lamer which ultimately determine social change for Manc On the one hand, the class stnrggle is based
on relacior¡s of production which can only be overcome when thrcy have
become a brake on any further development of phe productive forces; on
the other, 'the ground on which men become conscious of this conflict
and fight it out'is tbat of superstrucnrres. But in that case, {e possibility
of fusing the contradictions emerging Êom the expansion of the produccive forèes with class stnrggle depends on whether the latter can be
reduced co an internal moment in the endogenous development of the
forrner.
Let us dwell briefly on the sequence of these structural moments. If
the relationship between produccive forces and relations of production,
as well as between wage labour and capial, are conceived, as contrødictory,
and if the fundamenál d)mamics of social change lie in the first rather
than the second, then the lacter must be an internal moment in the dialectical development of the former. The reasons are clear: if the cwo
contradictioot *"t. independent of each other, it would mean that the
dialecdcal uniry of history would be placed in doubq and more important still, tb¿t the relacionship between the two would no longer be
fixed down a priori in a general tleory of history but would become coztingent and based orL power. (As the contradiction bewveen productive
forles and relations oi producdon would ceese to be the fomdation of
history, it would alwayrhave something constitutively external to itself,
and the assertion that the development of tle productive forces will ¿ecessarilypredominate in the long run would become an arbitrary dogma.
Indeed, ielations of production could be stnrctured in such e wey as to
hold back any furthei development of the productive forces indefinitely-)
Everything depends, then, on being able to show tlat the intrinsic
antagonism of the relations of ptoduction (the conflict between wa-ge
hboúr and capial, for example) is a contradiction; and that the
antagonism is inherent to rlte relatiozs of production. It should be noted
why the two are sine qua roz conditions. Firstl¡ because it is only the

''f:

"
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dialectical form ofthe contradiction that ensure5 tha¡ ¿¡¡¡¿genism should
be conceived as an internal movement of the concePt, rather than as a
concingent power relationship between its two poles. For history to be
gr"sp.ã conceP$ally as a rational and coherent Process' antagonism
irorì b" reducèd to-a contradiction. Secondl¡ assuming for a moment

and can thus be reduced to the manifestations of its endogenous deve-

cular system of reladorx of production obsolete. This, in gencral terms, is
ho* th. Marxism of the Seãond International construed the imbrication
between automatic collapse of capitalism and the conscious action of dee
working class in its overth¡ow.
But íuch a demorsrration is impossible. Conceived as a form, capitalist relations of production are not intrirrsically antagonistic. It should
be remember.d tËat capitalist relations of production consist of a relationship berween econotiíc categories, ofwhich social actors only form part
iruofaias they are Träger þearcrs) o
count as a concrete Person, offlesh

rlist rela

that the antagonism
buyer and seller of
e done. Could it be

lopment
Let us analyse the capitalist-worker relationship. Is it a contradictory
relation? The sense of this question should be noted. Accepting for the
momenr that the relationship is antagonistic; the problem is to determine
whether this antagonirm c.n b. seen es a conCradictior¡- But it only needs
a few moments' thought to realize that here there is no contradiction at
all. The relationship b""c*..o productive forces and relations of production could b. cor¡sid.red cont¡adictory if we accepted tlrat history is
unified by the necessary development of the productive forces; and that a
particular system of relatior¡s of production
Íurther development of the produccive forces
sage.

But it is

a very different situation

with

value from the worker? The a
if the worker resrsfs such an

the category of 'seller of labour
conclusion-

Produccion are inrrinsicallY
tiìn to exactþ whac is being
sequences for the model of historin-tle Preface. It is obviously not
en workers and entrePreneurs,

Anmgonism does not necessarily mean cont¡adicCion. Nevertheless, there
is a ùtal difference between an antagonism regarded as non-cont¡adictory and a contradicti on sercu stricfo as conceived by Hegel' ln-the case of
the latter, the dialectical (and thus internal) movement 9f the concePt
predetermines its subsequenr forrr¡s, wbile in the case of t.he antagonism
irnithoot contradictiorU tl¡at internal connection is absent. The resolution
(or non-resolution) of the antagonism depends endreþ on a factual and
contingent history.

6.

There is, however, perhaps another way of overcoming this impasse:
i. itth.t nt to the form- of relations of
by showing t-hat antagtnitf to the abolition
production

ãf
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capitalist
cènain

to a

so once the development

lefter corresPond
forces), it may do
of the productive forces has rendered a parti-

but

concrete social agents to the econo
labour power. Once these categorir ,
totalide^s forming the agents that are their bearers, we can easily imagine
arising berween rhose concrete social agents
-'t¿*¿" of ,it"gotítms
"and
the relacions of-production in-which they particip-ate. For example,. a
decent standard of ûving is impossible when wages fall below .a certain
level; and fluctuations irithe hËour market affect housing conditions or
the worker,s eccess to consumer goods. In this casg' however, the conflict

10
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To understand the pattern and nanrre of social antagonisms under
capitalism (or social antagonisms tout court), e concePftal clariÊcadon is
therefore needed, both in terms of what is meant by an irxide-outside
relationship and in terms of the identity of social egents. Before de{mg
with t-his þoing however, we must return to the consequences of tlis
'outside' for tüe historic model of t\e Preface.
Let us recall the various steps of our argument which esserts: (1) that
in the Preface Marx presents, on the one hand, a theory of history based
on the concradiction between productive forces and relatiors of production - a conuadicdo¡ wíthout antagonism, and on the other, a descripdon which presupl,oses the antagonisdc nacure of relations of production
in class societies; (z) that the logical coherence of his schema therefore
depends on theoretically reintegrating antagonism into his more general
thèory of historical change; (a) that an initial solucion might be to reduce
antagonism to a contradiction, since it would be logically integrated into
the ãynamics of the concepcual interaction between productire forces
and rèlations of productiory but that this reduction is impossible; (+) that
another means ãf .on..ptoal recovery would be to show t-hat antais neverdeeless an intrinsic part of the
gonism, while not
"onct"ãi.tory
themselves and would therefore be subject to the
ielations ofproduction
laws of movement governing the lamer's transformation. Flowever, as we
have seen, *nt"gofurm cannot be reintegrated in this way on the
contrery it establishes the conditions for a Permanent'outside'. But i[, in
this ç¿5s, history is faced with a permanent outside, the outcome of its
different moments depends on contingent Power relations benveen
forces deat cannot be reduced to any kind of unified logic. In this way the
radonalism of the Preface and its attemPt to reduce the historical process
to an ulcimately intelligible sructure are dissolved.

7.

There is perhaps another way of defending the historical schema

úe

Preface, albeit reducing

Powe

erltag
have

This, however, presents two insurmountable problems.
The Êrst is the implicit afÊrmation that the worker is as much a proÊt
maximizer as the capitalis¿ This is largely why such a solution has been
rejected by

Apart from
ence, it forg
muladon is

tion of proÊt maximizacion as the driving force of social agents is that
the moãel of individual market competition is not one of anøgonistic
relations - it does not have an 'outside'. The market is a system of rules
in which both the laws of movement and the individual moves of dee

of

its eschatological ambitions. Let us essume
*.
the irreducible presence of an 'outside', but that this 'oußide'
"c"àpt
caá be cãnceptualized in piecise terrns. In that case, its relations with the
'inside'consdtuted by thJmain line of historical development could also
be rationally conceptualized. It would have been a case of a false 'outside'
after all. Let us ettempt briefly tó move in this directionThe most obvious path would be to introdvce one supplementary
hypothesis concerning the subjectiviry of tle ageng such as the homo
oeionomicus of classical economics. This assumption, of course, does not
have a logical or necessery link with the category of 'seller of labour

grated into the forces and relations of production schema or concePû,lãlly neuualized by a theory of subjecciviry which deliberateþ establishes

'-.
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determinate relatiorx wirh the latter, t-he theory of history based on the
necessary development
which scips it of any ul
reduccion of social age
neuualization, since it e
Another possible solution would
individualistic universe of the ma
on, thei¡ scope would be the instathistory while the role of succeisive
the global interesrs of humanicy
stitutive, 'outside' nacure of antantegration would be
a rational 'humaniry',
duccive forces, and its

#xå'l":iffï:¿nt"fr;::
e

forces and reladons

ofproduction.

contradiction between productive

Such an endeavoui characrerizes, among orhers, the

Cohen

ó

who

stares

hi

work of G,{.

tü.e producdve forces,
is not really cohereng

ment of material power made ir so.'
out to deËnd this thesis. FIis argumenr is as follows:

,

A ¡neasure of_acceptance of the developmenr thesis may be motivated
by
refleccion on th¡ee facs:
(c) Men

(d) This
(e)

Men
impr

ables them to

:::'i:l
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military .i""try for parricular lands, for example, which drove them to
develop technology and exûacr a growing su¡plus from the peasanrs,
to augmenr produccive capacity in
indirecr effect offeudal relacions of
ry occurs within
- and rhus presup-

ii:;j
matically emerge from rhe very process which forms 'class ,rra.r"rarlotol. I ffi point,,however, which reveals a clear insufTìciency in Levine
and'Wright's analysis, making
they level against Cohen. It is
situation, there

will

always be a rela

'inreresrs'and is abilicy to a
how are inreresc established?

repression, lacked rhe capacicy to rranslace their rarional interests into
collecdve accions. The¡efore che rationality and scarciry of the ruling class
was imposed on rhem by the relations ofproducdon.¡a

This does not look at all like a historical reflection on how medieval

reilson.

This lastpointis imporant The more the dogmatic rarionalism ofthe
primacy of the producdve forces is abandoned
ch. more rhe conduct
"nd
and abilities of the so
ncrere circumStances and

contexts

effort to determine

¡þe more the
tside of those

circumsances and contexts ends up being incorxistent 'we are faced
here with the problem of rhe paradõxical torms that the recognition of

76
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new pieces of evidence questioning deep-seated prejudices assumes: this
very questioning, when linlced to the refusal to abandon such prejudices,
leads to various efforts to make both compadble. Thus the first forms of
discursive presence of the new evidence coexist with the most extreme
reafErmation of the principles concealing it - that is with the moment
in which the laae¡ aftempt to hegemonize the former.
It only remains to be added that a Ênal form of dependency regarding
a rationalist version of history is to accept its limitations full¡ but
without drawing all the conclusions from such an admission. But these
conclusions a¡e io fundamental and demand such critical disønce from
the intrir¡sic prejudices of current forms of viewitg th. socio-historical
teld, that they should be specfied at some length-

NE'\T/REFIJCTIONS ON TT{E REVOLUTION OF

indicates the impossibiliry of establist';ng the social as an objective order.
As is known, the philosophies of history were oriented in the first
directior¡- A concept such as the 'cunning of reason' in Hegel can only
assert the rationality of the real at the experue of reducing antagonism,
negativity, to an eppeerance tbrough which a higher form of radonality
and positivity works. It is therefore clear why class struggle had to be

17

excluded from the Preface: to afÂrm its preeminence would have meant
md rationality of history. It is charsions of history thaÇ at the very
standing of the role of struggle and
social, tLey immediatelY steP back

second alternative

-

dve natu¡e of the negative - our
'works' within Manrist texS, disarticuladng here

9.

If our argument wes limited to rejecting the primacy of the productive forces and to upholding that of the ¡elations of production instead,
the modificacions thereby introduced in the historical schema of the Preface woald be relativeþ minor. History would not be uniÊed as a
'coherent story' and the objectiue arLd positiue nature of social relations
would not be placed in quesrion. But as we have seen, relations of
produccion are not intrircically antagonistic. Thus, to essert their primacy
does not automatically mean privileging class struggle. In this new
approacl¡ the element of antagonísm, of strugle would continue to be as
untlought out as in the version of history of the Preface.
Let us recurn to our previous example. Insofar as an antagonism exists
between a worker and a capitalist, such antagonism is not inherent to the
reladons of production themselves, but occurs between the latrcr and the
idendcy of the agent outside. A fall in a worker's wege, for example,
denies his identicy as a consumer. There is therefore a'social objectivity'
- the logic of profit - which denies another oþectivity - the
consumer's identity. But the denial of an idencity means preventing
its constitution as en objectivity. This throws up two alternatives: either
t},e element of negativity is reabsorbed by a positiviry of a higher order
which reduces it to mere eppeerance; or the negation is irreducible to
any objectiviry which meens that it becomes constitutiue and therefore

OURTIME

e

nature and dePth of the changes

in

stem from Privileging the moment
nce of an aigument does not imPlY
imensions in which it oPerates'

10. The crucial point is that antagonism

is the limít of all o.bjectiuity.This

,U""1¿ be undersåod in its most ñre ral sense: es the assertion thet antaqonism does not have an objeccive
ãhe constitution of objectiviry iself.

diction subsumed within it both soc
rÌeturel change. This was possible iru'
the rationality of the-real was the
as an internal moment of',h.
"orr."PÇ
i"aoo"lity of the system' with anyloutsrtle' excluded by definidon' In
oí the othel hand, we a¡e faced with a
of
"rrt"gonis-,
"".-""Iáp.ion
'ou.,ide' which blocks the identiry of the
tonstitutiie oußide'. It"i,

"n

processes ofchange

of'real'

in nafi¡re

objects, there are con

opposite:

it is a wholly positive Process ú:Iat erplains ißelf in terms of the

t-
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example, 1t rs en

are

being a racional enirnal is part of my
human essence). It is clear, however, why Aristode could put all these
cases on the same level and subsume them under the general category of
'accidenC: because his main objective was to show the impossibiliry of
amibuting a detnite ceuse to the form's 'outside' corxticuted by the
'accidenml' , that is, the irnpossibility of making it a determinate and
knowable part of ùe first instance of being. Ic was therefore a question of

that I mzy

lopment and outcome of an anagonistic Process in terms of causal or
diiectical ,trarxformarion'. .In thai c"se the unity and positivity of the

ot

what is

establishing a
between

form and unknowable metrer. From this perspeccive,
j
Aristode was fully ustiÊed in subsuming his various examples under the
us
of this label
seme label of 'accidental' But the very
an
while the 'outside'
of
', the

The 'outside' is thus a radical ou$ide, without â coÍrmon measure
various dimensions
with the'inside'. O
, making them the
and related logics
.
starting point for a

11. An initial definition of the 'æi&'

TIME

with the
concept of 'accidend Í1 e new
Christianiry takes
notion of 'contingency'. Contingent is that being whose essence does noc
entail its existence. Thus, the only necessary being whose essence and
eústence coincide is God. This leads to two fundamental rnodifications
vis-à-vis classical philosophy. Find¡ that while a rigid boundary exists
for the laaer betlieen form-"nd mâttet, for Christianicy the afÊrmation

characteristic of antagonism

of the original act of C

general field of the'accidental'.
- The notion of 'accident' comes from Aristotle's Meøphysirswhere it is

becomes

a
continsenJsecondlv, the
distance
snct ciatio ex nihilo onth
God, an
from the creatd - which is the
susceptible
creutufl
is
also
elts
dee
means
that
cosmos
insredient of the
as a result' The
to"a radical annihilation and essent
dimer¡sion
wey,a
a
th¡
is
beings
finite
of
identiqy

ived as

ofnegativirypenetratesandisl inanyobjectivity'
To-asseri ihat something

is

:ally contingent, and ttrat its essence

t¡e condiOnly in the case of a

does nor imply its e*isrencel therefore amounrs to saying that

cions

cause of his coming to a place for which he was not sailing

-

of

.*iit

rr.e of an entity are exrerior to

it

srrictly necessery being does a perfect coincidence between essence and
e*irtence o".or.'Wh.rãare the conditions of eústence ofa finirc and contingent being located? ln Christian_ thoughg the answer is clean in the
orilind acr oTcre"rion To ground the contingent being on its condidons

i.e. Aegineró

These nvo examples are fundamentally different Finding a treasure
a
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of existence is thus to refer ir to

a foundadon or origin which maintains
The i¡ûnite riarure ofth"t distance is the
condidon of contingency as such- In resporxe ¡q rhi5, the alternative
exiss of reGrring Ênite beings back to
of exisrence which are
necessary but which a¡e conceived nor"ottãitio*
in terms of an inñnire distance
from them, but rather as rle ground for a

an inûnite distance from

it

to Man<,
1S

bv the necessarv. It ls
sense
6tw-eeã thãraÈiin"l and the real.

shows,

in the strictest

at

as

sefise

terfr¡,

we

is the mere appearance

1S

of a deeper rationality

through

fo t".li-.¿, in which case both its two poles and is
denouement can be referred back to necessaty conditions of existence; or,
if negativity is radical and the ourcome of the smrggle not predetermined, the contingency of the idencity of rhe two antagonistic fo¡ces is
also radical and the conditions ofexistence of both must be rhemselves

which the

outside the relatioruhip with the force anagonizing iq t-he lacter is also
part of the conditions of existence of that identiry. ,{s Saint-Just said:
'What constitutes the unity of the Republic is the total desm¡ction of
what is opposed to it'r7 This
the
affìrmation ofan
ls
we call
radical

contingent

This can be seen even more

view of the relational or

of

'was e¡t

classical

if it is considered from the point of
character of the identities. The
a

was

course

as

an essential
cotlststs

what one

is a

teld of

relational

are idencited

in

an operaCion

of

ln

fundamental idencity is known in advance,
the empirical actors personifying them. Flere we fìnd
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ourselves at the antipodes of 'Witrgenstein's 'language games' 'While tle
rules of the latter only exist in the practical insrances ofthei¡ application
modified and deformed by them
- and are
-,in the Êrst
case it is the
instances of a
are
place ln all its
movements,
to rules
^

us

e

of the

kind: is the

Revolution
tion? Here

not built on an empirical and concingent history but pre-exists iq its
advent is required by another kind of temporaliry, an essential remporaliry which is wholly objective and necessary.
On the other hand, if the consriturive naru¡e of antagonism is taken
for granted, the mode of questioning of the. social is completely modified, since concingency radically pen.rr"tes the very identiÇ of rhe social
agents. The two anmgonistic forces are not the expression of a deeper
objective movement that would include both of them; and the course of

history cannot be
terms of the essential 'objectivity' of
either. The latter
threatened
a consutuüve
outside. But as we know, this implies that the
might exist must be sought ar the level of e_fectua!this

has

with

means that the'essendal
1lt

'þo!g-

revolution', far from being an object to identified in
latitudes (France, England, Italy) an object that would therefore establish relations of exteriority with its speci6.c condidoru of existence in different contexts
- would instead be an object that is deformed
and redefined by each of ltS
contexts. There would
be
the
revofudonç1. This allows the
quesíons
es:
was the democratic revolution in countryr X?; or rather, how democratic
was the bourgeoisie in context Y? There is thus a historicization of the
categories of social analysis whicb, on linking the uniry between tåe
cornponents ofan object to concingent and specific conditions of existence, introduces an essential instabiliry into the relations berween such
objeccivist
the
acters behi
the

direcrion;

of

TIME
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through the radical contex
In practice, Marxisr hisrorical an
of questioning and this has led ro
discursive movements. Take the d
capitalism and racism in South
has sustained that there is an essenrial incompacibiJiry benveen thenq
apartheid is a relic of the past
_th¡¡ would be eliroinåted by capitalisi
modernization- In response, the so-called neo-Marxitt r.hoål h",
cogentþ argued rl.at aparrheid, far from being incompatible, is an essenessence

cial part- of capitalist accumulatioq since its various regulations and
forms of discrimination allow the rate of exploiation to-be increased.
Thi¡ gl be inteqpreted from an economisticþoint of vier,rn the logic of
capicalist-accumuladon is the uI imare rationale of politics, wiÃ the
South Africen sÞte and recism represendng a supersrucrure that is
functionally integraced into that logic. But the argument could be n¡rned
on is head: if racism is a functional requiremetttãf th. form of capitalist
accumuladon eisting in South Africa, does this not mean that raci-sm is a
condirion of existence of such accumulation? In that case and given
that the fluccuations in racist politics are determined by a- numb-er of
processes (srmggles and divisions in the dominant eliré, inrernational
pressure etc.) which are not direcrþ linked to the endogenous logic of
capital accumularion
does this not mean that the Jconomy -has a
consdtucive 'outside' and thar the abstract logic of capiral, far from
dictating the laws of movement in every area oÍ social d-evelopmeng is
iself contingent, since it depends on processes and trarufolrmadons
which escepe its control? The same can, ãf course, be said of racism or
any other especr of South African sociery.
At sake here is the quescioning
9f any'superhard' ûarucendentalityrs

t!9dry

rhe facual condicior¡s of existence on which any concrere

objectivity depends. Argumenrs against economistic fo¡ms o?Marxism
have generally been presented as a critique of a direct determination of
the supersmrctural processes by the econom¡ and as a defence of rhe
reladve autonomy of the other levels. For a number of reasons that we
have anaþed elsewhere, we believe rhese various anti-economistic
efforts are theoretically incoruistent But apart from such inconsistencies,
the real diffìculty is that these efforrs do not address the f'ndamental
question. For what is
veness of a fully
constitu-ted object

-

but to determine the
eutonomous object,

s

al developmenq
onstitureã as an
undary of essence from its facrual
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condicions of existence. And here we can fully apply what we established

earlier: if a set of socio-political con-tguracions such as apartheid, for
examplg are conditions of existence of the economy and capitalisr eccumulatioru then the economy cannot be conscituted as an object separate
Êom those conditions since we know that the conditiorx of exisrence of
any contingent identiry are internal to the lacer. 'What we tnd, ther¡ is
not an interaction or determination be¡ween fully constituted areas of
the social, but a ûeld of ¡elational semi-identities in which 'political',
'economic'and 'ideological'elements will enter into unstable relations of
imbrication without ever managing to constitute themselves as separate
objecs. The boundary of essence between the latter will be permanendy
displaced. The combinatorial games berween hypostatized encities
- the
'economic', the þolitical' and the 'ideological'
remind
mosr of
one
those economic abstractions which Man< described as 'an enchanred,
pewerted, topsy-turvy world in which Morcieur le Capital and Madame la
Tene, who are social characters as well as mere things, do their ìharce
macabre'.te This does not mean, of course, that an area of the social
cennot become eutonomous and establish, to e greater or lesser degree, a
separete identity. But tlis separation and autonomization, like everything else, has specif.c conditions of existence which establish their limits
at the same drne. What is not possible is ro begin by accepting this
seperate identity as an uncondicional assumption and then go on ro
explain its interaction and articulation with other identiries on rhat basis.
This argument on the contexn¡al nature of identities musr be maintained without restrictior¡- Claude Lefoft, for example, has shown how a
category like 'worker' does not designate a suprahistorical essence, since
is condidon of existence is the separation of the direct producer from
the eommunity and the land¡and this required the genesis oÊcapitalism.
Lefort assers: "Io say that human beings do not have the status of
"labourer" is to say that they are not differentiated, in their acriviry from
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the
merely
furnishes b
such is
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the land does
a¡senal which

not

Ae

tase

of the

community'.2r

Naturall¡ knowing what

a 'labou¡er' is in our world, we can projeçs this
category towards the past and subsume all direct produce¡s unãer ir. This
is not an illegitimate exercise to the exrenr that it is recognized for what
it is: a history of the referent which corctitutes an object which only has
validiry, for a number of comparative purposes, es pert of a historian's
discourse. But from there, an illegitimate transition is just a srep away: ro
conceive the'labourer' as a cranscendental a Pnon
the essence of every direct producer, whose

forms in relation to the conditions

of producdon

mereþ consd-

tute empirical variations.

production and an identity extemal ro them, then the modes of relation

the envi¡onment in which they worþ that the land which serves as
dwelling place, as raw material, and as a source of implement is nor
external to them.'2o And having cited Marx's asserrion that the clan
community, the nacural community âppeers, not es a result olbtt as a pre-

suppositionfor the communøl appropriatioø (temporary) and utilization of the

Iønd,Lefort adds:
But anyone who thinLs that Marx is referring here only to t\e representation
of the communiry would be on the wrong track The communiry eppeaß ro
human beings as it really rr 'Commun¿liry of blood, language, cusroms':

omic factors does not just operate at the moment of original
accumulation, but is a condicion of existence of all stages of capitalist
accumulador¡- In thar case, rhe myth of a separere and definablel.conomic instance' must be abandoned. What exists is not an essencially
homogeneous entiry
the capitalist system which mereþ allows for

-

-
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empirical and accidenøl variadons in different historical and geographical contexts. Instead, there are global configurations - historical
blocs, in the Gramscian sense - in which the 'ideological', 'economic',
'political' and other elernents are inextricably fused and can only be separãted for anaþcal purposes. There is the¡efore no 'capitalism', but
rather different forms of capitalist relations which form part of higtrly
diverse s mrctural complexes.
'We must now go on to explore the other implications for our
argument stemrning from the assertion of the constitutive nature of
antagonism and the corisequent radical condngency of all objectivity.
First, however, a number of clarifications must be made regarding the

12.

-

notions of 'negativity' and 'contingency' that we have been using here.
Firsd¡ the notion of negativity on which our analysis is based is not
negativity in the dialectical ser¡se of the term. The Hegelian notion of
negativiry is that of a necessarynegativicy and as such was conceived as /eterminate negation. That is to sey that the negative is a moment in the
internal unfolding of the concept which is destined to be reabsorbed in
an Aufhebung or higher uniqy. It is not even necessery here, as has been
occasionally claimed, for the final term of the dialeccical rnovement to be
positive; even if the system is conceived as a successive movement
bet*e.n positivity and negativity, th. later is always internal to it.
Contingency itself is absorbed as e moment in the self-unfolding of the
necessery. While the outside thatwe have ettempted to defìne is a radical
and conscitutive outside, dialectical negativiry is not a ttue outside since
it is merely present to be recovered by the inside. But if the negativiry of
which we are speaking reveals the contingent nâture of all objectivity, if
it is truly constitutive, then it cennot be recovered through any AuJhebung.ltis something which simply shows the limis of t-he constitution of
objectivity and cannot be dialecticized.
On the other hand, to essert the radically contingent nan¡re of all
objectiviry does dris not mean inverting the essentialist logic of necessiry
and replacing it with iß 'other'? The mrttr is that if the assertion of the
contingent nature of all objectiviry merely implied the absence of any
necessiry we would just be faced with an emPty totaliry since the
discourse of contingency would simply be the negative reverse of that of
necessiry and would not be able to transcend the latter's limits. In a
universe from which necessity had evaporated, we would thus fìnd
nothing but indeterminacy and the impossibility of any coherent
discourse. But dris is obviously not what we mean.'W'e are dealing not

Just ro say that everyrtring is conringenq theru is an asserrion that
would only make sense for an inhabitant of Mars. It is true that in the
fnal instance no objectivity can be referred back to an absolute ground;
but no important conclusion can be drawn from chis, since thã social
agents never acc in

the

abso
possible courses of
position of the

f all
rhe

too.

!3. ln Hegemony anìl socíalist strateg we presented

Man<ism as the process

the history of
of a progressive incõqporation of the vaàous
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areas of the social into the operative teld of the articulatory logics of
hegemony, and as the consequent withdrawal from the field of 'historic
necessity'. But it is important not to transfer to the category of
'hegemony' the totalizing effects that have been displaced from the teld
of 'objective structures'. In this regard, we can point to th¡ee levels of
theoretical radicalization of the category of 'hegemony', which also
imply three levels of analysis of the necessity-contingency ielatiorxhip.
(1) A Êrst approach would ope¡ate at the level of what we might call
the articuladon of 'floating signifiers'. For example, a signifier like'democracy' is essentially ambiguous by dint of its widespread political circu-

29

project would not be external to the stnrctures, but would be the result
of a movement generated with them, in an effort to achieve an articulation and fixity that can only be partial. The deconstruction of the exclu-

sive subject-sfrl.rcture duality thus begirx. But even this second
approach has a basic flaw. It sees the ambiguity of a social signifier as

li¡nited by what we might call, to use an Aristotelian terrr¡, 'equivocity' that is, an ambiguity stemrning from the fact that a term can be used
differendy in cwo seperete contexts, but with a clear and unquestionable
meaning in each. In our case ambiguirywould arise because the clarity of
that context bas not been achieved and the term does not manege to take
on a definite sense es a resulL Although ambiguity now Peneüates both
the 'projecC and the'struccure', the latter is an ambiguity which depends
entiriþon the irnperfeccions of that which is empirically aftainable. But
the ideal of a pure contextuel Eansparency is not placed i4 question - it
continues dominating as a regulative idea.
(3) ,t third level of radicalization of the dimension of contingency

it

acquires one possible meaning when articulated with
a completely different one when articulated with'ancicommunism'. To 'hegemotnze' a content would therefore amount to
fuingitsmeaning around a nodal point The field of the social could thus
be regarded as a trench war in which different political projects strive to
articulate a greeter number of social signifìers around themselves. The
open naÍ¡re of the social would stem from the impossibiliry of managing
a total fixity. The 'necessity' and 'objectivity' of the social would depend
on the establishment of a stable hegemon¡ with the periods of 'organic
crisis' characterized as those in which the basic hegemonic atciculations
weaken and an increasing number of social elements assume the characte¡ of floating signifiers. ,\lthough this approach certainly caprures part
of the process of the hegemonic-discursive corutn¡cdon of the social, its
limitations are also more than evident They stem from what could be
termed the 'fiansparency of the project' which underlies it Indeed, for
this approach there cannot be a closed totality because it is not empirically possible fo¡ a social force to impose its hegemonic supremacy in
such a complete way; but it is assumed that if such a supremecy ideally
came about, the social would take on the character of a self-regulated
and selÊgenerated ensemble. However, this conclusion can only be
upheld i[ at the same rime, it is maintained that the project of the
hegemonic force is absolutely selÊtransparenq in other words, if the
ambiguities of the sm¡cture do not penetrate the project as such. As can
lacion:

OURTIME

'anti-fascism'and

begin counting the numerical series, 7,2,3, 4, and ask someone to continìre, the ,potit"rr.oo. ar¡swer would be 5, ó, 7, etc. But I can adduce tåat
tJris is wrong, since the series I have in mind is l, 2, 3, 4; 9, lo, I l, 12; 17,
18, 19, 20; etc.But if my interlocutor believes that s/he has now understood the rule and tries to follow it by continuing the series in the stated
enunciation was
wa¡ I can 5rill ¿dduçs
one comprising
merely a fragment of
obviousl¡ I can
the numbers I to 20,
in a difFerentway. As can

ofa rule can never be
itself is

be seen, this leads to a naïve vision of the social egents' homogeneity and
selÊawareness.
(2) A second approach wbuld aftempt to overcome this limitation by

as

cen

partially transferring the ambiguities of the structure to the projecc The
incomplete and contingent nature of the totalicy would spring not onl¡
from the fact that no hegemonic system can be fully imposed, but also
from the intriruic ambfuuities of th. hegemonic'pto¡ã.t itself The

construction.

lËt ur go on to consider the various

tð

dimensions

of the hegemonic
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though it may be made possible by it
contingent decision must be considered,
strrlcture, but conscinrted in relation to

configuration alters the identity of all social forces present.
Nevertheless, there is a third aspect here which must be thoroughly
analysed, as it holds the key to understanding the specificity of the politicat. It is clear from the above .hat a decision teken on tle basis of an
undecidable sülrcture is contingent in relation to it It is also clear that i[,
on the one hand, the subject is not external to the stlucture, on the other
it becomes partially autonomous from it to the extent that it constitutes
the locus ofã decision not determined by ic But this means: a) that the

OURTIME
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'other side' or opposite of rçason and requires, as in the case of the opposition between tü.e contingent and the necessery, the full consticutiõn of
is two poles.'What we find here, however, is an undecidability located
within reeson iself the decision based on an undecidable strucnrre is
not therefore opposed to reason, but is something which eftempß ro
supplement its deficiencies. Thus tle fact that a decision may, in the final
insrance, be arbitrary merely means that the person t^kirg it cannot
establish â necessary link with e rational mocive. But this does not mean
that the decision is not reasonable - that is to say that an accumulated set
of motives, none of which has the value of an apodicdc foundacior¡
make it preferable to other decisions.
But what this principle of structural undecidability does mean is thac
if two different groups have taken different decisiorx, the relationship
between them will be one of antagonism and power, since no ultimate
racional grounds exist for their opting either way. It is in this sense that

we essert that all objectivity necessarily PresuPPoses the repression of
that which is excluded by its establishment To talk ofrepression im¡nediately suggess all kinds ofviolent images. But this is not necessarily the case.
By 'repression' we sirnply mean the external suppression of a decisioru
conduct or beliel and the imposition of alternatives which are not in line
with them. An act of conversion thus means the repression of previous
beliefs. It is also important to point out that repressed possibfüties are not
all those which prove logically possible in a certain situation - in other
words, those which do not violate the principle of contradicdon; they are
merely those we might call inchoate possibilides - that is, those whose
acrualizacion wes once attempted but were cancelled out of existence.

14. We determined

that

i
relations. And following the reflecdons above, we can
characteristic to them: they are alwavs Þower relacions. This affirmation
must neveftheless be given a pretise meaning. There are three rniscon-

one
repr
thàt

les, taking a decision can only mean
t are not carried ouL In other words,
decision is formed, in its most funda-

and

1n

a th¡eatened

ectlvrty. Il

in
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secondariness is based on a difference berween two teüns where one

its'e
sentence from
sense: republic

sructure,

t denies. Here the

in its most literal
the denial of the

example: several recent srudies have shown how the 'East'is simply the
resuliof the orientalist discourse of 'Wescern academics' The unification
of India, China and the Muslim world into a single entity can only be

performed by establishing an equivalent relationship between the
õultural characteristics of those peoples, a link that is based on t-he simple
'W'estern. But it is important to point
negative fact that none of them is
oui that this uniÊcation does not just take place in 'Western boolcs.
Insofar as its overriding discourse is embodied in the forms and irutitu'Western penetration of the
tions that have dorninated the course of
Thi¡d'World, the equivalence imposed by them will end up creating
'orienþl' idencities thãt will, et the moment of anci-colonialist rebellior¡'
inevitably turn upside
s based on
Derrida has shown

while marked terms add a supplement or mark to ic In the word 'dogs',
for example, the mark's' is added to the main meaning provided by thesingular. ln this respect, we could say that the discursive construction of

maintains its specificiry but where dris specificiry is simultaneously
presented as equivalent to that which is shared by both of them. The
word 'man' differentiates the latter from 'woman' but is also equated
witü. 'human being which is the condition shared by botl men and
womerr. What is peculiar to the second term is thus reduced to the function of açcident, as opposed to the essentiality of the 6.rst It is the same
with the blaèk=white relationship, in which'white', of course, is equivalent to'human being'.''Woman' and'black' are thus'med<s', in cont¡ast
to the unmarked terms of 'man'and'white'.
At this poing however, we are faced with another problem. The
violent hierarchies just mentioned elicit an im¡nediace et-hical response
which tends not only to curn them upside down, but to suppress them.
This is where the thi¡d misconception lies. Underlþg that response is
the assumption thet a free society is one from which power has been
totally eliminated. But as we saw, if power is the prerequisite of any
identiry, the radical disappearance of power would amount to the disintegracion of the social fabric. As we shall see later, it is this profound
concradicdon which underlies any project of global emancipacion. By
global emancipationwe do not mean specific or even a broad and articulated set of emancipacions, but the notion of an emancipation aimed at
transforming the very'root'of the social.,\ harmonious society is impossible because power is the condition for society to be possible (and, at t-he
same time, impossible, for the reasons adduced earlier). Even in the most

radical and democratic projects, social transformation thus means
building e new power, not radically eliminadng it. Desuoying the hierarchies on which sexual or racial discrimination is based will, at some
point, always require the construction of other exclusions for collective
idendties to be able to emerge.

thfud characteristic of social reladons, closely linked to the
previous two, is what could be termed the primacy of the political over
the social. ,\ mote detailed discussion is in order here. Let us start from
an objection that could apparentþ be made to the thesis that the constitucion of any identiry is based on the exclusion of that which denies it.
Many reladons and identities in our world do not seem to entail any
denial; the ¡elacior¡ship with e postûren delivering a lefter, buying a ticket
in the cinema, having lunch with a friend in a restaurant, going to a
concert
- where is the moment of exclusion and negaciviqy here? To
undersand this point, let us begin with the distinction made by Husserl
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tle original situatior¡ but merely of rediscovering, through
the emergence of new antagonisms, the contingent n¡rhrre of so-called
'objecrivity'. In turn howeveç this rediscovery canreactivate ùe hisørical
understanding of the original acts of institution insofar es stegnant forÍrs
that were simply considered as objecciviry and taken for granted are now
revealed as contingent and project that contingency to the 'origins'
recurning to

dremselves.

institution of the social is the point at which

The sedimented forms of 'objectivity' make up the field of what we
will call the 'social'. The moment of antagonism where the undecidable
naírre of the alternatives and tleir rËõlüffi-nth¡ough power reladorx
becomes fully visible consticutes the field of tle 'political'. Two points
must be clarified. The ûrst is drat social relacions are constiruted by the
very distinction between the social and dee political. I{, on t-he one hand,
a society from which the political has been completely eliminated is
it would mean e closed universe merely reproducing
inconceivable

-

ated
akes

The
that

Insofar as en act of institution has been successful, a 'forgetting of the
origins' tends to occur; the system of possible alternatives tends to vanish

that exclusion will always be somehow Present. What happens is that t-he
sedimentacion cen be so complete, the influence of one of the dichotomous relationships' poles so scrong, that the contingent narure of that
influe4ce, its orþina7 dimension oi po*er, do not prove immediately
visible.fObjectiviry is thus constituted merely es Presence.
In our ð"se, ho*ever, the moment of reactivacion cannot consist of a
return to the origins, to the historic system of alternacive possi\ilities that
were discarded. Let us recall our previous remarks: rejected alternadves
do not mean everything that is logically possible, but those alternatives
which werc infact artempted, which thus represenced antagoniscic alternatives and were suppreised. But in a new situacion, the system of those
alternacives

will

be

ãiff"tent $fyagon

does not therefore consist

of

is not only not feasible but also one which, if reached, would blur any
distinccion between the social and the political. This is because a total
political instirucion of the social can only be the result of an absolute
omnipotent will, in which case the contingency of what has been instiruted
- and hence its political nature - would disappear. The distinction
between the social and the political is thus ontologically consticotive of
social relacions. It could be called, to use e terrn from Heidegger, an'existential'. But the boundary of what is social and what is political in society
is constandy displaced.
The second point is linked to the consequences stemrning from this
constitutive nacure of tle distincciôn between the social and the political.

The most important is that

opaqueness

will alwaln be an inherent

dimension of social relarioru and that the myth of

a

reconciled and trans-

social practices that are thinkable wit-h these conclusions as their stardng

point Indeed, far from being the cause for pessimisrr¡ they are the basis
for a radical optimism, as will be explained later. But we can argue the
following straight away: if social relations are concingeng it means they
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1ó. A final characteristic ofsocial relations is their radical historicity'
This is clear from tle contingent nenrre of their conditions of eústence.
There is not what might be called a basic strucn¡ral objectiviry Êom

17. On the basis of these four characteristics of social reladons condngenry, power, primacy of politics, and historicity - we cen now
identifr the kind of quescions characterizing a non-objeccivist conceP-

37

this point, let us examine an attempt to conceive such dislocatior¡s in
exactþ the opposite direction from our own: rhe caregory of 'false
conscience'. This approach to the problem idencifìes, without any doubt,
a dislocation becween the agenCs identiry and is forms of representedon
But it already points out thar the agenCs real identity can only be essencial and that its conditions ofexistence cânnot therefore be contingenc
The transicion from false conscience ro 'conscience for itself is identified
with that of appearance to realiry. For that very reason, the conditions of
existence of false conscience cannot be contingent eithen both its
appearance and resolution ere inscribed in the internal movement of
essence. But if the conditions of existence
- both of identities and their
dislocations
are wholly contingent, then the very idea of conceiving
dislocation in terms of the eppearance-realicy opposition loses all
meaning. Think of the analysis of working class identities: an essencialist
approach will attempt to present the causes which pÌeuent the development of a full class coruciousness - e.g. rhe embourgeoisemenr arising
from imperialist exploitacioru the subsistence of peasant features in a
recendy developed proletariat, t-he accion of forces such as the media and
trade union bureaucracies or the influence of religior¡ etc. But this anal-

lais assumes that a full consciousness (in the Marxist sense of the term)
would become sponteneously developed if none of these countervailing
forces was at work On the other hand, if the notion of an essential
identity is abandoned, it mearx that the absence of a revolutionary class
awareness cetrnot be explained in terms of the fectors blocking its
emergence, since such an awareness is merely one of the working class
idendties that might develop and depends on precise historical conditions that cannot be teleologically conceived. For that very reason the
'cføss smrggle' cannot be taken for granted as the form that social
conflics will necessarily take. Indeed, the fundamental question is this: to

only become visible if the objectivity is a tlreatened objectiviry in other
words, if the power system on which objectivity is based is reaccivated.

what extent are social agents formed as classes by the collective scnrggles
forgrng the unity of their positions as subjects? The answer will obvi-

ting the social
crucial questo which-they

ously differ in each specific case.
(c) Finall¡ the possibility-impossibility dialectic also operates within
the fundamental categories of socio-political analysis. Take the concepts
of 'autonomy' and 'representation'. In the case of autonomy, it reGrs to
the locus of an insoluble tension. If an entity was totalþ autonomous, it
would mean that it was tomlly selÊdetermined. But in that case the

rnanage to c

the explicit

thei¡'fi¡llne

it must refer to both the identities and
those explicit objective identities, and to
ctive conditions of existence. To illustrate

of autonomy would be completely redundant (what, exacth
would it be autonomous from?) On the other hand, if autonomy was
totally inextstent, the social entity in question would be completely
concept
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determined. It would noq however, be something separate from thatwhich
determines it and the unsplitable ensemble of the determinant and the
deterrnined would obviously be selÊdetermined. As can be seen, rhe
notio¡x of total determir¡ation and
lents. The concept of autonomy is o

when neither of the

Fdvo extremes

18. The whole ergument developed above leads
of 'dislocation' .As we
cencality of the
as

to the

growing

lt

ltS
same time. But
tn
meâns
effecm of dislocation musr be
If on the one hand, they threaten identities, on rhe other, they are the
foundation on which new idendcies are consrituted. Let us consitler the
dislocatory effècts of emerging capialism on the lives of workers. They
are well known: the destruction of traditional communities, the brutal

victory. This once again confirms what our whole analysis has asserted:
that the field of social identities is nor one of full identities, but of their
rucituted. A realistic analysis of socio-political
abandon the objectivist prejudice that social
start from an exarnination of what they do not

It is the same

wirå. the category of representacion- In its lireral sense,

This means thar the more dislocated a sm¡crure is, the more the field

of
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decisions not determined by it will expand. The recompositions and
rearticulations will thus operate at increasingly deeper smrcnrral levels,
thereby leading to an increase in the role of the 'subjecC and to history
becorning less and less repetitive.
Finally, the thi¡d effect is what might be called unevenness of Power
relations. Atstrucrure can
not have e centre and is
therefore
structure is. The dislocation we are
to ls ltot one
a
oñe óf
rts

that

e

Porary
Porary

that we must now go on to analyse.

Dislocation and Capitalistn
stnrcture is dislocated, the possibility of cen?es emerges: the
the dislocation of the sÍ'r,lccure will be is fecomPoslEon
action of 'centring'
dislocation and unevenness. To repeat

of

to

the condidon

and
resPofise to

afÊrm the

presence of a single stnrctural power cenrre cannot be pluralism, as che
ience: the diffusion of power
ruling class' theory and the

all dislocation is
one case as it is in the other.
'We
have

as absent

in
are

of

The world is less 'given' and
must
is not just a constnrction of
the world, but of social agens who t¡ansform themselves and forge new
identities as a resulL At this point let us consider the differences benveen
our approach and that of the classical Marxist tradicion. In both cases

moment of the pre-given sÍucture. And note that when we refer to
in a metaphorical serxe, out of analogy with
s_ no meraphor here. ,{ny repetition that is
law ofsuccessions is space. Ifphysical space is
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also space, it is because it participates in this general form of spadaliry.
The representetion of time as a ryclical successiorg coÍtmon in peasant

this means that only the dislocation of the structure, only a maladjustmentwhich is spadally unrepresenteble, is an evenÈ Through dislocation
time is overcome by space. But while we cen speak of rhe hegemonization of time by space (through repetition), it musr be emphasizèd that the
opposite is not p
e anything, since it is a
pure effecr of di
of all hegemonizacion,
then, means that
ace
- is in the ultimate
instance temporal.

¡ns¿n th¡¡ euerything becomes possible or that
disappear, since no dislocation could take
universe: e stnrcture must be there for it to be
of dislocacion is that of a lack which involves a scructural reference.
There is
ening of the teld of the
possible,
situatior.- rh¡¡ i5, one in

which th

The third dimension is that dislocation is the very form of freedorn

object which becomes black At mornent'A' the object is whire as acruality and black as potentialit¡ et momenc B' it is accually black Bur whar
about the specifi
cal stacus of 'blackening'? At that p
t nor is ir yet black
The

Aristotelian

as

Freedom is the absence of deterrnination. whoever is ca usa sui is free. Let
us coruider various possibilicies on rhis basis. One is the Spinozan
formula: any individual entity is mereþ a link in a chain of deiermin-

possible' rries to

grasp this

of the obj
single pos
ment an¡d
potentialiry to eccualiry. In this
our eyes alone. It

that a

sinration
'speci

completely

sense,

ir is a spurious possibiliry one for
we a

for
we

dislocation there is no telos which goverr$ change; possibilicy therefore
becomes an authendc possibiliry a possibiliry in rhe radical sense of the
term. This means th"r lhere musr b; oråerpoisibilicies, since rhe idea of a
single possibi-liry denies what is involved in rhe very concept of possibility. Âs we have seen, because sm¡cural dislocation is consticutive, the
dislocated süuccure cennor provide the princþle of is transformadoru.
The dislocated structure thus opens possibilities ofmultiple and indercrminate rearticulatioru for those freed Êom irs coercive force and who are

total liberty - if- that purpose is guaranreed by a pre-established

harmony assuring the absence of interacdon with other eritities or that
that interaction is ineviable, in which case freedom can only be- relative.
In concrastwith these cwo variants of the notion ofÊeedom conceived as
selÊdeterminariorù we have a third possibiliqy, which is the exisrentialisr
conception of freedom. Man is condemned to be free; he is trarxformed

into an absolute chooser by the absence ofanypredetermined nature; but
he is a chooser who no longer has any reeson ó choose.
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if the structure I am determined by does not manage to constitute iself, tf e radical ouside - which does not share a common meesure
or foundation witl' the inside of the structure
- dislocates it? The structure will obviously not be able to determine me, not because I have an essezce independent from the smrcture, but because the structure has failed
to coruticute iself fully and thus to constirute me es a subject as well.
There is nothing in me which !\ras oppressed by the súucrure or is freed
by its dislocation; I am simply throun up in my condition as a subject
because I have not achieved cor¡stitution as an object. The freedom thus
won in relation to ttre struchlre is therefore a tráumatic fact initially I
am conilemned to be free, not because I have no structtlral identity as t-he
existentialists asserq but because I have a failed structural identity. This
means that the subject is partially selÊdetermined. Flowever, as this selÊ
determination is not the expression of what the subject alreadyis but the
result of its lack of being instead, selÊdetermination can only proceed
through processes of iilentficatìor. As can be gathered, the greater the
smrctural indeterminatior¡ the freer a sociery will be. 'We shall come
back to this point
These th¡ee dimensions of the relationship of dislocation
- remporality, possibility and freedom
are mutually involved. If temporality was
not radical, in other words if the event was not essentially exterior to the
stmcture, it could be inscribed as an internal moment of tl.e latter. This
would mean that the possibilities would be those orfrtre smrcture and noc
those emerging from stuct;trral dislocatior¡- In thar case rhere would be no
selÊdeterminacior¡, and thus no freedom either. Once again we tnd the
paradox dominating the whole of social actior¡: freedom exists because
society does not achieve constitution as e structurel objective order; but
any social action tends towards the corxtitution of that impossible objecg
and thus towa¡ds the elimination of the condidons of liberry itself This
paradox has no solutiory if it did, we would have simply returned to the
sociological objectivism we ere taking issue with in this essay. It is
because it is insoluble that dislocation is the primary ontological level of
corutitution of the social. To understand social realiry ther¡, is not to
understand what society ¡-s, but what prevents it fron being. Howeveq rf
what we have argued previously is true, in that case there is no com¡non
meesure between the paradox as such and the possibilides of historic
action
- the language games - that it operx up. Such possibilities are
therefore not a necessary stnrctural development of the paradox, but can
be taken edvantege of by someone outside it. It is to this set of possibilities that we must now tuûr our attentior¡- ¿{s a result of our previous
happens
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'we sew, however,
dislocation is not a necessary moment

is structural dislocation which
creates the revolutionary juncture. The intemal laws of the stntcture,
which would have required a full introducdon of capitalist reladons of
production until they became incompatible with any further development of the producdve forces, are intermpted here by a dislocation that
creates a new political possibiliry. The late development of capitalism in
Germany (which would fàll under what Trotsþ called'the privilege of
backrvardness') gives a political strength to the proletariat that bears no
relacion to the level of development of German capitalism. It should be
noted that it is not a case of replacing one conception of stnrctural laws
with another here. On the contrery it is the dislocation of smrcrural laws
which creetes the possibility of a revolutionary polidcs. Flere we find the
seed of a vision of history that is different from economistic stagism: a
succession of dislocatoryjunctures that may or may not be taken advan-

It is easy to note that, in

TT{E

formadon of the stn¡ccure but is its failure to

"chieve

in the selÊtrarucorrstituion rnd is

scrategy is later accentuated in the
ofis potential ricbness. For

much

cionary action depends on structura
all, the formulation of the permanent revolution perspective in his writilæ 9t the revolution of tgos. otsþ borroweã r."- parvus the idea
that the ca-pialist
lysrem should be seen as a global roteliry and thar the
prospecrs for revolucion should be viewed in terms of the dislocacions
e,xp
e his well_known description of
the
h¡rpertrophied developåent of
the
n Asiãn invãsioru; th. coirs.qo.ot
preponderance o{the sate with respecr to civil sociery the bureaucratic
nature of cities which unlike those of 'westernEurope, did not develop
primarily es cenres of craft and trade. To this .''ori b. added rhe btã
development of capitalism in Russia and it, main feature: that its

tage of,

This different vision of hiscory is insinuated in several of Marx's texts.
Take the famous lefter to Vera Zasulich in 1881, for example.

in a modern historical environment It is contemporwith a superior civilization, it is ded to a world market in which
capicalist production predominates. By appropriating che positive results of
this mode of production, it is in a position to develop and cransform the yet

Russia finds itself
âneous

archaic form of ics village communicy, instead of destroying it.2l

The key issue lies in determining whether this 'appropriation' is

geoi
lead

a

concingent historical possibility arising from the unevenness - and thus
dislocation
- of the development of capitalism in Russia, or whether it is
the result of a necessary structural law. Man<'s whole argument on the
issue moves in the first di¡eccion. In his prologue with Engels for the
Russian edition of rJrre Manfæto (tAaz), for example, the interrelationship
berween a revolution in Russia and a proletarian revolution in the'West

ornz

revo
move in

a

socialist direcdon-

¿\s cen be seen
appears b-ased on

cation of the

maintenance of the Russian peesent
community is made a condition for that revolution.'We are not dealing
at all with e process that is dominatêd by necessary infrasmrctural laws,
but with a body of contingent articulations that have been made possible
byjuncrures depending on the uneven development ofworld capialism.
It is imporant to note that by dislocation and unevenness we do not
mean'contradicdon'in the classical Hegelian-Marxist sense of the term.
Cont¡adiction is a necessary moment of the structure and is therefore
internal to it Contradiction has a theoredcal space of representatior¡- As

is affirmed and the possible

rel

bureaucratized st¿te

of

go beyond democratic tasls and to

f the revolutionery straregy
In the Ê¡sr place, th. dislãl
rase and supersÍucrurã: the militarytsarism inverts the hormal' relatior¡s berween

In the second
between democracic revolution and
it through: the break in rhe relation
been predicared incipiendy by Marx
stete end civil sociery.

central and 'western Europe, is even more the case in Russia. And

$allr, the dislocacion of the relation between democracy and socialism,
which should have been a relation of succession but which now becomes
a relation of ardculatior¡. The possibility of revolution does not spring

ii
ry,
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Êom.underlying and positive structural laws domi¡rating
the whole
the historical process, but from the latter's
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of

ditro."ti" *fü.rli.L.-i".

complered before rhe proletarian

his owu analysis.'While the revolu
sqcialisr di¡ecrion ro achieve consolidacior¡ Trotsþ
does nor berieve
and nor do any.of the Russian Social Democratic
leaders either
that it
can be consolidated without the triu
a proletarian revoludon in
of 'world history' and the
intervenes to explain the

In t-his generalization of the theory it is
importanr ro observe that the
two rernrs of Trosþ,s formula
strictþ incompatible' with each

case.

capitalism ... prepaies and in a certain sense ¡ealizes
ttre universariry and
of mant deve
c By this a repetition of the forms of

permanence

development by different
follow after thå advanced

things in the same order..., Llneve

From the universal law of unevenness

Referring to the previous passages, Michel Löwy aptly
cornmenm:

if unevenness really does
ions and limitations c"n rot b.

Thus the amalgam of backward and advanced socio-economic
condidons
becomes the sm¡cnrral foundation for the fusion
or combinadon of d.mo._
or¡. Or, to put ir
ces

ver,

uld .spacialize' rhernnotion. of ,stn¡ctural st ge, has
.

of combined

;m""ti:'"ít;

r counrries. Despite
ocratic dimension of revolution in

result from the

dj

succession, bur musr be rhought
sages is concerned, one sruclcu¡al
ngement is

.:nffiÍ"ïJ
as

possible as another.
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But ifwe are faced with elements that, corxidered in isolacion' are indiÊ
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both identities. As we have argued elsewhere, this decisive step is not
raken by Trotsþ or by the Leninist tradition considered as a whole. It is
only with the Gramscian notion of 'collective will' that the barrier of
class essentialism begiru to dissolve.

'stages'.

the structural dislocation parcicular to unevenness and ùe
external á"aor. of that dislocation -.Ã t-h"t the smrcture does not have

iniraç

we deÊned earlier. As a result, the structural rearticulation will be an
the strict
eminently po
,.*. of 'tlie
Points of

dofPoliwill be.
Fourthl¡ the subjects consmrccing hegemonic articulations on the
rrot internal but external to t-he dislocated strucbasis of diilocacion
"'r.
ture. As we stated above, they are condemned to be subjects by the very
facC of dislocacion. In this óen ., ho*.¡r.r, efforts to rearticulate and
feconscruct the stnrccure also entail the constiCution of the egents'

dislocatione
tics

Fiftbl¡ t}.e greater the dislocation of a structure is, the mo¡e indeterminate the political corxtruction emerging from it will be. In this serse,
Iæninism rèpresented an advance Êom the orthodox Man<ism of the
Second International, in spite of its limitations' No wonder the International's most representative leaders hurled accusatiotu of 'voluntarism'
and 'advencurism' against Leninist political practice. To base political
intervention on the oppornrniries opened up by che indetermination of e
historical junctu.e *.nt right agairut a vision of politics whigh saw the
laner as l.lking all autonom¡ since it was merely the result of an entitely
determined ptó".ss. Once agair¡ it is only by radicalizing this dimension
of indetermin¿tion that the Êeld of politics can be extended, and dris
requires a deepening of rhe dialectic implicit in the diilocacion-possibility relationship.

21.
"lly
rela

n
o
c

been

radition-

ontrol of social
most frequent

descripcior¡ capitalism has an inherent tendency to dissolve previous
social relarionJ and to transform all objects of private life previously
outside is control into commodities. The human beings produced by

this growing expansion of
by capitalism. Their very
through the manipulacio
.We
controlled by capiel.
increasingly regimented societies domi:
economiã þo*ã. Given that the working class would be increasingly
inco¡poratãd into the system ar the same time, no radicdly anti-capitalist
sectoi would exist and future ProsPects would aPPeü more and more
bleak Hence the deep pessimism of an Adorno. But this picture does not
at all correspond with reality. It is without 4oubt cme that -the phenomenon of cJmrnodficadon is at rhe heart of the multiple dislocations oF
t¡adidonal social relatiors. But this does not mean that the only prospect
th¡own up by such dislocations is rhe growing passive conformiry of all
aspects oflife to the laws of the market'
^The
response to the negarive effects of the comrnodificacion process
can be a wËole variety of struggles which aftempt to subject the activities
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of the market to social regulation This does not necessarily have to be
state regulation;.numerous forms of local and national organizacion
consume¡ organizations, for example - cen be given the power to parcicipate. OnIy a nosalgia for t¡aditional social relatioru can maintain an
exclusively pessimistic vision of tleis process. And it is worth remembering that the world broken up by capitalist expansion was far f¡om
idyllic and wes the source of many relatioru of subordination- More
crucially still, a world organized round traditional social relatior¡s is one
in which the possibilities of variation and transformation are stricdy
limited: human beings carurot choose and build thei¡ own life because it
has already been organized for them by a pre-existent social system. The
dislocation of social relations, on the other hand generated by a phenomenon such as com¡nodiÊcadon
provokes acts of resistance which
launch new social acto¡s into the historical arena; and the new actors,
precisely because they are moving on a dislocated terrain, must
constendy reinvent thei¡ own social forms.
The pessimism of the Frankfurt School stems from the fact that in its
approach two cent¡al assumptions of Mancist theory remain unchanged:
a) that the capitalist system consricures a selÊregulating totalicy and b)
that the cransformacion of the systeÍ! as in any selÊregulating totaliry
can only take place as a result of the developmenr of rhe internal logic of
the system itself Since this vision eccepts that the internal logic of the
system does not lead to the emergence of an agent capable of overthrowing it, the only thing left intact is the system's characrer as a selÊ
regulating totality, as a result of which it can now expand limitlessly. But
it is with this conception of a selÊregulating rotaliry that the dislocationpossibiliry dialectic breaks. Since the dislocation is radical, tfre movemenß of the system cennot just be inrernally determined. Among other
things, thi5 ¡rre¿trs r-hat there is no system in the strong sense of the term.
As a result of this externaliry and to the very exrenr that it prevents r}re
social from closing into a systematic whole, the prospects created by a
historical juncrure expand. In rhis wa¡ I believe a much more oprimistic
vision is gained of the prospects opening up for contemporary social
struggles. The latter start from the reality of the commodification phenomenon and attempt to concrol it sociall¡ not to wage a merely defensive struggle against an apparendy selÊregulating and inexorable
sËructure. The problem, tlt.rr, is how to articulate the presence and functioning of the market with a democratic and socialist society. Bur this
requires a break, bottr with a vision of socialism as an absolutely planned
society in which all market mechanisms have been suppressed, and with
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i1_ which ir is presented
having an internal logic that leads automatically to capialisrn

a conception of the markecs firnctioning
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22. 'We can refer ro the problem of the growing

bureaucratic unification and control of social r-ãl"donr in contemporary societies in the same
way. The obligatory reference here, of course' is Mær Weber' Unlike
tr"áition"l soc-ieties in which social relations appear dominated by
cusromary pracrices, under modern conditior¡s there is a growing radonalization of social endear.our by bureaucraric power. Just a step lway is
the assertion that we are moving increasingly towards regimented societies in which the concentradon of adrninisrrative power is becoming

narLrre of bureaucracy is questioned and demystified. Bureaucratic Power
one morc po\¡/er along with the ress But in that case
is thus revealed
^s
it is not possible to return to the

and this is the second liberating

"ff.ct

l
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traditional social relations prior to bureauc¡atic rationalizadon. The
sruggle between bureaucracy and the social forces opposing it talces
place entirelyin the Êeld opened by the bureaucratic t¡ansformatioru The
latter is confronted, not with a return to customary repetitive practices,
but with a range of alternacive forms of rationalizatior¡- These rationalizatior¡s will not now start from a single power centre, but from a multiplicity of power centres; and they will be more democratic in that the
decisions adopted will come tluough negotiation between those multiple
powers. But in eriy case, such democratic planning would have been
impossible without a) the dislocation of traditional social strucrure by
bureaucratic power and b) the historical agents' new awereness of their
capaciry to trar¡sform their social relatiorx, also conferred by bureaucratic intervention. In this way bureaucracy
- t-he opposite of democrary
is the historical condition for it Let us recall de Tocqueville's thesis on
-the symmetry between the ancien régime and the
Revolutioru the Revoludon was only possible on the basis and as a concinuation of the administrative unification and rationalizedon carried through by the øncien
régime. As with commodificacion, the result of bureeucrecyr¡vouldjust be
a totally adminisuated sociery if it was guaranteed an absolute a priori
powec but if that is not the case, the prospects opened by the bureaucratic revolution are much broader than anything it can control in terms
of its own logic.

23. Finall¡ it is the same if we go on to corsider the organization of
the production process itself Man< has pointed to che radical revolutionary nature of the t¡ansition from manufacture to large-scale
industry while in the first the worker found, in spite of having to
concentrate all his labour effort in a panial tash that his body and skill
still imposed lirnits on and determined technical progress, in the second
t-hese lirnits are broken Referring to such an analysis by Manç Lefort
corunents:
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the operation was accoûrmodarcd in advance to the wo¡ker. In other words,
the organic constiturion of the worker derermined the division ¿nd combination of gestures required for a
schema continued to determine
mechanical productior¡ by conrras
to be subjeccive.2ó

ceases

objectivist outlooþ
behind the apparent
are the decisions of
consuaints imposed

Of what

does tLe radical newness of the era of large-scale industry consist?
From now on, the production process becomes eutonomous; the mode of

the division of labour obeys the technical necessities of mechanical fabrication such as they are made known by the natural sciences, instead of
remaining bound to the range of individual aptitudes. In the language of
Marx, the subjective principle of the division of labour is subsdtuted by an
objective principle. In manufacturing, the worker certainly had to adapt
himself to a specifìc operation before entering the producdon process; but

24. In one sense, our analysis keeps within the field of Man<ism and
eqer,npts to reinforce what has been one of its virrues: the

full acceprence
of the t¡arxformacior¡s enrailed by capialism and the corxtruction of
an alternative project that is based on the ground created by those

Í
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t¡ansformetior¡s, not on opposítion to them. Comrnodification' bureauand technological
ssarily be resisted.
as to develop the
prospects they create for a non-capitalist alternative. In another seße,
however, our analysis departs from Man<ism, From a Marxist perspective,
the development of social alternatives to capitalism is a process which f.tlly

Not in vain can politics only be e superscructure in this approacb" In our
analpis, on the other hand, the problem of the resolution of power
relations is never taken for granted. Any transformation of capitalism
oper¡s up e range of possibilities that are not just determined by the
endogenous logic of capitalist forms, but also by the lartey's conscitutive
oumiãe and by the whole historical situation in which those logics
its
operete. Inasmucb as capitalism alwaln
domination cen never be merely impose
Pof
ment of its logic, but must be imposed
must
be
which
case,
capitalism
itself,
In
radically
exterior
to
something
seer¡, in terms of its most fundamental and constitutive features' as a
can be

Fi#,:
social and political relations and the more cencral this political moment
of hegemonic construction will be; but for that very reason, the more
exteruive the range of alternative political possibilities opposed to capicalist hegemonization

will

also be.

Let us consider the crucial breaking poins of the vision of capitdism
as a force generacing its transformacion from its own internal logic. The
peak moment of this image corresponds to the age of so-called liberal
capitalisrn- The processes of accumulation at the level of civil society are
considered suftcient to guarantee the selÊreproduction of the sptem as
a whole. This autonomy was largeþ a myd¡ of course, but one which did
have a certain historical foundation: insofar as social reproduction
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in traditional social relations, the idea of ir being
coruciously regulated was completeþ unthinkable. In such circumstences the image of the self-regulating market
- and of capitalist accumulatioru which was only the extension of market relations to the Êeld
of production - wâs imposed as an alternative to t¡aditional society but
nevertheless ¡etained one of the latter's essential features. The objective
nah¡re of the laws of the m¿rket, their operation oußide the will and
awereness of the producers, corutituted an intelligible principle of social
functioning (which made the existence of political economy possible as a
science), but one which, like all pre-capitalist mechanisms of social
reproductior¡ escaped the conscious intervention of the agents and did
not therefore give space for alternadve possibilides.
It is with the transicion to what Hilferding dubbed 'orgarnzeð capítalism'that the element of corucious regulation - and thus an eminendy
political regulation - begiru to take on a new cenu.lity.The characteristics of organized capitalism are well known: the rapid concentradon and
çsn¡aliz¿tien of industrial, commercial and finance capial; the growing
dependenry of industries on bank crediç the growing separation
between ownership and control of enterprises and the corxequent
expansion of managerial bureaucracies; imperialist expansioru the
growing interrelation between the state and capialist monopolies; the
corporatization ofeconomic and social power based on a tripartite egreement berween the stete, a few monopoliscic enterprises and national
t¡ade union organizations; the concentration of industry in a Gw cities
and in parcicular regions of the world; the growth in the number of
employees in large-scale ente¡prises and the parallel growth of the big
appeared as immanent

cities, etc,

It is worth concentrating e moment on the most conspicuous features
of the organized capitalism theory. Firsd¡ it recognizes that regulation
by the market is not enough to guarantee the condicions of capitalisc
reproduction. It must be supplementEd by the conscious regulation
imposed by monopolistic agreemens, banking control, state intervention and corporatist egreements. This conscious intervention thus allows
the regulacion of the increasingly dislocated realiry of the market But
secondly, if the element of conscious intervention becomes autonomous
from the blind mechanisms of the markeq then there is no logic for the
larter to be necessarily imposed on the former. In this sense, conscious
intervention can be oriented in various direccions, and dris rrieans that
the system of possible alternacives arising ac a given juncture expands.
Take the various forms of 'planism' that proliferated in the 1920s and
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1930s, or later, the project of a welfare stete es a redisrributive effort
within the framework of a corporatist agreement Whettrer planning
takes one direcdon or another, then, appears to be an eminendy polidcal
decision that depends on existing power relatio¡rs. Thirdl¡ the theory of
orgarnzed capitalism essumes, both in is left-wing and right-wing
forms, that tåe national state constitutes the framework of all economic
planning. The conception of state power as the locus and source of all
econornic decisions and planning is one of the cornerstones of the
welfare state.
This second mode of capitalist operation - berween the theory and
practice of which there are profound differences, of course - has gone
into crisis in recent decades. 'We have entered whet some authors have
called 'disorgarnzed capitalism'.27 Lasch and Urry characterize its main
features as follows: the internationalization of capital has led to nationally based ente¡prises having less control over domestic markes. There
has been a deconcentration ofcapital and a general decline in cartels. A
growing separation hes also occurred between financial and industrial
capital. The number of manual workers in manufacturing indusoy has
dropped in absolute and relative terrns; and a shift has taken place from
Taylorism to more flexible forms'of organization which no longer
involve the concentrarion of the workforce in large plans. In indusrial
relacions, this has led to a decline in colleccive bargaining at tle national
level, while the growing independence of dee monopolies from the state
has reduced the importance of corporatist agreements. In terms of social
struch¡re, there has been a rapid development in the services sector, in
parciculaç and thus of the professional class. Such transformations have
been accompanied by a new internadonal division of labour: the Third
'World
countries have seen successive invescrnents in basic ext¡active and
manufacturing industries and this has produced a change in the occupadonal structure in the First World, where employment is now oriented
towards the service occupations. Finally, the new spatial division of
labour has weakened the regional concentration of indusúy, errd accentuated the export of labour-intensive indusries to the Third World. At
the same time, it has led to the emergence of rural spaces in the metropolitan countries, as well as to e decline in towns and cities, both in terms
of size and their domination of tlle surrounding area.
As can be seen, we âre faced with an absolute and relacive decline in
the decision-making power of the national state as e centre of regulation
of economic life. This decline, however, isjust thac a decline.'We are not
fecrng a collapse in which a once absolute power has suddenly been

ì
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transferred in tato to the multi¡rational corporacions. ,t break must be
made with the simplistic vision of an uldmate, conclusive instance of
a totally selÊregulating
power.

market
of orga

eteþ absenr The myth
instance whose power
ofwild expecrations.

was disproportionateþ excessive and led to all kinds

And now we run the risk of creating a new myth: that of the monopoly
corporations' li¡nidess capacity for decision-making. There is an obvious
symmetry in all th¡ee ceses: one instance - be it the immanent laws of
the economy, the state or monopoly poiver
- is presented as if it did nor
have conditions of existence, es if it did not heve a conscitutive ouside.
The power of this instance does not therefore need to be hegemonically
and pragmatically constinrted since it has the characrer of a ground.
On the other hand, if we abandon this metaphpical h¡rothesis of the
ultimate instance and accepÇ according to our previous analynis, that all

power is contingent and depends on conditiorx of existence that are

contingent themselves, then the problem of power is decisively
displaced: the conscruction of a popular power does not meen üensf.oi"g an absolute power from one irxtance to another, but taking
advantage of the opporcunities offered by the new dislocations characrerizing disorganized capitalism to creere nelr' forms of social cont¡ol. The
resporise to the decline in the regulatory capaciry of the national state
cannot therefore be to abandon political struggle with a serxe of impotency, nor to call up the myth of an impossible autarch¡ but to open up
new speces for popular struggle on the real ground on which economic
regulation will have to take place in an era of disorganized capitalism:

that of supranational communities (the European Comrnuniry, for

example).

The novelty of the present situatior¡ ther¡ lies in the fact that the
nodal point around which the intelligibiliry of the social is articulated
does not now tend to be displaced from one instance to anotler in
sociery but to dissolve. The plurality of dislocations generares a plurality
of centres of relacive power, and the expansion of dl social logic thus
takes place on a terrain that is increasingly dominated by elements
external co it. Accordingly, arciculation is constitutive of all social practice. But in that case, to the very extent that dislocations increasingly
dominate the terrain of an absent stmctural determinatior¡ the problem
of who articulates comes to occupy a more central position- It is this
problem ofwho the subjects of historical tÌansformetions are or, more
frrndamentall¡ what being a subject entails - that we must now consider.

q
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Social Inagrnæy and Democratic Revolution

25. Our approach to the problem of the social agentlstructure alternadve c¿n be clearly gatlered from the development of our argument
above. Let us recapitulate the main poins. (t) The opposition between a
society that is completeþ determined in structural terms and another
th¡c is eutireþ the creation of social egents is not an opposition benveen
different conceptions of the social, but is inscribed in social realiry itself
Âs we said earlier, the subject exists because of dislocations in the struct this is not the freedom
nue.
case it would just be a
of a
st¡uctural locus; rather it is merely the freedom of a structural fault
which can only constmct an identicy through acts of identifcatiot(3)But
as tlese acs of identificadon
- or of decision - are based on a radical
structural undecidabilitf, any decision presupposes an act of power. Any
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must therefore be an exploration of contingency's discursive forms of
in the field of objectivity - or more precisely, the ways in
which objectivity is subverted by contingency. Or in a third formulation,
which emounts to the same, it must analyse the emergence of the subject
presence

the result of the collapse of objectiviry.
When we speak of politics here, we ere not referring to any regional
category. 'Politics' is an ontological category there is politics because
there is subversion and dislocation of the social. This means that øny
subject is, by definition, political. Apart from t-he subjecg in this radical
serue, there are only subject positiorc in the general field of objectivity. But
the subjecg as
as

corxtituted on

the subjecCs

e

marks that contingency has irucribed on the apparendy objective stmctures of the societies we live i¡¡-

power is nevertheless ambiguous: to repress something entails the capacity
to repress, which involves power; but it also entails the neeil to rePress,
which involves limitation of power. This means that power is merely the
t¡ace of concingency, the point at which objectivity reveals the radical

alienation which deÊnes it In this sense, objecti.tity - the being of
is nothing but the sedimented form of power, in orher words a
objecs

-

power whose traces have been erased. (4) However, since there is no originelfat of power, no moment of radical foundation at which something
beyond any objectivity is corrstituted as the absolute ground on which
tween power and objeccreatut. The creator has
r forms of identificacion
with a structure into which s/he has been th¡own But as this sm¡cture is
dislocated, the identiÊcation never reaches the point of a full identit¡ any
act is an act of reconsruction, which is to say that the creator will search
in vain for the seventh day of rest And as the creator is not omniscient,
and has to create within an open range of possibilities that reveal the

radical contingency of any decisiort power and objectivity become
one hand, ther¡ we have {gcþþr - that is,
to idendry and on the other, the discernible
the decisioû that is power. The ensemble of
these marks cannot therefore be objeccive; it must be the location of an
absence. This location is precisely that of the subject Subject equals the
pure form of the structure's dislocation, of its ineradicable distance from
itself An examination of t}'e subjecCs forms of presence in the structure

effecdveness
1t

forming

of

1S

ectivity by means
then, is

a new

the dislocated elemencs.

reertla

's

is reabso¡ption by the scructure reduced to 'subject position'. If the
condicion for the mythical character of a space is is distance vis-à-vis
what is representable in the space of the dominant structural objectivity
(a distance which is only made possible by the latær's dislocation)4þ
sPaces
ect ls
- a
its
of
no
space
it
has
itself
representable
since
is not

þ) The subject is constitutíuely metaphor. The condition for any rePresentation (and hence for any literality) is the presence of two sPaces that can
be mutually related through a one to one correlation of their corxcinrtive
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elemenrs. .and rhe condition of possibiliry of this one ro one correladon
is that rhere should be something identical conscinrcing the ultimate

form of the dominant

as en

sPaç9

éarlier, the mythdiscourse. Flowever, for reasons
sPece cannot funcdon as a critical alternative to another space if the
lamer is fully constituted, as if it were simply a question of choosing
between the two. Between wo fully constituted spaces lacking any

fullness. But tÀis
the very rePresentation of fullness, of all
meens that once mYth its only
Presence
of identification giving the
it will be used as an inverted
acceptance,
social
hes achieved e ceftain
form of representation of all possible kinds of smrcrural dislocatioru Any
frusratiori or unsadsfìed demand will be comperuated for or offset by

don

as

scruchrre to which the

ls
sPace ts

. In this sense,

which dislocations and social demands can be inscribed. The main

constantly reconstiruted and

ð) The

ft

ical

character

between

tion

dislocations that
scendent origin

be conceived as the source of the lafter. The tranthe scmctural dislocations is thus opposed to the obiec-

will

of

tive irnrrlanènce of the mythical space. The metaphorical nature of

on

it

is therefore essentially ur¡sable. There are two extreme possibilities here' The first is the
complete hegemonization of the surfaces of inscription by what is
inscribed on them. As we mentioned earlier: ttre moment of irxcripcion
1S
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is eliminated in favour of the literalicy of whet is inscribed. The other
possibiliry is symrnetrically opposite: the moment of representation of
the very form of fullness dominates to such en extent that it becomes the
unlimircd horizon of inscription of any social demand and any possible
dislocacion- In such an event, -y*, ir nansformed into an îrntglnary.
The imaginary is a horizon: it is not one emong other objecs but an
absoluæ limit which stmcfl¡res a field of intelligibiliry and is thus the
condition ofpossibility for the emergence of any objecc In this sense, rhe
Christian millenniurr¡ the Enlightenment and posicivism's conception of
progress, com¡nunist sociery are all imaginaries: as modes of representation ofthe very form offullness, they are located beyond the precariousness end dislocatioru typical of the world of objects. Put another wa¡ it is
only because there are'failed'objects, quasi-objects, that the very form of
objectivity must free itself from eny concrete entity end assume the character of a horizon.
'V/ith these considerations as our starting point, we can determine the

collective imaginaries' peftern of constitution and dissolution- The
condidon for the emergence of an imaginary is rhe metaphorizacion of
the literal content of a particular social demand. Ler us suppose that a
particular social group is suffering e range of dislocations in its
customary practices and proposes a series of measures to overcome thern
This body of measures cor¡stitutes a cerrain spatial model
- an ideal
model in this serise: the mythical space of a possible social order. From
the beginning, the duality of this space literal content and metaphorical representation of fullness is presenq but insofar as the mythical
space is direcdy linked to a specitc dislocatio¡l the possibilities for the
expansion and autonomization of the moment of meaphorical representation are severely limited. Yet the very fact 1þ¡ rhis mythical order is
from the beginrring sometl'i¡¡g more rhan the terrain of the original
dislocation entails the possibiliry which may or may not be realized
of radicalizing the metaphorical moment of the represenrarion- Thus, it
only needs other dislocations and demands to be added to the firllness
that the mythical space must represenr for the metaphorical momenr ro
become eutonomous from the literality of the original dislocatioru and
for the mythical space to be rransformed into an imaginary horizon.
Gramsci saw this process as the transicion from a cotporatkt class to a hegemonic c/ass, which for him involved the 'universalizadorf of the
demands of a particular group.'Whar our analysis adds to the Gramscian
conception is the idea that this transition is orrly possible because the
duality ofthe represenracion has been present from the srarq because all
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mythical space is external to the dislocation it pu¡ports ro suíúe; and
because eny group, from this point of view, is exterior to its own
demands. This also shows us what the logic of the dissolution of collective imaginaries is: insofar as a mythical space b.gi^ to absorb less social
demands, and an increasing number of dislocations that cennor be integrated into that space of representation coexist, the space is, so ro speaþ
re-literalized; is power of metaphorÞation is reduced, and its dimension
of horizon is thus lost
There is therefore a double movement governing the constitution of
collective idendties. On the one hand, no collective imaginary appears
essencially linked to a literal content As a collective imaginary represenß
the very form of 'fulloess', the lafter can be 'embodied' by the most
diverse of conten6. In this seræe, the imaginary signifìers forming a
community's horizon are tendendally empty and essentially ambiguous.
On the other hand, however, it would be fundamentally incorrect to
suppose that such ambiguity

might be ofÏlet by the literality of the

various social demands gt.ing content to the imaginary in every historical junccure. This would mean assuming that the demands are selÊ
ûafrsParent discourses, when in actual fact we know that their very
conscitution requires the i"tervention of mythical spaces and imaginary
horizons. The process is considerably more complex and involves a
constant interpenetration between these two dimensions. It is important
to point out that there is no necessary relation between the dislocation as
such (whicl¡ as we have seen, is pvre tßmporality) and the discursive space
that is to constitute its principle of reading and its form of representation. That is to say that the imaginary horizon on which a particular
dislocacion is inscribed
- which thus cransfo¡ms it into a demand and
inuoduces a principle of intelligibility into the situation as an ensemble
- is external to the dislocacion as such and cannot be deduced from the
lamer. There is the¡efore no common measure between the dislocated
structure and the discourse aiming to introduce. e new order and a new
arciculation-

Consider the German economic crisis of the 1920s, for example, and
devastating effecs on the middle classes. All routine expectatioru and
practices
- even the serxe of selÊidentiry - had been encirely shattered.
There was thus a generalÞed dislocation of tradicional patterns of life.
That National Socialist discourse emerged as a possible response to the
crisis and offered a princþle of intelligibiliry for the new situation is not
something that stemmed necessariþ from the crisis itself That the crisis
was resolved in favou¡ of Nazism cannot be deduced..¡Êom the terms of the

is
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crisis themselves. 'What occurred was somet-hing differenc it was that
Nazi discourse wâs the only one in the ci¡cumstances that addressed the
problems experienced by the middle classes as a whole and offered a
principle for their interpretation" Its victory was the resulr of its availability on a terrain and in a situation where no other discourse presented
iself as a real hegemonic alternadve. From our previous analysis, it can
be clearþ gathered why mere availability is on occasion enough to
ensure the victory of a particular discourse: for if the mythical space has
the dual function of expressing i$ concrete content and representing
'fullness' as such and since there is no com¡non rneasure becween the
dislocation and the forms of its discursive 'spatiaÞation
- then the
mere fact that it presenß itself as the embodi¡nent of fullness is enough
to ensure its acceptance. The discourse ofa'new order'is often accepted
by several sectors, not because they particularþ like its content bur
because it is the discourse of an orde¡ of something that is presented es a
credible alternative to a crisis and a generalized dislocation
This does not mean, of course, that any discourse putting itself

forward

tle embodiment of fullness will

be accepred. The accepance
of a discourse depends on its credibiliry and this will nor be granæd ifis
proposals clash with the basic principles informing the organization of a
group. But it is important to point our rhar the more the objective organization of that group has been dislocated, the more those 'basic principles' will have been shattered, thereby widening rhe areas of social life
that must be reorganized by a mythical space. The collapse of liberal and
rationalist convictions among widespread sectors of the population with
the emergence of the totalitarianisms of the twentieth cenrury is just one
excreme example of this process. There is rlerefore a dual movement.
On the one hand mythical space, as the incarnation of the form of fullness as such, metaphorically transfers this embodying function to its
concrete content and thus maneges hegemonically to impose a parcicular
as
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mastering. This opens either the possibiliry that the moment of the
case the literal
- in which
and
transformed
through
deformed
the addition of an
will
be
content
indetnite number of social demands - or that the literal content of the
mythical space mþht predominate - in which case its abiliry to hegemonize the general form of fr¡llness will be reduced; a growing coexistence
will exisc between unexpressed demands and a supposed universality that
is incapable of delivering the goods; and the mythical space will lose its
dimension of imaginary horizon. In practice, mythical spaces move on an
unstable balance between these extremes: for longer or shofter periods
they have e cerÞin relative elasticiry beyond which we wimess their
inexorable decline.
general form of fullness might predominate

27. In speaking of 'mythical spaces' and their possible transformation
into imaginary horizons, it is important to point out thet we ere not
referring to anything tlet is essentielly
ence ü1

forms. The welfare state, for example, was a myth aimed at reconstructing
the operation of capitalist societies following the Great Depression. A
society from which myth was radically excluded would be either an

endrely'spadal' and 'objective'society - where any dislocation had been
banished, like the model for the operation of a perfect machine
- or one
in which dislocations lacked any space for representation and transcendence. In other words, either the cemetery or the lurracic asylurn

But

it

is not just that myth is not absent from the functioning of

social order. It is only through this overdeterminarion of functions tlat
this social orde¡ is imposed and consolidated. But this overdetermination, which is the source of its srrengdu is also and this is the second
movement the source of its weakness: for if the very form of fullness
has a space of represenration, rhen the latter will be the locus to which

inheritq4 otjggqye., institutigna! forms. But this means that in contemporary societies thè (mythical) ipace of the subject is widened at the
'We live today in societies that are in
expense of structural objectivity.
many ways less 'alienaced' than in the pesc that is to say sociecies in
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which rhere is e greater indeterminacy of our position within rhem and

gofusrn,

consummation of a frrllness that makes the alienated existence of the

-

the

tion

-

vicrory is equivalent to the elimination of the specifically politi."-l
nah¡re
of the victorious pracdces. That is why any..rrãlotioo áu^sr cultivate the

ente-

be

of

of

the

Pure

This ofFers us rwo

is he even the Possessor

or

28.

This discourse of

space as such; and es we sew'

che realization

Poli-u9s and space are antinomic terrns. politics only exist insofar as
thrc spatial eludes us. Or
and ¡his amounts to the same ihing political

nof

-

Aristotelian phronimos; rather he is

a

a

thought addièsses the
ISSUe
bur is a non-political response to that problem. If dislocation

involves contingenry, and conüngency
leads in the Platonic schema to a
eliminates the very quescion ofpower

In Plato's scheme, there was no power to sha
Form of rhe Good w¡itren into the srrucrure
of this line of argument were cwo-fold: rhe

of dislocacion
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from the idea of meaningful parcicipation in the making of polidcal deci-

communi
resolve its internal conflicm through P
idea of the virruous community devoiã
sions; and the idea of polidcal

that seeks to
laced by the
re, devoid of

'polidcs'. Plato did not deny that each member of the community,-no mafter
liow humble his conribucion, had a right to share the benefìts of the
communiry; what he did deny wâs thet this contribudon could be erected
into a claim to share in political decision-making.2E

OURTIME

7I

struggle of everyone against everyone else, then is antithetical opposite
is not an order with a specific contenq but order tout court, the very form
of order independent of eny contenL Lec us recall the point we made
earlier: che more a system of norms and beließ conscitucing a comrnunity
has been shattered by dislocations, the less the new order's relation and
continuiry with that Ð/stem will be; and the more its specific content will
represent the order's abstract and general principle. This indifference to
the specific content of the order, which grows insofar as its point of
depamrre is an increasingly deep dislocatior¡ Ênds its logical culmina-

moment
mentatron,
elinünátéd. Bui on

hand, we could say that the ruler ofHobbes

äEã-eantithesis of

while the legitimary of the Platonic ruler
of what the community esentíally 6 Hobbes's

Plato's;

depends on his knowledge
monarch rîvst inuent end construct the com¡nunitarian order, since the

the
13

pure spacialiry of the
thus require as their
cated instance of an imational incarnation. It is not necessary to go over

never

since

it is what it

ltS

Hôbbesian
1S

while in Plato
a ore-existent obiectiviw. inHobbes
modern in

balance of the Roman constituttion.
Our second example of an approach which makes politics unthinkable can be found in Hobbes, where the element of dislgçgtip4, of the
much more than the dirr'rension of

all empirical realit¡ it is the very
important thing from the point of

view of our problem is that if the state of nature is conceived as dislocation pure and simple, and as absence of any order in the genenli"ed

us how pol-itics is
reverse side, the

wholly political
and
111

e'.L
tåar case e
commuruty must
plete comrnuniry in which its being must be
fecreated. And this consdrudve incompledon has two dimensions: (1)

it

rc
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Pervene Powers.

must

bea

-or

could be

As we have

seen,

ln 'Western

of the

has been

any represenadon of a dislocation
involves
t¡aumatic and

spatializa¡iq¡" 1a. way to
resenable nature

e

account
come to terms witÀ its poli-as an

consûruct

it

as a

case

is

written in th

of the earth ... And he doeth great wonders ... and

well upon the earth by means oi.hor.

-ir".i", *hi.h

Dislocacion here is meref)r ag evenr, a sudden
intervention originacing
the

from an absolute oumide th"t b."., ;;;;il;;'ää:;"rtto
previous situation. It is also
force, rather than the result
Diachrony is nor therefore do
of any other kind. But neirher

29.. The dominant figure of tho

on of his omnipotence. He musr
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Then the heavens shall be opened in a tempesr, and Chrisr shall descend
with great power; and a tery brighmess shall go before hirr¡ and a counrless
therefore non-dislocated) society for all tle intriruic ter¡sions of apocallptic discourse to be fully manifested.
The first requirement of a rationalist and nan¡ralisr discourse
presencing itself as en attempt to radically reconstruct sociery is for all

cransitions to be intramundane. In that case the achievement of the
universaliry peculiar to e transparent society can only be the result ofdre
trarxference of the omnipotence of the Creator to the ens creatum. Blut
with inexorable logic it.then follows that there can be no dislocation
possible in this process. If everything that happens can be expleined íntcrnalþ ø this world, nothing can be a mere event (which entails a radical
temporaliry, as we have seen) and everything acquires an absolute intelligrbility within the grandiose scheme of a pure spatiality. This is the
Hegelian-Man<ist momenÈ As u/e have pointed out from the very start

of this essa¡ the moment of negativity - of evil (in che apocaly¡rtic
of dislocation - becomes mere eppearance in the general
movement of reason- Modern rationalism tlus adapred badly to ttre
ground of medieval eschatology in its 'reoccupacion' of the lacter. Its
discourse),

30. In his admirable-booþ The Ixgitimacy of the Modern Age,rt Hans
Blumenberg has inroducgd the .ottã.pt of 'r-.o..op"cions'. Ëy this he
m€ans the process by which p

advent ofa new vision and o.* þ
ancient notions that had been form
issues, with the result that the latter end up imposing their demands on
the new notions and inevitably deforming therr¡- S-omething like this
happeru with rhe arrival of moáern ideolofies of radical sociai rransfora ground that ha
, by the medieval
funccion; on the
tion's character as 'mere event'; but on the other it gave ir a discursive
presence by conceiving
rds the rcalization of the millennium
plans
- which
only become manifest
î<ey point thar

maintenance of a radical representability of the real which is what the
Middle r\ges aaempted in opposition to the characteriscic'non-being'of
the cormpcion of classical thought - tåus depends on elirninating any
thought of dislocacion But this equally operx the symmetrically opposite
possibiliry that of maintaining dislocation's nature es pure event or
temporaliry in which case its represenadon becomes impossible. Dislocation carinot therefore be conceived as the cornrption and non-being of

it be inscribed as the manifestation of the Êerce
smrggle with the forces of evil. What rem4iru, then" is the mere temporality and incompletion of something that has become essentially unrepresentable. The Enlighte¡rment, the 'great narradves' of the nineteenth
century and the totalitarianisms of the twentieth were clearþ oriented in
a pure eidos,but nor can

the direction of the Êrst altern¿tive (combining it - inconsistendy in
many ceses with a quasi-eschatological reiteration of the image of the
struggle against evil forces). By contrasg our ege - the age of the democratic revolution - is beginning to explore the possibilities of historical
action that the second alternative opens.

31. At the time of writing - a year that has seen Tiananmen Squarq
the collapse of the regimes in Eastern Europe and the beginning of a
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of political transformation with unpredicable results in iüe

Soviet union
- it is obvio-usly easy 19 indulge in facile teleologies and
p¡esent the whole process from the Enlightenment to the Russiaã Revolution as a continuurn, or ratù.er a progressior¡, that was to culminate in

forget the realiry and operativeness

of

the way in which somè basic dimenhave continued to determine funda-

mental strucq,ues
dimensions can be
history of the mille

duction based on

t-h.e

search

for ind

managemenC acquired meaning simply thro

vidual', such meaning w.s reJuced^ó aU.
golauniry. Who is the subjecr of social ma
logical h¡>othesis of commúniarian universality being ultimately selÊ

just

as

gold has rhe dual function

, rhe concrere parriculariry of an
function of represencing univertion is not impossible; and we cen
political corut¡uction The

ocess of

TIME
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implicit dualicy of any mythical

spece means that any concrete conrent
to express thre very form of fullness that is to say universality. The ground of thar duality is a ¡ riori undecidable in either áirectionAll depends on how the process of universalizacion is conceived. If
communitarian universaliry establishes a relation of total equivalence
with the social order advocated by a particular group, the incarnation
will not be contingenq in facr therewill be no inca-rnatiin ar ell, since the
'idea' and the 'body' in which it is to be incarnared have a relation of
indissoluble necessiry between them. An objective process has guaranteed positions from which a knowledge of thã social þro.res possiËle. The
dictatorship of the proleariat bases is legitimacy on rtre same privileged
access to knowledge as the Platonic philosopher-king, with the difference that in the lamer the unity between mona¡chical power and knowledge was fornritous, while in rhe case of the diètatorship of the
proletariat there is a millenialist-naturalist theory of history explaining
why the latter incarnation of the universal has an objective and nicessary
character. In this case,(t) the social imaginary is totally reduced to mythical space in the sense that myth loses its characrer es a limítless surface of
inscripcion; and (2) myth denies its own characrer as such, since on
presenting itself as a necessery social order, it establishes a relation of
essential continuiry with the social demands that ir determines as legitimate from its own inside, thus annulliíg erry disrance berween the
dislocations of the structure and rhe mythical surface on which they are
to be inscribed. This obviously means that any other social demand is
excluded from the pure spece of t-he transparent society. (
lt is this closed neflrre of a space denpng its mythical character that
allows the indivisible unity becween empiriãal acrors end their universal
'füncdons' or'tasks' to be welded together. It is perfecdy clear that rhis
fusion between empiriciry and universaliry/rationality is at the root of
the totaliarian potencialities of the 'social menagement' advocated by
socialism. But it is important to add that this fusion is t-he result of the
'reoccupation' by socialist discou¡se of the ground of the universalist
ca-n also_come

diachrony that is inherent to the Ch¡istian apocaþse. This point is
crucial. For the current crisis of socialism is to a large exrenr that of the
long-term effecm of this reoccupatior¡ and in o¡der for the demands on
which the socialist myth has been based to regain validiry and acquire
new historical possibilities, it only needs them to be irucribed in a
discourse different from that of 'social managemenC
- by which we
meân en absuact universality that musr be embodied. But this means
moving in the opposite direction to the discourse of eschatological
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universality. 'V/e shall rerurn to this point shordy.
The second example refers to the agenc
ence of the reconciled sociecy. The
the essence

Pure
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the historical emerg-

ofa

Once again, the moment of lncarneuoD.

32. ìVe must now go on ro que
tive to the eclipse of God. This
intrinsic positive logic of the incra
the elimination ofäl dislocarior¡
constitutive nahrre, which leads to the crisis of all sparialiry and the
dtuit impossibiliry 9f all representadon Th. d.""1õ;á. Ai,
second line of historical action is the specific ground of tt" democratic
"i
revolution (or rather,. it is. the stricdy politiial
through *U.U
^od" in qãesdon of
operates,.since democracy is the very placing
:emocr.acy
the nouon ot ground). Let us recall the duality of mythiðar spãce,
which

generalization in the represenadon of a vasr range of antagonisms, they
become the necessary surface for the inscription õf
new-demand. It is
^ny
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for that reason

when social groups different from those that were
their original bearers - the urban middle sectors, for example - attempt
to consuuct forms of resistance to their speciÊc dislocations, they will
increasingly invoke the symbols of resistance of internal migrants: for
r-haq

such symbols are the only ideological raw material expressing anti-establishment protest in that society. This constant extension of the area of the
representable in the discursive surfaces formed by anti-establishment
symbols has a dual effecg of course: on the one hand it consolidates that
su¡face as the representation of the veryform of ¡he anti-establishmenq
but on the other, if it can perform this function of represerting any
demand and social protest, it is because it has been empcied of any
concrete content by the very fact of its consolidation írs a necessary
discursive surface. The fullness of the community thus becomes an
empty form and its relation with the concrete demands of the different
groups is therefore essentially hegemonic and ur¡st¿ble.
'We can see, thef¡, the new type of link be¡¡'een 'particularity' and
'universaliqy' tbat this kind of emptying enails. None of the problems we
saw arise with the reoccupation of the space of the millenialist apocaþse disappears, but their meaning is essentially displaced; and this
displacement leads us &om the reoccupation of a ground to is radical
deconstruction. The'universal' does not disappear but has lost ttre transparency of a positive and closed world: the com¡nunity'universalizes'its
values through the circulation of symbols that a¡e stripped of any speciÊc
content to the very extent that that circulation encompasses a growing
number of social demands. No universality eústs odrer than that which
is built in a pragmatic and precarious way by that process of circulation
which establishes an equivalence between an increasingly wide range of
demands. But this means tbat the problem of the terxion implicit in any
'embodi¡nenC disappears, since the essential asymrnetry between the
particularity of the demands and the universality of the values never
gives rise to a reconciliation in which any particularicy would be tnally
reabsorbed into a universal and transparent order. There is no Pax
Romøna for the social 'order'. But for thac very reeson the problem of
'embodiment'does not simply reoccupy the ground of the apocaþse in
is teleological or naturalist-radonalist forms; rather, in its new form, it
makes rhat ground impossible. It is no longer a question of a necessary
universality'searching' for the historical force that might embody it On
the contrary since all universality is only built tlrough the overdetermination of an indeÊnite and open range of concrete demands, it is a question of the force intended to embody such 'relative universalicies' being

NE'q/REFLECTIONSONTT]EREVOLUIIONOFOURTIME
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indeterminate; and such a force will only be the result of a hegemonic
struggle. This is exacdy what politics coruists of
There are cwo asirects here: on the one hand, since no force is the

incarnation

of

cor¡solidate its
force capable o

iself, a'collective will'will only
to appear to other groups as the

ocial arrangement possible ro secure

it The asymmerry between
'reladve universality' and the force embodying it thus paves the way for a
and expand a universality that transcends

democratic competicion between groups, as the 'universal' is not
coÍlmensurate with any of the forces that might momentarily embody
ic On the other hand, howeve¡ the'universal' does nor have, independendy of the successive forces embodl'rng iq a fixed eústence and
meaning either. There is no longer a definable e¡dos outside of is cormpt
forms, nor a Kingdom of God that can be apprehended through revelatioru This means that the quescion of power, the intrinsic irnpurity of
antagonisms and smrggles, penetrere the field of the universal irself
Recognition of the historical limitation of social agenrs is rhe very condition for democracy; but for the same reason, power is paradoxically the
very condicion for freedom.
,{ reflection on a limited historical case - that of internal migrants in
Third World countries - has provided the point of depamrre for our
presentation of such theoretical developments. Yet it would be a mistake
to think that the validity of the analysis is limited to this and similar cases
alone. On the contrary both the fragmentation and growing limitation
of social actors, and th" permanenr d-issociation bet*J.n ,o"iál i-"girr"ries and dre mydrical spaces capable of embodying therr\ are e process
that is deeply rooted in the democratic revolution of the last two cenruries, as well as in the overall state of contemporary societies. In relatively
stable societies there is no disancing between inscription surfaces and
what is inscribed on them.'Order'is immanent in social relations; and in
all forms of counter-sociery the content of mythical space absorbs any
possible dimension of horizon. There is therefore no room for the
constitution of t}'e dualiry of mythical space and social imaginary. But
the situation changes in societies that have gone through the experience
of capialism and the uneven and combined development inherent to it
Let us pick up on several points of our analysis. The fragmentation
and
limitation of social actors is linked to the multiplication of
the
produced by'disorganized capialism '. It follows from
this that more and more areas of social life must become the product of
political forms of reconstmction and regulation. But the very abundance
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of such dislocacions and their intrinsic antagonisms means that the limitacion and fragrnentation of the social actors they give rise to also
increase. This fragmentation, however, does not mean atomization:
isolated demands are overdetermined in the constitucion of social
imaginaries, and mythical spaces - which compete for the hegemo'i"ation of the imaginaries - arciculate demands in various ways. In turru tle
role of those spaces and imaginaries in transforming dislocations into
demands is absolutely central. There is thus no longer eny room for the
base,/superstructure dichotom;r any social level ifwe can speak oflevels
-

83

quo. The future is indeterminare and certainly not guaranteed for us; but
is precisely why it is not lost either. The current exparxion of democratic sauggles in the international ¿¡sna gi\¡es cause for cãutious optimisrn-

tlat

Two final poins. The fi¡st is concerned with the relation berween
reeson and emancipation that we refened to et the beginning of this
chapter. To what extent does placing in question the rationalism charactertzng the project of modernity not mean. undermining the found-

does open the possibility for their articulacion by the righq but insofar as
such arciculadorx are îot necessaty, the Êeld of possibilities for hisrorical
accion is also widened, as counter-hegemonic srruggles become possible in

of the emancipatory project linked o it? From the earlier
development of our argument it is clear what our reply will be. In our
perspective it is a question of historically corxtituting rhe subject to be
emancipated - indeed, emancipation and conscitution ere parr of the
.W.hy
same process. But in that cese, why prefer one future over another?
choose between different rypes of sociery? There can be no reply if the
question is asking fo¡ a kind of Cartesian certeinry that pre-exists any
belief But if the agent who must choose is someone wtLo alreaily LLas
certain beließ and vâues, then criteria for choice
- wirtr ell the intrinsic
ambiguities that a choice involves
can be formulated. Such an acceptance of the faccicity of cenain srata of our beließ is nothing but the
acceptance of our contingency and historiciry.rVe could even go so far as
to say that it is the acceptance of our 'humanity' as an entity to be
consrnrcted; while in the case of racionalisr¡r, we haue been giuen
'humaniqy' end ere merely left with the secondary task of reaÞing it
historically. For the reesons we have identifìed, thi5 ¡sçegnition of our
limitation and contingenry, of the precarious and pragmatic conscnrction of the universality of our values - a pn¡gma¡is¡¡ th¡¡ leaves the
perverse dialectics of 'necessary embodiments' behind
- is the very
condicion for a democratic sociery. To reformulate the values of the
Enlightenment in the direction of a radical historicism and to renounce
is rationaliscic epistemological and ontological foundations, then, is to
expand the democratic potentiali6o of thet tradition, while abandoning
the totalitarian tendencies arising from its reoccupation of the ground of
apocalyptic universalisrr¡This leads us to the tnal question concerning the current debare over
the 'end of history'. Does this formula have any purchese in providing an
adequate name for our present social and political experience? If the'end
of history' is understood as the end of a conceptually graspable object
encompassing the whole of the real in is diachronic spacialiry we. ere
clearþ at the end of 'history'. But Êom rhat perspective, 'histoqy' is a
quasi-transcendental category en attempt to irucribe the toaliry of

rnany ereas tradidonally associated with the sedimented forms ofthe status

events and dislocations

to refer to something that is essencially non-spatial

-

can be ttre locadon

of

mythical re-arciculations and imaginary aggregations. Sociery theru is
ultimately uffepresentable: any representation and thus any space is
en eftempt to constitute society, not to state what it is. But the antagonistic moment of collision between the various representations cannot be
reduced to spece, and is itself unrepresencable. It is ttrerefore mere event,
mere temporality. For reesons we have explained, this fìnal incompletion
of the social is tle main source of our political hope in the contemporary
world: only it can assure the conditions for a radical democrary.

33. Let us draw the final conclusions. The srete of social scuggles in
the contemporary world offers several grounds for political optimism.
They at least create the preconditions for a ndicelizeaon of democracy,
which is increasingly becoming the reference point for the consrmction
ofa new left 'We are faced with a growing fragmentation ofsocial ecrors,
but this, far from being the cause for any nostalgia for the lost'universal
class', must be the source for a new militancy and a new optimism. One
of the coruequences of fragmentacion is that the issues, which are the
rallying point for the various social stnrggles, acquire greater eutonomy
and face the political system with growing demands. They thus become

more difÊcult to manipulate and disregard. The selÊevidence and
homogeneity of the subject of social control in tradicional socialisr
discourse has disappeared. Instead, a pluralicy of subjects exercise a
democratic and negotiated control of the productive process on the basis

of this fragmentatior\ thus avoiding any form of dictatorship, whether
by che markeg the state or direct producers. The indeterminacy of the
relations between the different dernands of the social acrors cerrainly

atior¡s

in

conceptual forms transcending them. In
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arrother sense, however, we cÍrn say ttratwe are et the begìnníngofhistory,
at the point where historicity tnally achieves full recognition- For iruofar
as eny't¡anscendentality' is itselfvulnerablg any effort to spad.li"e cime
ulcimately fails and space iself becomes an evenu In this sense history's

book by M. I-<iwy, The Politiæ of Combineil anil IJneven DevelopmenlLondon I 981 , where
tüis and other texts by Marx and Engels on the class base of rhe democracic revolution
are exhaustively discussed.
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ultirnate unrepresentability is the condition for the recognition of our
radical historicity. It is in our pure condicion of eveng which is shown at
the edges of all representation and in the treces of temporality cormpting
all spacq where we tnd our most essenriel being, which is our contingenry and the intrirrsic dig"iay of our transitory nanue. In one of the most
crucial pessages of his work Ortega y Gasset recalls that a proverb can be
heard in the thirsty desers of Libya saying: 'Drink from the well and
leave the place to you¡ neighbour.'
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PART II

2

The Impossibfiry of Sociery

I

should like to refer here to several problems which are cenrral to the

e seme time, however,

in no other
identiry of 'the ideological' become
If the increasing interest in iãeology runs
historical effectiviry atributed to *É"r *",
e domain of rhe 'superstruccuresr
- and this
widening is a response to the crisis of an econoitistic and reductionistic
conception of Marxism
-- then that very crisis puts into question rtre
social totaliry constituted around rhe basisup.r.äo".or. difonction- As
a consequence,

ir is no

ideology'in

terms of a topography
'Within
the Man<ist

to the problem of ideology. These
alwap - been combined. For on o

3ï::ïti
ught to be

a

consciotsness.

on which they were

r.ii'io!åT.f.

ception of sociery as an intelligible
Emcture upon which its partial elements
validiry of the second approach presupegetacl/
- a subject having an ultimate
misrecognition was postulated as the
ct the nvo approaches were grounded in
society and social egeíÇy. Tó see cleúly
89
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THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF SOCIETY

the problems which have led the theory of ideology to is present
of this essenrialist conception in its

91

mov€mel)'!

irnpasse, we need to study the crisis

to
not

two varrafrts.

Let me turn, t¡st, to the crisis of the concept of social rotaliry. The
ambidon of all holistic approaches had been to fix the meaning of any
element or social process outside itself, that is, in a sysæm of relariãrs witi

to embrace

attemPß

rs

to

it

üs o.dei'= o¡.-

irnpossible, ir is nevertheless

coruciousness only makes sense

of

fixed.
assert
course,

that identity

Man<ism, a conception

of

if

the identity of the social

lts true

can be

we

non- c o n trad i crory.'Within
kind is at the basis of the
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3

Psychoanalysis and Marxism

To tbink the relationships which eúst berween Man<ism and psychoanaþis obliges one to reflect upon the inrersectior¡s benveen t*ã th"oretrÍal telds, each composed independendy of the otler and whose possible
forms of mutual reference do not merge into any obvious sptem of
translation- For example, it is impossible to afÊrm though it Las often
fs a theory of subjectivity to the fìeld
latter has been constituted, by
ttre percinence of any theory of
subjectivity (although certainly nor
."t gory of ,subject). Thus, no
simple model of supplemenr or articulation is of the slightest use. The
problem is ratLer rhat of tnding an index of comparísoi bec,ween c,wo
different theorecical telds, but thJt, in turr¡. implier the co^troction of a
new field, within which the comparison would make serue.
This new ûeld is one which may be charectenzed as þost-Manrist'and
is ttre result of a multitude of rheor ecico-policical intãrventior¡s whose

consist

cumulative effect in relation to the caregories of classical Marxism is
si¡nilar to what Heidegger called a 'de-strucdon of the history of
ontology'. For Heidegger, rhis 'de-srruction' did not signify the purely
negative operation of rejecting a traditioru but exacdy rhe opposite: it is
by means ofa radical questioning which is siruated béyond this t¡adition
- but which_is only possible in relation to it - ttrat the originary
meaning of the categories of this tradition (which have long-since
become stale and trivialized) may be recovered. In rhis ssnss, effelting a
'de-struction'of the history ofMan<ism implies going beyond the deceptive evidence of concepts such es 'cless', 'capital', ánd so on, and rèsynthesis that such conceprs
eoretical alternatives in reeard
optioris, and the ambiguities

of
suture. The

institute itself
of the

would be the

as

such on rhe basis of closure,
of the inÊnite play of

to

ofany

ts

discourse of closure, the
social. The social
sible
social PrecÍce.

must be seen

as

wiùout the
consdrudve of the
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i¡herent in thei¡ constitution iself - the 'hymen in the Derridean sense
repressed, rise up here and there in diverse
- which, although violendy
discursive surfaces. It is the systematic and genealogical oudine of these
nuclei of ambiguity which initially allows for a desruction of the history
of Marxism and which constitutes post-Marxism as the field of our
current political refleccion- But it is precisely in these surfaces of discursive ambþiry that it is possible to detect the presence of logics of the
political which allows for the establishment of a ftue dialogue, wirhout
complecent metaphorizatior¡ between Marxism and psychoanalytic
theory. I woul{ like to highlight two points, which I consider fundamentel, concerning these discursive surfaces.
1. Marxism has so often been presented as a prolongation and a culmination of the Enlightenment - and therefore as one of the pinnacles of
modernity that eny eftempt at deconstnrcting its categories must begin
by focusing on two decisive points where Man<ism brealeswlth the tradi=
tion of the Enlightenment These points are: (a) the afÏìrmation of the
cent¡al character ofnegativity - struggle and antagonism - in the structure of any collecdve identiry and þ) the affirmation of the opaqueness
of the social - the ideological nature of collective representations which establishes a peünanent gap benveen the real and the manifest
seßes of individual and social group actioru. It is easy to see how it is
possible, from these nvo points, to establish a dialogue with psychoanalysis. The second point may be linked to t-he action of the unconscious
and to the plurality of 'systems' established in the various Freudian
topographies. The ûrst, by establishing the non-immanent and everth¡eatened character ofany collective identity (resulting from the negativity inherent to entagonism), allows the consideration of class stnrggle
as a dialecdc of idencifications composed around a reallimpossible
kernel.
Flowever, let us not proceed too quickly. This reading of Man<ism,
which sees within it not the piruracle of modernity but rather one of its
Êrst crises, is only possible if one is unewere of at least - in an optimistic
calculation
- half of Marx's work (The same could be said about Hegel)
Marxism is not only a discourse of negativity and the opequeness of the
social, it is also en attempt
- perfecdy compatible wich the Enlightenment
to limit and master them. The negativicy and opaqueness of the
social only eúst in'hqman prehistory', whichwill be detnitely su¡passed
by communism conceived as homogeneous and Eansperent society. It is
from this mastery of totality that the moment of negativity loses its

constitutive and foundational characten it shone forjust

a

brief moment
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in theorecical discourse, only to dissolve an i¡rstant later into the full positivity which ¡eabsorbed it - positiviry of history and society as totelizations of their partial processes, the positivity of the subject - the social
to deny that this dimenclasses
- as agents of history. It would be absurd
is
in Marxism. Even
present
mastery/trarrsparcncy/ndonalism
sion of
rhis
itself
increasingly
from the
which
reafÊrms
dimension
is
the
1¡e¡s;
Anti-Dühríng to Stalir¡.
2. Consequentþ if we want to trace the genealogy of post-Marxism,
we cennot stop at the dichotomy of positivity/negativicy, opaqueness,/
'We must also highlight the radical inconsistency of these
transparerrcy.
two dimerxions. It is necessary to detect the surface where rationalist
of ambiother words,
any logic
e arbitrariness
Man<ism,
in the discur
the
we find a privileged zone
the
radonaliry positiviry and

ensemble of phenomena
combined development'.

Let us consider the problem in its simplest tenns' '(Jnequal

and
and

dislocadon of a 'strategy' which is irreducible to a full presence that
encloses, as a selÊsuffìcient totaliry the differential ensemble ofits terms.

reflection suffìces to realize that what is explicitþ thought in this relationship - the actors of the hegemonic relationship (the social classes),
the class natLlre of the hegemonized task - is that which, stricdy
speaking, is absent to the extent that normal development has been dislocãted; while that which is actually Present - the relationship of dislocation - ß namedbutîot thoughLTherefore, hegemony is in reality a hinge,
given that on the one hand it sutures the relationship between two

1
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elements (the task and the agent); but, on the other hand, since this suture
is produced in the teld of a primary and i¡rsurmountable relacionship of
dislocadort we can only anribute a character of inscription to ig not one
of necessary articulation" In other words, the hegemonic relationship can
be thought only by assurning the category of lack. as a point of depamrre.
'We can clearþ see the pertinence of some centrel concepts of Lacanian
theory. The hegemonic subject is the subject of the signifier, which is, in
rhis ssnss, a subject without a signified; and it is only Êom this logic of
tle signifier that the hegemonic relationship as such may be conceived.
But in this case, the categories of negativity and opaqueness, which we
presented as characteristic of that 6rst crisis of modernity represented by
the Hegelian/Marxist momeng ere not reabsorbed as a parcial moment
by any racionalist transparency. They are conscitutive. Thus, there is no
AuJhebung. This is preciseþ the point where the logic of the unconscious,
as the logic of the signiter, reveals imelf as an essentially policical logic
(insofar as politics, from Machiavelli onward, have primarily been the
thought of dislocation); and where the social, uldmateþ irreducible to
the status of full presence, also reveals itself âs political. The political thus
acquires the status of an ontology of the social.
Therefore, the'de-struction'of the history of Marxism is not a speculative operation
- an epistemological operacion, ifyou will - given that
itpres'Jpposes no dualiry of subject/objecg but rather the generalization
of the logic of the signiter to t}.e ensemble of its rheorecical categories.
Consequently, these categories are neither remoted nor reabsorbed by a
higher rationality but shown in their concingenry and historicity. For the
same reeson, this generalization is not a speculative/abstract process, but

4

Post-Manrism without Apologies
with Chanøl Moufe

.W'hy

should we rethink the socialist project today? ln Ilegemony and
we pointed out some of the reesons. As participating
actors in the history of our time, if we are ecffally to assume an intervendonist role and not to do so blindl¡ we must aftempt to wrest as much
light as possible from the struggles in which we participate and from the
changes which are taking place before our eyes. Thus, it is agaip necessary
to temper 'the arms of critique'. The historical reality whereof the
socialist project is reformulated today is very different from the one of
only a few decades ago, and we will carry out our obligatior¡s as socialists
and intellectuals only if we are fully conscious of the changes and persist
the level of theory.
in the effort
rule for intellecrual
The 'obstina
t leaves no space for
work should
complacent sleights of hand thac seek only to safeguard an obsolete
Socialìst StraAgl,

orchodory.

This indicates the direction and the way in which a possible confluence of þost-)Marxism and psychoanalysis is conceivable, neither as the

Since we have referred in our book to the most imporønt of these
historical transformations, we need do no more here than enumerate
them: structural transformations of capitalism ttrat have led to the
decline of the classical worHng class in the post-industrial countries; the
increasingly profound peneuation of capitalist reladons of production in
areas of social life, whose dislocatory effects - concurrent with tlose
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s The fact that any reformue more diversified, complex

î!î"1i

ffiilfl;

rror to mention 1s14, t87to¡ 1848
and to political creativiry- Hopelessness in this """J."åH
-"tt t is only piop.. to
those who, to borroya phrase fromJS. Priesde¡ have lived for yeais in a
fools' paradise and then abrupdy move on to invent a fools,'hell for
themselves.'we are lMrg, on the contrary one of the most exhilarating
moments of the twentieth-century e moment in which new generations]
u'ichout the prejudice-s of
Èe pasq without theories pt"r.tititrg themselves as 'absolute truths' of hisiory ere constructing n-ew.-"oãip".ory
discourses, more humar¡ diversiÊed and democratic. The esch"toLgical
and epistemofogrcal ambitions are more modesr, bur the liberating aúiratiorrs are wider and deeper.
In our
to rethink socialism in these new conditions compels
-opinjoa
us to undenake rwo sreps. The first is to accepÇ in all their rad-ical

novelry the transformations of the wodd in which we live that is to
sa¡ neither to ignore them nor to distort them in order to -make them
compatible with outdated schemas so that we may condnue inhabicing
old formulae. The second is ro srarr
t

in irs smrggles, its challenges, its
within it for the genealogy of
within it the presence - at first
that are ours; and, consequend¡ to

-

search

ch is organized around continuities

äf"i

mlkingge past a rransient and *"0î!1'ïfî,îï;åll
iîli"tJ
origir¡ rhet a traditioz is given forrn
In our book we attempted to make a conribution to rhis tasþ which
today starts from differenr tradirions and in different latitudes. In almost
cases we have received an important intellectual stimulus from our
reviewers. Slavoj Zizeþ for examþle, has enriched our theory of social
antagonisms, pointing out its relevance for various aspects of Lacanian
tleoryr ,{ndrew Ross has indicated the specificity of ãor hne of argument in relation to several aftemprs in the united Srates to addiess
sirnilar problems, and has located it within the general framework of the
debate about posr-moderniry.2 ,\listair Davidõn has characterized the
new Marxist i
ok is parc3 Starrley
Ä¡onowitz has
criticis-ms from the

all

standpoint

of

on of the American Lefta philip
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Derbyshire_has very_correcdy underlined the theoretical place of our texr
in the dissolution of essentialisrr¡ both political and philoiophical.s David
Forgacs has posed_a set of important questions abour the pòütical i*plications of our booþ which we hope to ariswer in future wãrks.o

Flowever, there b¿ve also been attacks coming

-

es

wes to be expected

- from ùe fading epigones of Man<ist orthodoxy. In this ardcle w. will
answer the criticisms of one member of this tradition: Norman Geras.T
unusual
has gone
ere. Geras's essay is

*.11."";åi:ii

literary genre to which it belongs: the pamphler of denunciation. His
opinion about our book is unambiguous: it is 'profligate', .dissolure,, ,faruous', \r'ithout regard for normal c >nsideratiorx of logic of evidence, or
of due proportion; it is 'shame-faced idealism', an 'intellecrual vacuum,,
all sense of reasonable constraint', 'lacking a
measure or modesty'; it indulges in 'elaborate
in 'manipulating concepts' and in 'tendentious
quotatiorx'. After all this, he devores forty pages (one third of the MayJune 1987 issue of New lxft Reuiew) to a detailed analysis of sucÉ a
worthls55 work Furthermore, despite the fact that Geras does not know
us personaily, he is absolutely definite about the psychological motivations that led us to write the book 'rhe pressure . .. of age
profes"nd
sional status'; 'the pressures of the political time . .. nor very congenial,
in
the West at leasq to rhe sustenance of revolutionary ideas'; 'the lure of
intellectual fashion'; 'so-called realism, resignation or merely candid selÊ
interesC, etc.
- conceding, however, that such perverse motivations are
perhaps nor'cor¡sciously calculated for advantage'. (Thank you, Geras) It
is, of course, up ro the reader to decide whar [o dúnk
"r, "otio.
"bootand
who opens a-n intellectual discussion by using such language
such an
avalanche of ail hominenr arguments. For oui patg w.-*i[ only say that
we are not prepared to enter into a game of inveccive and counter-invective; we will therefore declare from the sart that we do not lenop the
psychological motivations behind Geras's irxpiration co write what he
does and thaq not being his psychiarrists, .we are quite uninteresred in
them. Flowever, Geras also makes a series of substantive
- though not
subsantial
criticisms of our boolç and it is to these aspects of hii piece
that we shall refer. We shdl fìrsr corxider his critique oioo. theorãtical
ap-proach and then move on to his poins concerning the history
of Marxism and the polidcal issues that our book ãddresses. Let
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us st¿rt with the central category of ou¡

analysis:

the
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concept

ofdiscourse.

Discourse
The number of absurdides and incoherences that Geras has accumulated
concerning dris point is such that it is simply impossible ¡q uss his critical
accourlt as the framework for our reply.'We will rherefore briefly oudine
our conception of the social space as discursive, and then corrfront this
scatement with Geras's criticisms.
Let us suppose that I am building a wall wirh anorher bricklayer. At a
certain moment I ask my workmare ro pass me a brick and then I add it
to the wall. The 6.rst

- adding the brick
reality of both acts b

Aty*"y, it is up to the reader to decide how we can befter describe the
building of a wall whether by starting from the discursive totality of
which each of rhe pardal operations is a momenr invested with a

meaning, or by using such descriptions as: X emired a series of sounds; y
gaye e cubic object ro )Ç X added this cubic object to a ser of similar
cubic objects; etc.
This, however, leaves cwo problems unsolved. The fi¡st is this: is it not
necessary to establish here a distinction
Even ifwe accepr úat the meaning of an

be
of
bu

rse we do not mean a combinacion

speech and

writing are themselves

totalities.

configuratior¡ is not the action itself s
meaning? Let us coruider the problem from two angles. Firsd¡ from the
angle of meaning. Here the classical distinction is 6etween sémancics
dealing with the meaning ofwords;
and its consequences for meaning;
w y e word is actually used in

points ouc
showed in our boolç the
any means, imply putting
ball is only a football as lò

not, by
a

foot-

socially

i:

Wirgenstein argues that meaning and use are intirnareh inexrricably

""#åi:";
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a word's use, including all the many and varied language games that are
played with ic so meaning is very much the product of pragmatics.e
a term is an act
- in that sense it forms part ofpragmatics; on
the other hand, the meaning is only constiruted in the contexs of acnral
use of the terrru in that sensè its semantics is entirely dependent upon its
d if at all - only anaþcally.
pragmatics,
identity or discursive object is
that is to s
ut, if we focus on the problem
constituted
a meaning and,
Êom the other ang
therefore, we tnJ
Pragmatics and
us again to the
semantics that we

The use of
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the limits of Popperism; we could mention the advance represented by
Kuhn's paradigms and by Feyerabend's epistemological anarchism) And
what is said of scientitc tleories can also be applied to everyday languages
that classifr and organize objects'

Geras's Four Theses
'W'e can now go to
basic theses: (t) that

discursive

are structured around four
the discursive and the extra-

coincide

between the fields

of

the

conclusion that the di
elements does not overl
'not meaningful', since

affirming the discursive character of every object is to incur one of the
most typical forms of idealism. Let us see'
'We can treat the first two claims together. Geras writes:
Every object is constituted as an object of discourse means all objects are
given their being by, or are what chey are by virtue of,, discourse; which is to
say (is it not?) that there is no pre-discursive objectiviry or reality, that
objects not spoken, wricen or thought about do not exist.r0

To the question posed between brackets '(is it not?)', the answer is simply
'no, it iJ not'. The reader who has followed our text to this point will
have no difÊculry in understanding why. For - returning to our
P

o

d,.

Popper's cricique of verificationism showed that no fact cen Prove a
fact cannot be explained in
meaning - by later and
^
ought has gone far beyond

mere existence of the entity stone,
substratum does no¿ That is, Geras is making an elementary confusion
between the being (esse) of an objecg which is historical and changing,
and the entity (ens) of that object which is not Now, in our interchange
with the world, objects are never given to us as mere eústential endties;
they are always given to us within discursive
raw material or part of a manufactured

contemplation

in a

foresq

or air

obstac
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will

be protection from enemy attacþ or a
place for a touring trip, or the source for the excrection of minerals, etc.
The mountain would not be any of these things if I were not here; but
this does not meen that the mountain does not exist It is because it exists
that it can be all tåese things; bur none of them follows necessarily from
its mere existence. And as a member of a certain communiry I will never
encounter the object in its naked existence
- such a nodon is a mere
abst¡actioru rather, that existence will always be given as arriculated
within discursive totaliries. The second mistake Geras makes is that he
advancing; the mountain

Richard Rorty has pointed ouc
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would have some legrtimacy within Platonic metaph¡'sics); the answer,
obviousl¡ would be: it depends on
reason it would be absurd to ask o
atomic structure is the 'true being'
atomic theory is a way we have of classifring certain objects, but th¿t
these are open to different forms of concepíralization rhat nu¡y emerge
in the fun¡re. In other words, t-he 'truth', factual or otherwisg about tLe
being of objecs is corxtituted wiùin a theoretical and discursive context,
and the idea of a truth outside all contexr is simply nonsensical.
Let us conclude this poinr by identi$ing the status of the concept of
discourse. lf the being
- as distinct from exisrence - of any object is
constituted within a discourse, it is not possible to differentiate the
discursive, in terms of being, from any other area of reality. The discursive is not, thereforg an object among other objecs (althougb, of coursg
concrete discourses are) but rather a tLeorecical horizon. Certain questions concerning the notion of discourse are, therefore, me"ningl"ss
because they can be made only about objecs wirhin a horizor¡ not abouc
the horizon itself The following remark of Geras's musr be included
wirhin this ç¿¡sg.ryr
One could note again, for instance, how absolutely everyching

-

subjects,

experience, idendties, sm:ggles, movements
- has discursive 'condidons of
possibiliry', while the quescion as to whar may be tle condidorx of possibiliry of discourse itself, does not t¡ouble the authors so much as to pause for
thought.'2
culcure, or purpose, or intuitions qulnot be supported except conversationand people who still hope for other sorrs of support¡r

all¡

Relativism is, actuall¡ a false problern- A 'relativist' position would be
one which afârmed that it is the same to think'A is B'or.A is notB,; that
is to sa¡ that it is a discussion linked to the being of the objects. As we
have seer¡ however, outside of any discursive conrext objecs duof,hø¿e

This is absurd. If the discursive is coterminous with the being of oþecrs
- the horizor¡ therefore, of the constitution of the being "f "1"ry oË¡.".
- the question about the conditio¡rs of possibility of the being of
discourse is meaningless. It is equivalent to asking a materialist for the
conditions of possibility of mafter, or a tLeist for the conditions of
possibiliryof God.

The accusation of the 'anti-relativisC is,
there is a

which rhe
inaccessible. But, as we have argued,
discursive
of
as such"

it It

a projectile' is part

course, to

of the true being of the stone

to or

of things
to be
a

Idealisrn and Materialism
Geras's fourth criticism concenrs the problem ofidealism and we have to

consider it in a more detailed way. The fust condition for having a
rational discussioq of coursg is that the meaning of the terms one is

IOó
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using should be clear. Conceptual elucidadon of the idealism,/materialism opposition is particularly important in view not only of the widely
differing contexts in which it has been used, but also of the fact that these
contexts have often overlapped and so led to innumerable confusior¡s'
The idealism,/materialism opposition has been used in ettemPts to refer
to, roughly speaking, th¡ee difGrent rFpes of problem.
1. The problem of the existence or non-existence of a world of objects
external to thought. This is a very popular mistake which Geras incu¡s

throughout his discussion For the distinction here is not between
idealism and materialism, but between idealism and realism' A philosophy such as Aristotle's, for example, which certainly is not materialist in
aãy possible serxe of the term, is clearþ realist. The same can be said of
the philosophy of Plato, since for him the Ideas e¡c¡sr in a heavenly place,
where the mind contemplates them as something external to iself In
this serxe, the whole of ancient philosophy was realisq since it did not
put into quescion the existence of a world externd to thought - it took it
for granted. \Me have to reach the modern age, with a philosophy such as
Berkeley's, to Ênd a total subordination of external realiry to ttrought
Flowever, it is irnportant to realize that in this sense Hegel's absolute
idealism, far from denying the realiry of an external world, is its
unequivocal affirmation r\s Charles Taylor has asserted:

This (absolute idealism) is paradoxically very different from all other forms
of idealism, which tend to the denial of external realiry, or material realiry.
In the extreme form ofBerkeley's philosophy, we have a denial of matter in
favour of a radical dependence on the mind - of course God's, not ours,
Hegel's idealism, far from being a denial of external marerial realiry, is the
strongest affìrmation of iq it not only exists but necessarily elis$.r3

If this is the question

at issue our position is, therefore, unequivocally
realisq but this has little to do with the question of materialism.
2. What actually distinguishes idealism from materialism is its affirmation of the ultimately conceptual character of úe real; for example, in
Hegel, the assertion that everyt-hing that is real is rational. Idealism, in its
sense of opposicion to materialism and not to realisrr¡, is the afhrmation

not that tLere do not exist objects extemal to the mind, but rather that
the innermost nanrre of these objects is identical to that ofmind - that is
to sey, that it is ultimately thought (Not thought of individual minds, of
course; not even of a fianscendent God, but objectiue thought) Now, even

t07

if idealism in this second sense is only given in a fully cohe¡ent and developed form in Hegel, philosophen of antiquity are also predominandy
idealis¿ Both Plato and Aristotle identited the ultimate reality of an
object with its fo* - that is, with something 'universal', and hence
conceptual. If I say ¡f,¿¡ this object which is in front of me is recrangular,
brown, a table, an objecg etc., each of these determinaciorx could also be
applied to other objects - they are then 'universals', tha¡ ¡/nø. But what
about the individual 'iC that receives all tlese determinadoru? Obviousl¡ it is irrational and unknowable, since to know it would be to
subsume it under a universal cetegory. This last individual residue,
which is irreducible to thoughq is what the ancient philosophers called
matter. I\nd it was precisely this last residue which was eliminated by a
consistent idealist pbilosophy such as Hegel's: it asserted tle ultimate
rationaliry of the red and thus became absolute idealisrr¡Thus, form is, at the same time, both the orgarizing principle of the
mind and the ultimate reality of an objecc As it has been pointed out,

form
cu(s) across the categories ofepistemology and ontology for the being ofthe

particular is itself exhauscively defined according to the requirements of
knowledge.... Thought, word and ching are defined in relation to thinkable
form, and thinkable form is itself in a relation of reciprocal definition with
the concept of endty.ta

The tn¡e line of divide between idealism and materialism is, therefore,
the affìrmation or negation of the ultimate irreducibiliry of the real to
.Wittthe concept. (For example, a philosophy such as ttrat of the early
genstein, which presented a picture theory of language in which
language shared the same 'logical form' as the thing, is enrirely within
the idealist ûeld) It is important to note thaq from this point of view,
what has been tradidonally called 'materialism' is also to a great extent
idealist. Hegel knew this so well that inhis Greater Logic materialism is
presented as one of the Êrst and crudest forms of idealism, since it
assumes identity between knowledge and being. (See Creater Logrc, First
Section, Chapter Two, final 'remark'.) Commenting on this pessage,

'W.T. Stace points ouc

Atomism alleges that rhis thíng the atom, is the ultimate realiry. Let it be so.
But what is this thing? It is nothing but a congeries of universals, such
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perhaps as 'indestruccible', 'indivisible', 'small', 'round', erc. All these are
universals, or thoughts. 'Atom' iaelf is a concepr Hence even our of rhis
materialism proceeds idealism.r s

.Where,

in all this, does Man< tt in? The answe¡ cannor be unambithar is
guous. In a sense, Marx clearly remairu wirhin the idealist field
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what is signitcant from a deconstrucrive viewpoint is rtrat the sensible thing,
even in a 'realisC like Aristode, is icself unthinkable excepc i¡r relation to
intelligible forrn Flence, the crucial boundary for Aristode, and for philosophy generall¡ does not pass between thoughr and d'l.g but u¡ithin each of
these, between

foru

and formlessness or indefnitenesst'

-

The Instability of Obj ects

it is not possible to abandon idealism by a simple appeal to the
externel object, since (1) this is compatible with the afÊrmation 'hat the
object is form and thus remai¡x wiùin the teld of idealism and the most
traditional metaphysics; and (2) if we take refuge in the object's mere
'existence', in the 'iC beyond all predicacion, we cannot say anythi4g
about it But here another possibiliry opens up at once. 'We have seen thet
Thus,

hiptory is the one rather

ultimate law of motion
trensparency of the real
real is 'form'. For this
analyses

I

H:iï
inro
the

(conceptual) essence ofthe real.
3. This is noq however, the whole

story
ro
define more precisel¡ there is in Marx a d
m
idealism. But before we discuss rhis, we m
re
and implications of any move ar¡/ay from idealism. As we heve said, the

universe of static essences; or one can introduce movement into

it,

as

the 'being' of objecs is different from their mere existence, and that
objecs are never given as mere 'existences' but are always articulated
within discursive totalides. But in that case it is enough to show that no
discursive totality is absolutely selÊcontained
- that tier. *ill always be
an outside which distorts it and prevents it from fully constituting itself
to see that the form and essence ofobjects are penetrated by a basic
-instability
and precariousness, and tl'at this is rl¡eir most essential possibìlity.
This is exacdy the point at which the movement awey from idealism
starts.

Let us consider the problem more closely. Both Wingenstein and
with what can be called a referential theory ofmeaning i.e. the idea that language is a nomenclature which is in a one-to-one
relation to objects. They showed tlrat the word'fathey', for instance, only
mearis what it does because the words 'mother', 'son', etc., also exist. The
toaliqr of language is, therefore, a s)¡stem of differences in which the
identiry of tLe elemens is pureþ reladonal. Flence, every individual act
Saussure broke

of signification involves the toalicy of language (in Derridean terms, tÏe
presence of something alwap has the traces of something else which is
absent). This pureþ relational or differential character is not, of course,
exclusive ¡q li.guistic identicies but holds for all signifying scructures
that is to say, for all social sûuccures. This does not meen that everything
is language in the restricted sense of speech or writing but rather that the
relational or differential struccure of language is the same for all signi$'ing strucnrres. So, if all identity is differential, it is enough that the
system ofdifferences is not closed, that it suffers the action ofexternal
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discursive stnrctures, for any identity (i.e., the being, not tJnie exßtence of
things) to be unstable. This is what shows the impossibility of amibuting
e cheracter of a fixed essence, and what makes
oî form which constituted the cornerstone of
Fluman beings socially constrrtrct their world,

this third oppositior¡ a world o
realiry of the object (idealism) is
and precarious character of the

the ultimate
al historical
m). For the

nacing the ¡eal to the concept, rç idealism, and to see materialism as a
variety of attempts to break with this subordination. Both strategies are,
of course, perfecdy legitimate.
Let us rerunr at this point to Marx. There is in his work the beginning,
but only the beginning, of a movement in the direction of materialism.
Flis 'materialism'is linked to a radical relationalism: ideas do not constiorld, but are rooted in the ensemble of
tute a clos

material
relationali

Flowever, his movement towards

not actually ranscend the limis of

Hegelianisrn (an inverted Hegelianism continues to be Hegelian). Let us
look at these rwo mornents:
1. One possible way of understanding this embeddedness of ideas in
the macerial conditions of society would be in terms of signifying totalities. The 'state' or the'ideas'would not be selÊconstituted idencities but
rather'differences' in the Saussureen sense, whose only identity is estab-

ductive forces',
lished relationally with other d
Marx would be
'relations of production', etc. The
conscitutes the
to have shown that the area of
signifying totalities is much wider and deeper than it had been supposed
hideerto; that dee material reproduction of sociery is part of the discursive
toalities which determine the meaning of the most 'sublime' forms of
political and intelleccual life. This allows us to overcome the apparendy
iruoluble problems concerning the base/superscrucrure relatioru if sate,

lll

productior¡ etc., have pureþ differential identities, the
ence of the others
as the
presence
- In
'son',
of
'mother',
etc.
this
presence
of one element over another
sense, no
is necessary. This is dre intuicion that lies behind the Gramscian category
of 'historical bloc': historical movement is explained not by laws of
mocion of history but by the organic hnk between base and superideas, relations of

sÍ'ucture,
2. Flowever, this radical relationalism of Man< is immediately translated into idealistic teûns. 'It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their social existence tüat determines their
consciousness,'r8 This could be read, of course, as a reintegration of
consciousness with existence, but the expression could not be mo¡e
unforcunate, since if social existence determines consciousness, then
consciousness cennot be part of social existence.le And when we are told
that the anatomy of civil sociery is political economy, this can only mean
that there is a specific logic - tlre logic of the development ofproductive
forces
- which constitutes the essence of historical development. In other
words,'historical developrnent can be rationally grasped and is therefore

suqprising that class sruggle is entirely absent from this account. All
this is perfecdy compatible with the basic premises of Hegelianism and
metaphysical thought
Let us now sum up our argument in this section. (t) The idealism,/
realism opposition is different from the idealism,/materialism opposicion.

is

it

(2) Classical idealism and materialism ere variants of an essencialism
grounded on the reduction of the real to form. Hegel is, therefore,
perfecdy justified in regarding materialism as an imperfect and crude
form of idealisrn (3) A move away from idealism cannot be founded on
the existence of the objecq because nothing follows from this existence. (4)
Such a move must, rether, be founded on â systematic weakening of
form, which consists in showing the historical, contingent and
constmcted character of the being of objects; and in showing that this
depends on the reinsertion of that being in the ensemble of relacional
conditions which conscitute the life of a society as a whole. (5) In this
process, Marx conscitutes a cransitional poinc on the one hand, he
showed that the meaning of any human reality is derived from a world
of social relations much vaster tlan h¿d previously been perceived; but
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on the otÀer hand, he conceived the reladonal logic that lint<s the various
spheres in clearly essentialist or idealiscic terms.
,{ Êrst sense of our post-Marxism thus becomes clear. It consists in a
deepening of thar rela
thinking within a
Hegelian and, in
ce
could only take so
?ny
far. In an ege when p
the action of the
u¡r.conscious makes all signification ambiguous; when the developmenc
of strucural linguisrics has enabled us tõ undersand better the func-

tioning of purely differendal identities; when the t¡ansformation of
agmatism to'WirtgenI essentialism, we can
more radical way ttran

Either/Or

At

dris- p-oinr ye should consider Geras's general methodological
reproach that we have based our main theoreticãl conclusions otr . -f"lr.
is to sa¡ that we have counterposed
without coruidering the possibilicy
both extremes. Geras discusses this

taneous movements,

s

quotes a passage

ofour book where

Geras proposes, insread, the elimination of this ,in_flexible altemadve'. I{,
fot example, his ankle is secured ro a stort post by a chain he may not be

able to attend a political meeting or play

t r-ir,

but he can still iead and

.

1.

Ta

might be argued that rhe base determines the superstrucrure nor
a complex s)¡srem of medlaüots. Does this

in a di¡ect way but through
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Autonorny and Deternination
'What happens if, instead, we abandon the concept of 'deter¡ninadon in
the last ir¡stance by the economy'? It does not follow either that the autonomy is absolute, or that the 'economy' in a capitalist society does not

impose fundamenal structural limits on what can be done in other
spheres. Vy'har- iloes follow is (a) that the limitation and interaction
between spheres cennot be thought in terms of the category of 'determination'; and þ) that there is no las¿ instance on the basis of which society
can be reconstRrcted as a rational and intelligible struccure, but rather
that the relative efÊcacy of each sphere depends on an unstable reladon
of antagonistic forces which entirely Penetrates the social. For example,
the structure of capitalist relations of production in a certain moment
will impose lirnits on income distribution and access to consumet goods;
btrt conversel¡ factors such as working-class stmggles or the degree of
union organization will also have a limiting effect on the rate of profit
that cen be obtained in a political and economic conjuncture. In our
book we made reference to somedaing that has been shown by numerous

recent studies: namel¡ that dre transition from absolute

from
capital accumulation, i
working-class stnrggles
surplus value, far

economy is reduced to the fact that the latter always fixes the limits

of

no autonomy. (All this reas
the same time that ùe inte
an ultimate determinatioru

totality which escape t-hat determination, was inconsistent from the
beginning.)

to

reladve

of
of
c-

rured as a political space, and the'war of posicion'is not the suPerstnrctural consequence of laws of motion constituted outside it Rather, such
laws peneuate the very fìeld of what was raditionally called the 'base' or
'infrascnrcture'.If determinationwas e lasttnsta¡ce, it would be incompatible with eutonomy, because it would be a relation of omnipotence. But,
on the other hand, an absoluæly autonomous entiry would be one which

quotes:
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afÊrm the_equadon becween auronomy and dispersion. Neíther total autonomy
nor

øøl suborilination

is, consequentllt, a

plausible solution.2l

The suggestion thet we have ser up a rigid akernative between rotal autonomy and absolute subordination is, therefore, simply an invention by
Geras.,tll our analyses tÐ¡, on the contrery to overcome rhat'either/or'
alternacive
- see, for instancg our critique of the symmetrical essentialisms of the totality and the elements þp. 103-5), or our discussion of
ll9-22). In order to overcome rhe

::"ïiffsåi:"iffi';"H'f;.î
social. Geras also tries, apparend¡ ro

ovelcome this alternative, bur he only proceeds by the rick of afhrming
determination in the last instance thàoreticatty whlist eliminating ir in th;
c:nclete example rhat he gives (the one of the chain). His overcoming of
the alternative is, rherefore, wishful rhinking, and his discourse is lod-ged
in permanent incoherence.
Geras's othe¡ two examples of our 'either/or' reductionism can be
discu-ssed briefl¡ since they repear the same argumentarive srraregy
and the same mistakes. Firstly, the case ofRosaLuxemburg. Geras quotes
a fragment of our book where, accor ing îo him, we afTìrr¡irhat Ma-rxism
resß upon a well-known alternacive:

Misquotatior¡s aparr, it is inceresting to see how Geras himself
attempts to escape the 'either/or' alternative. As in the case of relative
a,utonomy,, his solution is a mixture ofjournalistic impressionism and
theoretical inconsistency. (It is signiÊcanr rheq despite his insulting and
aggressive tone, Geras is suspiciously deGnsive and moderate when it
comes to presenting his own political and theoretical proposals) .Wh¡'
he asks,
mây we not think that between rhis devil and that blue sea there is some-

eicher capitalism leads through its necessary laws ro prolerarianization and
crisis; or else these necessary laws do not funccion as expected, in which case

,.. the fragmentacion

berween differenr subject posirions ceases ro be an
'arcifìcial producr' of the capicalisr srate and becomès a permanenr realicy.

On which Geras com¡nents: 'Ir is another stark antithesis, Either pure
economic necessity bears the full weight of unifying the workng class; or
we simply have fragmenrarior¡-'22 This time, however, Geras haJomiaed
a'small' detail in his quotation; and his misquotacion is so flagrant that
he puts us
- this cimè for sure before tËe 'either/or' alteäative of

to

-

conclude that he is inrelleccually either irresponsible or
dishonest. The'detail'is that our rext poses rhii alrernadve, nãt in respect
of Manrism in general, but in r.sp..i of what would be, by reducio ad
absuritum, their excreme reducdoniìr or essenrialist versions. îh. qoot"tion comes from a pessege wherg after having pointed our the p."s.n..
_hlying

of a double historical lofc in the text of Rosa-L]uxemburg
- the^logic of
structural determinism and the logic of sponraneism
we proceedid to
-

stmggles against different forms of racial and sexual discrimination, etc.
If it is a mettel of enumerating the unpleasanr features of the societies in
which we live, which are the basis for the emergence of numerous anragonisms and contesting collective identicies, rhe enumerarion has to be
complete. But if it is a metrer, on the contrery of answering such

I
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Êagmentation with a theory of the necessery c/øssnature of anti-capitalist
egents, no mere descriptive enumeration will do the trick Geras's 'classist' alternative is constituted only by means of internrpting at a certain
point his enumeracion of the collective antagonisms generated by late
capitalisrn The vacuity of this exercise is obvious. If Geras wents to
found'classis¡n' on something other than the determinism of 'necessary
laws of history', h" has to propose a theoretical alternative ofwhich there
is not the slightest sign in his article.
Firrally the question of 'objective interesrs'. Ours is a criticism not of
the notion of interesrs' but of dreir supposedly objective character: that is
to sey, of the idea that social agents have interests of which they are not
conscious.

t
I
I

I

l19

gemes' or discursive sequences which organize social life are predominandy stable. This situetion gives rise to tle illusion that the being of
objecs, which is a purely sociel constructior¡ belongs to things themselves. The idea of a wodd organized through a stable ensemble of essen-

tial forms is the central presupposition in the philosophies of Plato and
Âristode. The basic illusion of metaphysical thought resides precisely in
rhis unawareness of the historiciry of being. It is only in the contemporary world, when technological change and the dislocating rhythm of
capitalist uansformation constandy alter the discursive sequences which
construct the reality of objects, that the merely historical characte¡ of
being becomes fully visible. In this sense, contemporary thought as a
whole is, to a large extenq an attempt to cope with this increasing realization, and the consequent moving away from essentialism. In AngloAmerican rhought we could refer to the pragmatist turn and the
anti-essentialist critique of post-analytic philosoph¡ starcing from the
work of the later Wittgerutein; in condnentâl philosophy, to Heidegger's
radicalization of phenomenology and to the critique of the theory of the
sþ in post-structuralism. The crisis of normative epistemologies, and
the growing âwereness of the non-algoritlmic character of the ransition
from one scientitc paradigm to another, point in the same direction'What our book seeks to show is that this history of contemporary
thought is also e history internal to Marxism; that Man<ist thought has
also been a persistent effort to adapt to the reality of the contemPo¡ary
world and progressiveþ to distance itself from essentialism; that, therefore, our present theoretical and policical efforts have a genealogy which
is internal to Marxism itselfi In this sense we thought that we were
conributing to the revitalization of an intellecrual tradition. But the
difficulties here are of a particuler type which is worth discussing. The
a¡ticle by Geras is a good example.'We learn from ic, with amazement,
that Bernstein and Sorel 'abandoned' Manrism - and in Geras this has
the unmistakable connotation of betrayal. What can we think about this
ridiculous story of 'beuayal' and 'abandorrment'? What would one make
of a history of philosophy which claimed that A¡istode betrayed Plato,
that Kant betrayed Leibniz, that Marx betrayed Hegel? Obviously, we
would think that for the writer who reconstrucs hiscory in that wa¡ the
betrayed doctrine is an object of worship.,\nd if we are dealing with a
religious object, any dissidence or aftempt to transform or to conribute
to the evolution of tlat ùeory would be considered as apostasy. Most

To corxtruct an 'interest' is a slow historical process, which

takes place through complex ideological, discursive and institutional
practices. Only to the extent that social agenrs participate in collective
totalicies are their identities construcred in a way I'at makes them
capable of calculating and negotiacing with other forces. 'Interesrs', rher¡
are a social product, and do not exist independendy ofthe consciousness
of the agents who are their bearers. The idea of an'objectiue interesr'
presupposes, irxtead, that social agents, far from being part ofa process in
which inte¡ests are conscructed, merely recognize them
- that is to say,
that those interests are inscribed in their naû¡re as a gift from heaven.
How it is possible to make this vision compatible with a non-essentialist
conception of the social, only God and Geras know. Again, we are not
deding with an 'either/or' alternative. There øre inreresrs, but these are
precarious historical products which are always subjected to processes of
dissolution and redefinition" What there are noq however, arc objectiue
interests, in the sense in which they are postulated in the'false consciousness'approach"

The History ofMarxistn
Let us move now to Geras's criticisms of our analysis of the history of

logical level of developmenq where the reproduction of material life is
carried out by means of fundamentally repetitive practices, the 'language
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I

supporters of Marxism afifìrm its 'scientific' character. Science appears
separated by an absolute abyss f¡om what mortal men think and do -

as

it
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t2t

PoslUvrsIlL

are pennanendy

splidng. The bearers of Truth thus become fewer and

it is to eltge extenr

as a

result of this process.

fewer.

The

hi*ry

based on the

of Marxism that our book outlines is very different and is
following points. (l) Classical Marxism that of the Second

-

An Atemporal Critique
i¡r criticisms of our anal¡nis of
that we have designed a very
of Man<ist thinlcers and sepaclassical Marxism from rl.ose
complex social

terminism.We
furthest in this

parcy of social reforms;

the reformis c interpreto reaffi-ûn the radical

concradiction here: what we asserted was that Marxism becomes dualist

fl
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as a result of the failure of monism. A theory that sarts by being pluralist
would run no risk of becoming dualist
Thirdl¡ Geras alleges that we have presented ourselves as the latest
step in the long history of Marxisrn, and so fallen into the error, criticized
by Althusser, of seeing in the past only a pre-ennouncement of oneselfi
Flere, at leasq Geras has posed a relevant intellecn¡al question- Our
answer is this: any history that deserves its r^ame and is not a mere ch¡onicle must proceed in the way we have proceeded - in Foucault's terrns'
history is always history of the presenL If today I have the category
'income distribution', for instance, I can inquire about the distribution of
income in ancient times or in the Middle Ages, even if that category did
not exist-then It is by questioning the past from the perspecciwe. of the
ls lmPosPresent that history is
an in-itself
sible without intenogati
the tradiof history but rather a
tions from which it is interrogated. It also means that our inte¡pretations
themselves are transitory, since futute questions will result in very
different images of the past For t-his very reesor\ Althusser's cricique of
teleological concepcioru of the pest is not applicable in our case; we do
¡rot assert that we are the culmination of a process that wes Preannounced, as in the transition from t-he 'in iself' to t-he 'for itself'.
Although t-he presenc organizes the past, it can have no claim to have

disclosed its'essence'.
Finall¡ at several points Geras questior¡s our treatment of texs by
Trotsþ and Rosa Luxemburg. In the case of Trotsky, *. are said to have
made use of 'tendentious quotacions'.'What we actually said was thac (t)
Pokrovsky posed a theoretical question to Trotsk¡ namel¡ whether it is
compatible with Marxism to att¡ibute to the sÞte such a degree of autonomy from classes as Trotsþ does in the case of Russia; and (2) Trotsþ,
ir¡stead of answering tleoreticall¡ gave an account of Russian development and attempted to deal with the specific theoretical aspect of
Pokrovsþ's question only in terms of the contrast between the greenness
of life and the greyness of theory ('Comrade Pokrovsþ's thought is
gripped in a vice of rigid social categories which he puts in place of live
historical forces', etc.).2a Thus the type of question that Pok¡ovsþ's intetvention implied - one referring to the degree of autonomy of the superstmcture and its compatibiliry with Marxism - is not tackled by Trotsþ
aîy point. The reader can check all the passeges of Trotsþ to which
^t
Geras reGrs and in none of them will s/he find a theoretical discussion
concerning the relatioruhip between base and superstructrt¡re..As for the

{

idea that we demanded from Trotsþ a theory of relätive autonomy
when we have affirmed its impossibility in another part of our booh we
have already seen that this last point is a pure invention by Geras.
In the case of Rosa Luxemburg it is a question not of misquotations
but of simpli-6cations - that is, we a¡e supposed to have reduced everything to the 'symbol'. Geras starts by enumerating five points, with which
it would be difËcult to disagree because they are simply a summary of
Rosa Luxemburg's work on the mass strike. Our level of analysis is
differeng however, and does not contradict any of the tve points in
Geras's surnmary. The fifth poinq for instance, reads: 'economic and
political dimensior¡s of the ove¡all con-flict interact, intersecg run
together.'2s A further nine-point enumeration then explains what this
interaction is, and we would not disagree with it either since it merely
'What our text esserts
gives examples of such interactior¡- a¡rd what
Geras apparendy denies without presenting the slightest ergument - is
thac through all these examples a specific social logic manifess itself,
which is the logic of the symbol. ,{ meaning is symbolic when it is a
second meaning, added to the primary one ('rose', for example, can

symb
symb
wage

'peace','bread'and 'land'

. For example, a strike for
in en extremely repressive
political context, also symbolize opposition to the system as a whole and
encourage protest movements by very different groups; in this \Ã/ay an
is created
) this is the
(2)

it

is,

for

her, the cenual element in the constitution of the uniry between economic struggle and political class struggle; (r) her text is conceived as an
intervention in the dispute between syndicalist and party theo¡eticians
about the relative weight of economic and political stmggle. Since Geras
does not present eny argument against these three theses, it makes litde
serìse to prolong this discussion.2u

Radical Detnocracy
As is usual in sectarian literature, when it comes to talking about politics
Geras has remarkably litde to say. But we do need to deal with his assertion that it is an axiom that socialism should be democratic.2T The fact is

ttrat for any person who does not líve on Mers, the relation between
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socialism and democrary is axiomatic only

in

Geras's mind. Has Geras

ever heard of Stalinis
the Chinese Cultural

of Soviet tanks into
nothing of the kind is úrøe socialism, we have to be clear whar game we
are plrying. There a¡e th¡ee possibilicies. The first is that Geras is
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ment which tries to found itself on rhe verisi¡nfütude of is conclusions,
is essentially pluralisg because it
ments and, since the process is
contested and refuted. The logic
tially public and democratic. Thus, the füst condition of a radically
democratic society is to accept the contingent and radically open character of all its values
- and in that sense, to abandon the aspiration to a
single foundation
At this point we can refute a myrh, the one which has it that our position is incompatible with humanisrn'What we have rejected is the idea
that humanist values have the meaphysical stacus of an essence and rhat
they are, therefore, prior to
concrete hiscory and sociecy. Flowever,
this is not to
their
1t
rneens that thei¡
meens

there cannot be such a foundacion- Flowever,

ir

does not

follow thac

'Man'(in the sense
6ilngs who are
exclusive human capacity) is a
recent history
of
the
last
th¡ee
hundred
years. Before theru all men
were equal only in the face of God. This history of the production of
'Man' can be followed step by step and it has been one of the great
achievements of our cultu¡e; to outline this history would be to reconscrucc the various discursive surfaces where it h¡s aken place
- the
juridical, educational, economic and other institutions, in which differences based on stecus, social class or wealth were progressiveþ eliminated. The 'human being', without qualitcatioq is the overdetermined
effect of this process of multiple constnrction- It is within this discursive
pluraliry that 'humanist values' are construcred and expanded. And we
know well that they are always tb¡eatened: racism, sexism, class discriminatior¡ always limit the emergence and frrll validiry of humanisrr¡- To
deny to the 'human' the status of an essence is to draw attention to the
historical conditiors tlat have led to is emergence and to make possiblg
therefore, a wider degree of realism in the fight for ùe full realization of
those values.

since we can reason abour the uerisimilitude of the available alternacives.

The Transforrnation of Political Consciousness
Now, the'humanization' of increasingly wider

areas of social relations is

linked to the fundamental plocess of t¡ansformation of political
consciousness in'Western societies during the last two hundred years,
which is whag following Tocqueville, we have called the 'democratic
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analysis ofthe capitalist/worker relacion- According to the classical Marxist
thesis, ttre basic antagonism of capitalist society is constituted around the
extraction of surplus value by the capitalist Êom the worker. But it is
important to see where the antagonism resides. A first possibility would

be to afÊrm that t}re antagonism is inherent in the very fonl of the
wage-labor/capital relation, to the extent that this form is based on the
the worker's surplus labour. However, ¡hi5
the capitalist/worker relation considered as
as the worker is considered not as flesh and
blood but only as the economic category of 'seller of labour power' - is
not an antagonistic one. Only if the worker resrsts the extraction of his or
her surplus-value by the capitalist does the relation become antagonistic,
but such resistance cannot be logically deduced from úre category'seller
of labour power'. It is only if we add a further assumptiori, such as the
'homo oeconomicus' of classical political economy, that the relation
becomes antagonistic, since it then becomes a zero-sum game between
worker and capitalist Floweve¡, this idea that the worker is a proÊtmaximizer in the same way as the capitalist has been correcdy rejected by
all Man<ist theorists.
Thus, there is only one solution lefc that the antagonism is not
intrinsic to the capitalist relation ofproduction as such, but rather, tlr¿t it
is established between the relation of production and something external
to it - for instancg tle fact that below a certain level of wages the
worker cannot live in a decent wa¡ send his/her children to school, have
access to certain forms of recreatior¡ etc. The pattern and the intensity of
the antagonism depend, therefore, to a large extent, on the way in which
the social agent is constituted outside the rehtiots of production. Now, the
further we are from a mere subsistence level, the more the worker's
expectations are bound up with e certain perception of his or her place in
the world. This perception depends on the participation of workers in a
variety ofspheres and on a certain awareness of their rights; and the more
democratic-egalitarian discourses have penetrated sociery the less will
workers acceþt as natural a li¡nitation of their access to a set of social and
cultural goods. Thus, the possibiliry of deepening the anti-capitalist
smrggle iself depends on the extension of ttre democracic revolution. Even
more: anci-capialism is an internal moment of the democratic revoludon-28
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Flowever, if this is right, if anagonism is not intriruic to the relation of
production as such but is established becween the relation of production
ãnd somedeing external to it, then cwo consequences follow. The first is
that there ere no a priori privileged places in the anti-capitalist struggle.
'We should remember that for the Second International
- fo¡ Kautsþ,
particularly - the idea of the centraliry of the
io: (a) a vision of the collapse of capitalism as d
diction berween forces and relations of produc
increasing social misery - that is say, to the concradiction between the
capitalistiystem es a whole and the vest masses of the populadon; and (b)
to-the idea that capitalism would lead to proletarianization of the middle
classes and the peesentry, as a result of which, when the crisis of dre
a simple showdown
Ðrstem came abouq everything would be reduced to
as
the
second
Flowever,
workers.
between capitalists and
Process has not
has a_priviclass
theworking
assume
that
is
no
reeson
to
there
takenplace,
leged iole in the anti-capitalist stmggle. There are meny points of antagonirm be¡¡veen capimlism and various seccions of the population
(environmental pollution, ProPerqf development in certain areas, the
år-, ,".", the flow of capital from < ne region to arìother, etc.), and this
meens that we will have a variecy of anti-capitalist struggles. The second
consequence is that the potential emergence of a radical anti-capitalist
politici through the deepening of the democratic revolution, will result
from global political deiisioni taken by vest sectors of the population
and will not be linked to a particular position in the social stnrcture' In
this ssnss there are no intrirtsícalþ anti-capitalist struggles, alt-hough a set

of stnrggles, within certâin contexts, could

become

anti-capitalist.

Dernocratic Revolution
If ever¡Ìring then depends on the extension and deepening of the democracic revolution, we should ask what the latter'itself depends on and
what it ultimately consi
only expands through
production and the dislo
social relations. Such disl
commodifìcadon, and on the other hand, in the set of phenomena linked
to uneven and combined development In these conditions, the radical
instability and threat to social identities posed by capitalist expansion
o...rr"tiiy leads to new forms of collecdve imaginary which reconstruct
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those th¡eatened identides in a fundamenrally new way. our thesis is
that egalitarian discourses and discourses on ághs pl^y fundamental
"
role in the reconstruction ofcollective identiries]at.å. ú"git-i"g
ofthis
Process in rhe French Revolution, the public space of citizãrrship'*"s the
in dee private sphere no questioning
.I{owever, as Tocqueville clearly
the legitimary of the principle

crempt

of
to extend it to every other

sionbecamelno.resenerar,qol.""åïi.tîiå1i3*;:'.$tä:î3#:
of their claims around the principles of equality and liberry. ihe
{tt?
development of workers' and and^-c, '
,mrþ"r'during
rhe nine-

process, but

it

was

not the

the so-cdled 'new social movements'

craticrevoludon.rowardstheend:lu"tf:.*rtr."i$:1":::;
clearly understood that furure advances

r^o..
of society wgrfd d_epen
119^
from different points within thã so

in the democratÞarion of the
starting

.î..H:;

an' and became 'citioens', that is to
creasing variety of aspecs of the life
f the process that we have called t_he
r'. Bernstein's view was, without any doubt,
excessively simplisdc and opdmisric, but his predicdorr, *.r. fundame-nlatly correcr. Flow.ever, ii is imporatrt to ,"-. tåat from this pluraliry
and dislocation rhere does not

fb[o;

an increasing integration

"åa "a"p'effects thar were mencioned
above
ed subject posirioru, which is to say
ch make possible a new radicalization ofsociety
rhe process

not increasingly conformist and inregrated

societies:

ir

of

described, was

was the great

mobilizations of l9ó8.
There are rwo more points which require discussior¡- The first refers
to liberalism. If the radical democratizaãon of society emerges .from a
yari^eg of autonomous struggles
by forms of hegemonic artiãúhti

on a proliferadon of public space
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merit of Marrdst theory has been to illuminate fundamental tendencies
in the selÊdevelopment of capitalism and the antagonisms that it generates. Flowever, here again the analysis is incomplete and, in a certain
sense, parochial

-

lirnited, to

e great extent,

to the European experience

of the nineteenth century. Today we know that the dislocation effects
which capialism generetes at the international level are much deeper
tb¿n the ones foreseen by Marx This obliges us to radicalize and to
transform in a variety of directiorx Marx's conception of rle socid agent
and of social antagonisrns.
The thi¡d and ûnal aspect is political. By locating socialism in the
wider field of the democradc revolutiorL we have indicated that the political transformations which will eventually enable us to transcend capitalist society are founded on the pluraliry of social egents and of their
struggles. Thus ttre field of social conflict is extended, rather than being
concentrated in a 'privileged agent' of socialist change. This also meens
that the extension and radicalization of democratic strruggles does not

have a final point of arrival in the achievement of a fully liberated
society. There will always be antagonisms, struggles, and partial opeque¡çness

of the social; there will always be history. The myth ofthe trer¡sparent
and homogeneous sociery which implies the end of politics
- must be
resolutely abandoned.

'We believe that, by clearþ locating ourselves in a post-Marxist
terrain, we not only help to clarify the meaning of contemporary social
struggles but also give to Marxism its theoretical digniry which can only
proceed from recognition of its limitations and of its historicality. Only
through such recognition will Marx's work remain present in our radition and our political culture.
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become tools for a political analysis which is increasingly dominated by a
sense of urgenry.

The signs of the crisis facing the regime have been inscribed
throughout society for some time now: the spiralling resistance in black
com¡nunities, the development of increasingly militant trade unionisrn,
the growth of righrwing opposition and internal dissension in the
National Parcy (NP) ranks. One could go on enumerating these si$ru ød
infinitum.It is an organic crisis, in the Gramscialr sense, which precludes
any discursive fixing of the idencities of the social agents in an ensemble
of non-antagonistic relacions by the NP. The proliferation of antagonisms and schisms which cannot be accommodated by the NP leads to an
increasing descabilization of the constructed frontiers: it is becoming
more and more difnìcult for the dominant sectors to establish and to
maintain clear and uninterrupted chains of equivalence which divide the
social into two camps. This generalized crisis of social identities, which
does not emerge from one single poinq but is the result of an overdetermination of circumstances, cerul.ot be seen as pertaining exclusively to
the NP discourse, wholly separate frorn the otler discourses operacing in
the social. The crisis of NP discourse must be placed against the whole
social and polidcal bacþround which forms its discursive exterior.
The discursive exterior, the social groups that lie'beyond' the unsable
frontier (extra-parliamentary movements, rniliant trade unions, etc.) are
assercing a presence which can no longer be ignored. This ensemble of
forces forms a constitutive outside, in the Derridean sense, and it is the
most important site from which the inside/dominant bloc is challenged
and th¡eatened. This process leads to a weakening of the fixity of social
identities, and it has become impossible to think of these identities as
being preconstituted and given in any serxe. 'We are constandy
confronted with t-he fact that all identities are subject to change. They are
precarious, unstable and open to articulation and re-arciculation in a
context of constant struggle where there is a weakening of dividing lines
between discourses and a proliferation of floating signifiers. The discursive nature of all social and political identicies, and the political relevance
of the categories which we discussed in our seminar, are fully shown in
situations of organic crisis such as the present one. These categories

constitute an intellectual horÞon which allows us

to grasp the full

meaning of tlre social and political changes which are taking place in SA
at the moment, and, even more, they are also useful tools for developing
new strategies of resistance.
Let me srress those feetures of the category of 'constitutive outside'
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which are particularþ important for my analysis. Reflecting on the South
African situaciorl I have again been struck by the relevance to political
analpis ofDerrida's critique of the meøphysics ofpresence and the logic
of identicy. What Derride argues about conceptual tloughq namely that
there is a 'non- or anti-essence that violates the boundaries of positivity
by which a concept has formerþ been thought to be preserved in its assuch',2 and that the non-essence in violating positivicy becomes the
condition ofpossibiliry of the assertion of that positive boundary applies
not only to concepftraVpbilosophical thoughc The non-closure he
describes is the non-closure ofany discursive form and can therefore also
be extended to political analysis.
In our analpis of discursive formatior¡s such as the NP's apartheid
discourse, this has obvious relevance. If any identicy is necessarily
contaminated by otherness and, as Lacan clearþ shows, becomes what it
is only by reference to this otherness, it means that any discursive formacioru in order to tigtf imelf as sucþ has to refer to something which is
exteriorized in its formation This can be seen, for example, in tle
construction of an 'Âfrikaner identity' in the NP discourse and in the
different systems of exclusion by which this construction has operated
over time. Moreover, that which is exteriorized creetes the possibiliry of
conscituting any identity at all; it is consticutive. Since the exterior at dre
same time th¡eatens the identity of the inside by preventing it from
achieving positiviry the constitutive ouside can also be shown to be
subversive.
z\s you have shown in your

worþ the discursive constnrcdon of identities which pierces the entire material density of the multifarious institutiorx, ricuals and practices of the social can occur in terms of either the
logic of difference or the logic of equivalence. Let me explain the way in
which I

see the operation of th.ese logics in SÀ According to your analwherever
identities are consür.rcted in terms of the logic of differ1nis,
ence, there is an actempt to fix the relations among social agents as a set
of differential positiorx. Therefore, social identities are sets of stable posidve differences. Flere one can think for example of the attempts to create
non-antagonistic 'group identities' in the NP discourse. Each group is
portrayed as being merely different from the other and as occupying a
specifìed place in the systems of relations drat consticute society.
Flowever, the logic of difference never manages to constitute a fully

2H. Stater¡ Wi ugenstein and Deñda,

Oxford I 985, p. I 8.
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The Vorster era witnessed the begirrning of the decline of apartheid as a
hegemonic ideology. (I am using the term ideology to denote a discourse
which attempts to consticute the social as closed, to construct meanings,
and to mute the effecs of the infinite play of differences. I see apartheid
ideology then as a specitc will to totaliry rather than as a beliefsystem of
a particular class,

development'

or

as a false consciousness.)

The discourse of 'separate

in the years 19óó-78 constructed identities mainly in

terms of difference. Paradoxically, this discou¡se of so-called difference
marked the beginning of a long period of erupting antagonisms in SÀ It
is these more recent developments that I now want to discuss with you.

Histodcal Bacþtound
Throughout the nineteenth and tle first half of the twentieth cer¡.turies,
Afrikaner identity was deûned in opposition to that of the Englishspeaking sectors of sociery who represented English capital and the
despised liberalisrn- Around the time of the ,\nglo-Boer war deis was
particularþ epperent. During the 1910-48 period two conceptions of
Afrikanerhood were to vie with each other periodically. Firsq there was
the conception of a 'pure' Afikanerhood, which included only Afi'ikaans-speaking people, and second, there was the conception ofÂfrikanerhood which comprised all white South Africans, unifring English- and
Afrikaans-speaking people. The first conceptior¡ however, prevailed and,
until 1948, the AfrikaensÆnglish opposicion could be regarded as the
main line of division in the social. The shift to a construccion of the
identicy of the Âfrikaner in terms of a blacVwhite opposicion started
gradually between 1910 and 1948 and only fully matured in the 1950s.
Flowever, with the rise in the signifìcance of the blacVwhite opposition
during tle mrbulent 1950s, when notorious legislation such as tù.e
Immorality Act, the Population Registration Act and the Suppression of
Communism Act was inmoduced, it became particularþ apparenc This
const¡uccion of identities had scrategic effecs which permeated the
whole of the social. For example, while up to the 1950s some space
existed for legal extra-parliamentary mass polidcal oppositior¡ this sis11¿tion changed drastically with the suppression of popular resistance
culminating in the ban¡ring of the African National Congress (ANC).
In the Verwoerd era (1958-óó), apartheid ideology acquired a new
centrality and comprehensiveness in relation to the preceding ten years.
(Although my periodization rougtrly follows the succession of regimes, I
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do not mearr to imply tlat each of these regimes' discourses is a homogeneous bloc. Rather, these discursive formations must be regarded as
ensembles of articulations marked by contradiccions si:ece the unity of
the discursive form¿tion is not given through a logical coherence of its
elements, but through articulatory practices which combine the
elements in a certain way around a number of nodal poins) The most
important changes in the construction of identities during this ti¡ne were
tlose related to the atcempts to create a new positive identity by uniting
AÊikaners and the English into a \¡vhite uolle', one white people. Bur rhis
'onity' was irnmediateþ drawn into the relation of a white/black frontier, and thereby lost its 'positive' nacure. This Êontier was developed by
reference to the decolonization of AÊica and the rejection of a mulciracial sate as a suitable model for S,{- A chain of equivalences wes
consistendy created ben¡veen the idea of a multi-racial state as exemplified in black Africe, black dominador¡ heathenism and dictatorships,
which was t-hen shown to be a th¡eat to'W'estern values, Christianiry,
equaliry and 'real' freedorn- The ultimate result of this corxcmction of
equivalences was the poraayal of ttre nocion of a mulci-racial state as
'white suicide'. This perception was then transferred to the consruction

ofthe black subject inside SA, so that these chains ofequivalences created
che black subject as consdnrting such a th¡eat. A political frontier was
est¿blished which divided the world rigidly into two carnps: black and
white.
This sicuation was, however, further complicated by the perception of
another r-hreat, that of com¡nunism, which was systemetically linked to
the first chain of equivalences. By linkins this construction to the already
present notions of a multi-racial state and black domination, it became
possible to portray all opposition to apartheid, including the English
opposition and the press, the Black Sash" the Indian National Congress
and the ANC, as com¡nunist-inspired and anti-white. This expansion of
the white/black frontier introduced into it a fundamental instabiliry.
Since all opposition to apartheid, from both blacls and whites was
portrayed as 'communist', the simple colour-based frontier was interrupted by the introduction of the communist element. This meent thet
one social actor, such as, for example, the Englisb, could be taken up in
conrradictory chains of equivalence, and once this process established
imelf,, it became more and more diffi.cult to consmrct a single enemy.
The construction of equivalences was, however, accompanied by the
construction of identities in terms of difference. Flere the notions of
'ethnic groups', different'uolþ¿re'and the discourse of 'grand apartheid'
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sinal blacVwhite fronËt"*y more and more
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kind of a Priori classitcatory
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disengagg the_color¡red and Indian communities Êom black society in
order to broaden the support basis of the dominant bloc in the facetf a

revolutionary th¡eac The same could be said about the reforms
concerning the black urban population-

countering this total onslaughq can be seen es an expansion of the eadier
anti-communist chain ofequivalences. The notion of a toal onslaughq
which originally emerged in the conrexr of rle decolonization of-the

was used to legitimate the escalation of violent strikes across rhe border
into neighbouring countries, the displacement of this frontier co rhe
inside of rbe country provided the possibility for the regime's unspeakable acts of violence and repressio n" in 197 6 and later, towards thosã who
were placed on the other side of this froncier. Although the language of
the total onslaught could no longer be used after thã Nkomati aciord

to
li_
ed

in
the earþ 1980s around the KoðrnhofBills and the new consritution, this
syscem of equivalences became increasingly expanded until almost all

extra-parliamentary opposition was cor¡structed as

a threat in

these

terms.

However, the Total Stretegy, with its emphasis on survival, did not
only consist of elements of repressioru it also laid considerable stress on
other
on-

omic
NP's

the
less
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trol the even6
of opposition
that the ANC

¡
fl
f;
1

concentreted in the executive branch and the roles of the cabinet, parliament and the caucus were diminished. These shifts had exrensive to*.-

{
I

I
.t

South AÊica (IDASA) and its Dakar ralks

create and maintain stable frontiers. The modest labour reforms and the

i

I

I

I

wirh the ANC; and

the
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spliaing of the dominant bloc and tle persistent attemps to- disarticulate
ti. NP-dir.ourse, it has become more and more difÊcult for t-he NP to

the role the UDF played in it, can be assessed.
The tIDF was formed in February 1983 in the context of an exûeme
proliferacion of antagonistic poins. Its im¡nediate aim was to organize
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resistance to the new constitution and the Koornhof Bills. The t¡icameral systerr¡, by excluding Africaru, thus actually opened up the space

for the organization and uniÊcation of oppositional

response remains one of repression and dominatior¡.

The Subvetsive Outside

p.ót.rtt

in blach coloured

and Indian comrnunities, organioing
issues
as educacion, lents, services and
basic
such
around

organizations
housing.

The growth of the b
major failu¡e on the part
anèe. Several black

trade

site of

a

ck resist, decided

communities in opposition to the apartheid regime' Using our terminology, this was achieved by constructing a new political imaginary which
traruformed relations of subordination into ¡elatior¡s of oppression, and
which, by giving a new content to the category of 'the oppressed', created
a re-division of the social around which new antagonisms developed.
Because of the efGctiveness of the froncier constnrcted by this discourse,
the NP attempted to co-opt ttre moderate elements of the coloured and
Indian communities into the dominant bloc, and it is only against this
bacþround that the importance of the revival of Congress politics, and

groups.

In later

forming a broad anci-apartheid alliance, the UDF succeeded in esablishing an overdetermination between an unprecedented amount of local
struggles, by taking them up in a radical discou¡se ofnational liberationIt is in this process of articulation of a plurality of'loose' struggles and
wild antagonisms that the significance and democratic subversiveness of
the IJDF lies.
The specitciry of UDF's discourse in the terrain of mass-based politics is largeþ linked to its acceptance of the Freedom Charter as a
guidug document in the struggle. Political debates in the extra-Perliementery sphere have for some time now been dominated by attempts to
fix the meaning of the Charter. Each movement is obliged to deÊne its
views on the transformacion of SA with reference to this frameworh and
their identities are forged widein this deÊnitior¡- This has led to differing
and conflicting divisions of political space in oppositional discourses.
The Charter has become the crucible of these discourses, and its accePtance by the UDF has signited the contiguity of the ANC and the UDF
in a hþhlyvisible manner.
The construction of political identities by the black exua-parliamentary movernents has been a terrein of fierce contestetion, and I
would argue that as long as the category of class is created as an a priori
privileged one, these conscruccions cennot simply be thought in class
terms. Rather, in the case of UDF, it could be argued that a populardemocratic imaginary as you have defined it in your worlç has been
developed. Their constmction of a political identiry is not based on a
limited class-centred approacþ the JDF has insisted that it is not a class
organizatior¡ that it dões not 'represenC the 'interests' of any one class,
arrã that if the working class is to essume a central role, that role must be
esablished tlrough struggle. Because 6f this, the LIDF has frequendy
been accused of being 'degenerately populist', and of 'endangering tle
class struggle'. These accusations rest on a number of illegitimate
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of the NP, the construction of these frontiers must not be seen as static
in steteand unchangeable. The division between those taking Paft
a hard
is.not
stretegy
a
boycott
punuing
those
created instiãrtions and
gains
real
political
of
pursuit
in
.rort"ã
b^e
it
can
rather,
ir". ãiJ*¡ron;
cracY and socialism also sets this

iscursive formations. I think it
ided both the pitfall of separating

and Indian communicies, but white
people'and the oPPres
io a sirttple blacVwhi
LIDF's construction of
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across racial lines, since

it is this op

allows for the develoPment of a ge

of South African Trade lJnions

of other, mo¡e workerist unions,
ulation of the workers' struggles
emerging in the communiry'
the differeic.Jb"t*".o the I-IDF and other
ch as Inkatha and the Black Consciousness
(NF) can be clarited. Although the political
frontiers proPosed bY each of
extent, there are several Points o
tions. The NF was formed in the

to the same initiatives of the NP

sa
as

NF took the Manifesto of the Azania

ment of qrassrooB democracY,
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movement under the leadership of Buthelezi, has been et leest panially
absorbed into the differential system developed by the NP. It represents
'erhnic' (Zul$ interests, works for partial solutions (the Kwa-Natal
Indaba), and claims to be anti-apartheid, pro-free enterprise and antisanctioru. The historically uneasy relation becween the ÂNC and
Inkatha, the formation of an Inkethe union to counter the activities of
COSATU, and the state support for Inkacha's right-wing vigilantes has
further fuelled the struggle between Inkatha and the UDF.
Let me conclude by referring to one last point where the UDF's
construction ofidentities and frontiers direcdy challenges other radical
discourses as well as that of the regimq the IJDF's view of the ANC. In
the IJDF s discourse, the 'r{NC' can be regarded as a nodal point in t-he
Lacanian sense, in that it operates as a privileged signifìer that fixes the
meaning of other signifiers in that chain of signification- The construction of identities, the drawing of frontiers and the anal;'sis of the nature
of the stmggle all come together et this crucial poinc No solucion for the
crisis is imaginable without the participation of this organization which
is che most important political force in the SA resisrance movemenL
Now, if each of the discussed discourses, in the dorninant bloc and its
constitutive outside respectivel¡ was 'hegemonic' in its 'own' context,
where does this leaves us? If this were the case in SA toda¡ the struggle
would indeed be futile. I[, however, social identities are not viewed as
being fixed and pre-constituted by some structural position, and if political interests ere not seerr. as being given with these posicions but as
constmcted, the analysis, the strategizing and, indeed, the stmggle
changes. Resistance becomes a war on all fronts to change the dividing
lines and to gain as much terrain as possible. These aims can only be
achieved through the development of discourses which aim at disarticulating the dominant conscuction ofidentities and political frontiers.
At this point, it is necessary to leturn to rny discussion of the organic
crisis, and to draw all the threads of this letter together. As a resulc of the
challenges to the transformist strategy of the NP, both from within and
ftom witüout the dominant bloc, splits in the dominant bloc to the left
and the right have occur¡ed. As a result, tåe NP's abiliry to dominate the
construccion of social and political identities has been severely limited. In
addition, there has been a blurring of the political ftonders and a continuous proliferation of antagonisms. The growrh of the exua-parlia-

'white' extra-parliamerntery organizations, we can no longer speak of
these discourses es belonging to ttre discursive realm of the dominant
bloc. The articulacion of the various progressive discursive elements
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lnentery movements which cur ecross traditional dividing lines has
furthermore created a space from which it became possible to disarticulate elements of the discourse of the dominant bloc. In rhe case of the
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provides the possibility of making i¡rroads against the previously'hegemonic' NP discourse, perhaps even of the corxtruction of a new historical
bloc.

It is here that the signi6.cance of the form ofpolitics developed by the
extra-parliamentary movements, and particularly by the UDF, lies. We
are wimessing today the auly subversive power of a democratic
discourse, which, es you argue in your book with Chantal Mouffe, facilitates the expansion of demands for equaliry and liberty into increasingly
wider domair¡s. Furthe¡, it is only this form of politics which creates the
conditions

of

possibility

for the disarticulation of the dominent

discourse, and which can act as a'fermenting agent'for the dissemination of democratic demands into all areas of the social.
It is clear to me that once one has accepted the radical contingency
which permeetes the social, a new terrain of struggle is opened up, a
space in which there can be no acceptance of a given situatiory ¡ather
there is an obligacion to engege in the open terrain of struggle.
I would like, tnall¡ to ask you a set of questioru linked to the theoretical implications of some current political debates in South Africa- I anticipate in most ceses what the general trend of your answers will be, but
as these quescions touch on crucial aspects of resistance struggles here, I
would like you to elaborate you¡ answers in some detail.

l. In your decor¡structive reading of the Marxist radition, you have
rejected totalizing categories such as classes. Does this mean that there
are no instances where it is still possible to speak of classes? Would it not
be, for instance, possible to reintroduce'çlasses'in our anallnis as long as
we accept that they are noili+rtiori--categories but contingent social
co4qtructioqs which only acquire meaning in particular conjunctural
r"l"ti"o.l contexts? ¡tt¿, iÊ¿¡ is the caíe, *Ëat*ould
"lã
tions be for the development of a class-based struggle?

the irecondi-

2. How exacdy do you envisage the relation between socialism and
radical democracy? If the struggle for socialism is just one dimension of
the project of radical democrary, what implications would this have for
the debate in SA on the'national question', the whole problem of representation and democratizeion, which some sectors see as necessarily
historically prior to the move towards. a socialist society?

LETTERTOERNESTO
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ou refer to Power as something which is constitutive of

social

relations; power is not something which can be seized. At the same time,
you st¡ess the fact that revolutionary tre¡lsformations must be thought in
terms of a process.'Would you not agree that in this process t-here must
necessarily be a moment of seizure of power, that is, that the process of
'becoming state' in Gramsci's sense must include a seizure of power in
the uaditional sense?

you two related questions concerning democracy and Third World
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social, r}'e corutrucdon of an inside/dominant bloc is likewise limited by

what is externalized in this Process. The outside is, then, simulaneously
that which makes the emergence of an inside possible and that which
threatens it In more general terrns, I would like to ask whether we need
not here address the question of the relation between consent and coer-

able to the Derridean idea of violence by inscription? Could we not go
further and talk about an'original violence' contained in any discourse?
That would mean thar we would tnd in both difference and equivalence

gonism, or is
- At this poi

ever¡hing

greater or lesser extent?
d my ratl'er long lener. I hope
looking forward to your reply.

is

Sincerely yours,
s

,tletta

s

the impossibiliry of ever reaching a fully democratic society?

5. A cent¡al theme running throughout this leter concerns the dualiry
of the discourse of the dotoinant bloc, which revolves around the
consmrcdon of identities either in terms of difference or in terms of
equivalence. I have argued .hat this dualiry coincides to a large degree
with the terxion in t-he NP discourse belween reform and repression,
berween co-option and coercior¡- I have tried to set this out in terms of
the Derridean notion of the corutitutive outside. That is, in the same way
that the stabilization of,, or the construction of,, positive idencities is
limited by chairu of equivalence which introduce negativity into the

Postscript

-

Post=APartheid?
March l99o

Since the leûrer was

written in 1987, South Africa

has been

tlrown into

a

t}'e ending of an era in any simplistic manner' for this would imply the
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beginning of something radically new, bearing no relation at all to what

context in which the 'post' is thought
The Êlling out of the 'post-' should not be allowed to be sunrred in
the name of a post-colonial necessiry for a closing of ranks, in the name
of the construction of a unitary identity against that which has always
sought to divide and thereby to dominate apartheid. Flere we enter rhe
difficult terrain which requires the assertion of a specitc Sout!.African
identity, yet one which would reain a pluralism and autonomy such thac
it does not simply become the reverse of the cor¡srrucrion of apartheididentities. Such is rtre terrain of radical democracy, which calls forth t-he
other in its otherness. Once agaþ how is this to be accomplished
without constructing identities of tåe type found in the division of the

has preceded ic In bot-h theoretical and strategic terms, this would not be
advisable. The transition Êom apartheid to post-aparrheid society would

have to be thought q¡ithin a horizon of possibilities different from the
revolutionary t¡adition in which radical breaks have been concepúalized

previously. The imaginary of the left which has oriented resisrance
struggles in South Africa for more th¿n four decades has iself been put
into question, forcing resistance movemenrs to reth¡k thei¡ aims ãnd
süategies. This rethinking is occurring wirhin an interregnum in the rue
serrse of the word, in a fluid and unstable situation where much will
depend on the capactty of these movemenrs ro retain t-he iniriative in the
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social in apartheid discourse?

successor, the Mass Demo
t-he fermenting power of
wider areas of social life.
,

plishment produced by these possibilities, we need to reaftrm rhe
necessity of continued and muldfarious resisrances against any effors to
stunt the momentum of these developments. In adãitior¡ we need to
nânrre of ttre þost-' leaves open other possibilides. Th¡ough a rememb¡ance of apartheid as other, post-apartheid could become the site from

u$ring of identities is to be

prevented.

socierywill then only be radically beyond
iselfis present in it as its other. Instead of

that no single identiry can be kept
necessary to affirm once again our p
tical and social identities in relation
racy. The question looming on the horizon is tlis: whar are the
implications of recognizing that the identity of the other is constirutive
of the self, in a situation where aparrheid itself will have become something of the past? Ther is, how do we think social and political idendcies

being effaced once
role of the element

watchword against
unicy. It is only then that this sickness, which

has served as the signiÊer

of

all oppressior¡, will be eradicated; it is only then that the day will come
that apartheid is 'only for the memory of m¿n.

6

Letter to Aletta

L,ondon

l0 September 1987
Dear Aletta

Thank you very much for your long insightful
¡þqt'ght-provoking
"o¿
lemer. I have learned a lot from you about South
Africa, and I hope to
increase that knowledge further when you come back to Essex in a
couple of months. The South African people's stmggle against one of the
most þominious forms of oppression which exist in the world today
commands, of course, all our support and solidaricy. But the importance
of that smrggle Eanscends the borders of South,{frica: by laying bare the
exclusionary logic of racism, it also reveals the presence
- in more
hidden forms - of that same logic in our societies, and thus points out to
us the depd:, tenacify and srategic subdety which the struggle for radical
democracy requires. There is, in this sense, a recurrent phenomenon: it is
alwa;n the'anomalous' or þeripheral'case which reveals thatwhich does
not appear immediateþ visible in apparendy more 'normal' cases. It was
the Spanish civil war which showed the weakness and ambiguity of
democratic values in the countries of 'Western Europe; today it is the
American aggression against the Sandinista regime which lays bare the
ultima ratio which is alwap a latent possibiliry in liberal regimes; it is,
Ênall¡ the stmggle against racism in South Africa which higblighs the
limits of egalitarian logics and tL. presence of discriminatory mechanisms whicþ in these years of neo-conservative offensive, threaten the
achievements of the democratic revolucion of the last two centruries.
Madrid, Managua, Soweto: more than precise geographical locations in
a neucal space, they are the names of polidcal renches indefinitely
159
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expandable to all latitudes; they are,

L

/o-

"47
:%
'4t
w^
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in short, the names of the frontiers

4
and, secondl¡
are
buq on the
moment
ls not an
contrary that which shows the impossibiliry of esablishing the social as
an objective order. I am not able in this lemer to enter into the detail of
this qussti6n
- about which in any case, we have had frequent discussiorx
buc I want, nevertheless, to underline cwo poins which are
ls

the

-
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found in the work of Man< himself; the political is a superstructure. The
relationship benveen the sate and civil society is characterized by the
-omnipotence
of the latter (or rathe¡ ofis anatom¡ which is the political
The
political is merely a supplementof úe social and, as a good
economy).
reader of Derrida, you are well aware of all the ambiguities which are
inherent in the 'logic of the supplemenC. Well then, the subsequent
history of Manrism could only be characterized as the 'revenge of the
supplemenC. From Rosa Luxemburg to the integral state in Gramsci,
there is an escalacion chanctenzeð by the increasing privileging of the
political moment. In Gramsci, this is perfecdy clear: the'becoming state'
of the working class is not a 'superstnrctural' process but the very cerrain
of the conscitution of social relacions.
The reason why I am emphasizing these two aspects is because they
are fundamental for undersanding the meaning of t-he replies I shall give
to your questions. It is on this poinq precisel¡ that the whole signiûcance
of the tansition from Manrism to post-Marxism resides and which, as a
theoretical approacb, you share with me. Marxism, just as the greâter parc
of the sociological radition, is grounded on the afûrmation of the objective character of the social. In this ssriss, Man<ism is perfecdy rooted in
the intellecnral tradition of the 'meaphysics of presence'. The central
point of our þost-Marxism'consists, by conuasq in opposing the'objectivity' of any kind of uldmate suturing or closure, due to the negativity
inherent in the 'constitutive outside' to which you refer in your lecter.
Accordingly there is a displacement in dee very tFpe of valid interrogation- Let us suppose, for example, a question such as: 'what is the class
scnrcture in a country X during a period Z?'\Ihat this quescion presupposes
- as en unquestioned a priori, as a transcendental horizon, thus, for
the constitucion ofany historicity - is that social agens are structured in
terms of 'classes'. The post-Marxist questior¡ by contrasq would be:'what
are the hßtorical conilitions for the consritution of social agents as classes?'
-Whereas
the category of 'class' is, in the fìrst approach, an objeccive
danrm, necessery and a priori for any society in which antagonistic
relations exisq it comes, in the second approach, to have conditions of
possibility which are themselves historical and contingenL'Whereas classical Marxism fixed an objective meaning on history which subsequendy
operated es an unquescioned ffanscendental horizon in the analysis of
concrete social processes, what we try to do is to historicize the horizon
iself, th"¡ is to say, to show it in its radical contingenry, which is only
possible insofar as the radicalization of the interrogation opens the
'What is required, therefore, is
possibiliry of difFerent contingencies.
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I shall now proceed to deal with your five points.

'With regard to the fi¡st
tion of the category of 'class
does not mean the rejection

1.

question of advocating e sysrem of caregories valid for all possible wo¡lds
buq rather, at least for more worlds than those to which Marxist caregories give us access.

This

will clanfy,

y_our questions.

displace them

Ins
and

I shall actempt to tackle
ecd¡ I will attempt to

them.

A

But
end
well

ececr

on.
rhe question which you ask at the
smrggle, loses irs meaning (and I'm

it's nor so much a question with

direct answer

ition from the'class in itself' to the 'class for itself'. It is only at the hearr
of this essenti¡l uniry of all the posicions of the social agenr rhar the dislocacion berween realiry and the ideal could be conceived of as 'false
consciousness'. The Marxist theory of class and class stnrggle is a theory
concerning the essencial unity of the social agents around 'inrerests'.
Therefore, if one asserts that there are, for example, workers'
struggles, but these stmggles form only one of the subject positions of

new theoretical terrain On the one hand recurning to the example
the analytic unification of a set of srmggles under the label 'woikers'

to establish the boundaries which define the identities of the agents, in
that case it must lay the foundations in sorrierhing for the unifìcation of a
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if as is increasingly evideng whatever unity
exisdng between those struggles is precarious and derives from hegenionic articulatior¡s - and cannot be read offon the basis of any sociological descriptivism - in such a case, the facr thac the workers' struggles
rtìây or may noc lead to their unicy in a 'class', is the ¡esult of concrete
historical processes and not of an a priori theorization- On the orher
hand, if there are subject positions externel to the relations of production
which contribute to shaping the identity of the agent and there are no
boundaries which establish a priori the class uniry of the €enq there is
no reason to suppose that the colleccive totalities, which will constitute
the
- relative - unicy of ttre social agent through overderermination
with other subjectivities, have necessarily ro be'class' rotalities. That is ro
say, we are in the Gramscian Êeld of 'collecdve wills'. You know as well
as I do the complexity of the process of the formation of social and political identities in Third -World councries, and all the 'poverry' of
'classism'when it is applied to this kind of contexs If we add to rhis the
increasing dispersion of subject positions in advanced capitalist countries, you will agree with me that the very concept of 'class stmggle'
becomes a particularly inadequate cetegory to describe the social anagonisms in the world in which we live.
If tlis is the case, what is the meaning of my assertion rher the categories of 'class' and 'class struggle' should nor be abandoned but historicrzed? It comes from the fact that these categories ere nor simple errors of
Man<, since they correspond well enough to what was occurring in the
teld of his hisorical and political experience. In tl.e Êrst place, in societies prior to capitalism the 'boundaries' of social and political identities
tended to coincide with the unity of the group as a coherent and integrated set ofsubject posicions. The arisrocracy, the urban bourgeoisie and
the peasantry, held few positions in common and tended, consequend¡
to live existences segregated from eech otler (not, of course, in the serxe
that there was no interacdon between them, but in the sense that they
had few overlapping identities). In ttre second place, when the working
class was conscicuted, it was sril/ in the same sicuation: living in certain

1ó5

group of positions. So,

well-defined neighbourhoods, having a low level of consumpcion,
enjoying limited forms of access ro education and health assisrance, and,
above all, having to spend many hours subjected to the discipline of rhe
factory which was rhe cenrre around which the life of the workers was
organized. In these circumsrances, rl'e problem of the dispersion and
overlapping of subject positioru could not really arise for Mam nor for
his contemporaries. The group es e set of integrated positions (the clars)

longer obtairu.'We hawe exploitatior¡ antagonisms, srmggles,
- workers' struggles included are inèreaslngly l"s,7/oo

þase{ n9
but the lamer
sÉuggles.

-

Th¡ee observations musr be made at this poinc The fust is that there
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fundamental continuity and stabiliry between all their subject posinons.

to the course of revolutions in colonial and semi-colonial counrries.
Toda¡ however, it is necessary at all costs to go beyond this horizon.

inequalities.)

In the first place, as you know, I do not conceive the set of demands
characteristic of socialism in their classical sense as something separate
from democracic demands, but as an internal moment of the democratic
revolution Just as people have demands for political participation, for
racial equaliry, fot access to education, they also have demands for economic equaliry for control of working conditions, and so forth. Different
demands traditionally considered as socialist and others usually considered as democratic will combine diversely in different circumstances
creating an identity or popular bloc opposed to power. The important
strategic discussion is noq consequently, th. debate concerning the
seizure of power in which all the participants accept the differenciation
between democratic and socialist demands and merely disagree on the
prioriry of some demands over others or their combination; but, rather,
how to constiruce a historical bloc which will maximize the possibilities
of advancing the democratic revolution on the basis of articulacing a set
of demands which do not have amongst them any essence which may
determine a priori thet separation or their unity. In the second place, if
the problem is posed as a contingent articulation of diverse demands in
the specific unity of a historical bloc, it is also clear that each of these
demands is united with the others as the consequence of a stmggle. The
ouccomes ofwhich are always reversible and cannot be Êxed by any aprioristic theory concerning periods and stages. The history of Marxism,
from dris point of view, is the history of the progressive disintegration of
that originating 'stagism'. (I[ in the theory of 'combined and unequal
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And the same could be said for a variety of other sectors. Butifone thinlcs

of

Finall¡ my third observation is connected with the mânner in which
th¡s problem'of classes sheds light on the general rype of relation which
existi, for us, between 'Marxism' and 'post-Ma¡xism'. The transition
from one to the other could be characterized as a widening of horizons.
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developmenC, we already discovered a certain almost surreal dislocation
Kausþ and Plekhanov, the accentuacion of these
dislocations in late capitalism obliges us to theoretically go beyond the

of the rigid stagism of
historicity of analysis is radically deepened.

articulatory and recomposite forms which were conceivable

in

the

Man<ist theoretical horizon)

social-democrary, which opposed Plekhanov, Lenin and Trotsky, and
which dominated the discussion of the Third International with regard

3. Flere, once again, it is a matter of raising doubts about the very
meaning of the question. One has to see what the classical notion of 'seizure of power' implied. At the very least, without doubt, it involved the
following suppositions: (a) that a fundamental social antagonism was
transferred from the economic to the political sphere; (b) that a new social
force proceeded, through rhis Eensfer, to the revoludonary reconstruction of sociery (c) that this political moment was the decisive foundational act in the uansition from one type of society to another. Now

1ó8
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surfaces

then, as you indicated, what

radical deconsmrction of the
conceived of in this sense. Think

tó9

on which the experience of the dislocation will b¿ve to be

inscribed are something which cennot be read on the basis of the negated
identities. I say this in order to afÊrm that the leason why-elemens of a
democratic irnagnzry have not occupied- I por. centrel place in the
liberadon mon ir..nts of the Third World, has much to do with the
theoretical, political and suategic discourses which were available in
these countries. It is not tnre to say that the absence may be explained
merely by external

of

This sup
an incre
and also

aøeression, internal

turned upside down. ,{s You
cases

,iñ"tiorrs in which
implv the curtailment of a set of civil rig
.orirrirr.. ¡¡s rh¡¡ the repression of homosellality or abstract art is
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necessa

-can

theãolent overthrow of a re

such cases, this overthrow is not an
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of movement', far from being the oP

necessa
which

identities and the discursive surfaces

on the level of the imaginary then
element is Present Êom the
democratic
ùe
in
which
alternative surfaces,

øre possible.-N9bodl can demonstrate that discourses such as
and other simil"t ones corisdnrte the only forms of
Maoìsm
Le;linisd
th the
understanding
political

beginning,

cial to the extent that the larter is
it can only 9ttd9* itself with
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origin-s',
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üi. for- of an absolute foundacion
rririon of its origin orã.t tÈ.
of difference'
eliminacion
a
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of
that is to say,

at
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4. Let me respond separately to your trrvo-qu-estions about democracy
thË" establish the **"å;r"i.::*:lri
and Third World r*rggl.t
"ttâ

of

a

democratic

yes. Here it is
ol anY scnrggle

:
e

ch reconstruct an identicy no longer

ttr"ggl. of the masses.
.r..ãd, and its creadon

political. In this sense, the first

to

thing

be

of the
of the

àbrt"cl., which oppose this change, and thus I go on to answer your fìrst
quesdon-

' Th. cencal obstacle

preventing the democracization of emancipatory
discourses is the fact tha-t, as you point out, while ambiguiry and indeterdiscourses tend
minacy are central features of de
to define and
total
as
ao -"rrif.ra themselves
a
deep psycho_
social.
the
of
masrer the foundations
is
threatened,
as
a
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of
immanence
logical need: as the
ryT:T
dislocatory
of
a
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by
sharered
been
have
Processes,
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identitcation with a new ideology tends to make the latter the surface of
rality of antagonisms thereby transthe more this horizon comes to be

hegemony.

"[{o* ,h"tr to make this compadble with a radical democracy? I thint<
that here the decisive step cõnsists in making the very democratic
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indeterminacy th. toalizing horizon of the social, in making the radical
absence offoundation the basis for a critique ofany form ofoppression
Let me explain myself Tbi¡k of the ambiguity ofJacobinism during the
French Reiolution. On the one hand, it constitutes, without doubt, the

5. The problems which your question raises are important

and

complex. Like you, I believe that the opposition between consent and
coercion must not be conceived of as an exclusive polarity. Consent and
coercion are, rather, ideal limitative sicuations. What would be, in effect,
a cype of corxent which excluded any coercion? An identity so perfecdy
and surured that it would leave no space for any ídentífcation in
".bi.t'.d
the Freudian sense of the terrn- $ss this is eiacdy the possibility which
our entire critique of the objectivist concePtiotÌ of social reladons
excludes. As you sa¡ the mere choosing of possible courses of action and

the exclusion of others implies, in iself, a form of violence. It is
important to state precisely why. If the choosing of a course of acdon
weie algoridemic, in that case there would be no coercion, because the
different courses of actior¡, although materially possible, could only have
been undertaken as e consequence ofa subjeccive error ofjudgment IfI
make a mistake in a mathematical calculation, the erroneous solution is
not a possibiliry which belongs to the field of mathematics itself But if
tle decision rs ror algorithmic, in that case to decide implies something
very differenc it implies creating sometling which was not predetermined and, at the same time, cancelling out of existence possibilities
which will not now be realized. Since the outcome of the siruation is
indeterminate in terms of the data which this latter affords us, to choose
a course of action implies an act of coercion with respect to other

to
tuted within a
and because the
seemed absurd

nsci-

tiort
ence

possible courses of action.
- The act of coercion is frequendy seen as though it were a macter of
violence which one subject exerts upon anotler in which the uniry and

homogeneiry of both is assumed. But if, when I decide, I am taking a
.oo.r. of acdon which wes not predetermined, in that case the decision

does not follow automatically from what

alisms'

etition
of the
social, in the case of democratic universalism we have a radical relativiza-

practice of democracy to which you refer.

'repression' or th
social agens, me

of identitcation.
sion which gives the
us corxider the case
mism. It is usually

I

already was,

but rather
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cen-only 9xis1 iø the mouemen^oward the elimination of oppression, nor
the lameç in the never ,.åirr.J terrsion
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We shall continue our discussion of these topics in

Essex

in a few

weeks.

Yours ever,
Ernesto

PART IV

Interviews

7

Building a New Left

Strategies: Beþre we

asle. you

øbout

to ìnquire abost the geneølog, of

your notior of post-Mamßm, ute would liþe

It is dear in your earþ esseys
Manrist Theory that you are

these iileas.

publíshed ¡r¡ Politics and Ideology

in

approaching the uarious issues -feudalísm ønil cøpitalism in Latin America, the
specficity of the political, the orígins offasckm, ønil the notion ofpopulism
-from
the uieupoínt that most theorisß haue approached these topics with theoreîical
lerrorßm, f ute may use that term. That is, you seem to argue that, in the name of
paradigmatic clarity anil logícal corcistency, there has been a tendency to ouerlook
the hßtorical specficity of the phenomena under question. Thb stratcgy seems to
point toutard your ffiore general citique of essentialßt ilßcourses you now holil.
In your introduction ro Politics you evefl raise the whole problem of 'class reductionism' ín Mamist tlreory, an Lsue that takes on central importtnce ín your recent
worþ, with Chanøl Moufe. At the same time, your earþ studies are still within the
pørameters of the Maæßt traitition
- your homage to the theo¡etical and practical
riches of Althusser and Della Volpe are índicatiue of thís tenøtíue stance. What
uds the intellectual hístory behinil your cuffent theoretical position? What brought
youfrom thesefr* hesitait *eps tiwaril your later conceytiion ofpost-Mamßm?

FT: L,et me tell you, in the first place, thes

I do not drink there is such a
radical discondnuity ir -y intellecual evolution. In some lr'ey or
another I think tlat evolution has been but a process of deepening some
intuitions that were already there. The idea of politics as hegemony and
articulatior¡ for example, is something that has always accompanied my
political trajectory. I remember that in 1984, after many years, I travelled
First published in the US journal Strategies, this interview with Ernesto Laclau was
conducted between its edirorial collective and Ernesro Laclau over 5s\¡ç¡el ms¡ths,
sarting in March 1988.
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ro Buenos Aires

with chantal Mouffe and we were able to consult earþ

179

all that analytical-interpretative elucubration around Marx's holy texts;
but in the second place - and this is linked with what I said before - it is
also necessary to remember that the Âlthusserian project was conceived

as an aftempt at an internal theoretical renewal of the French
Communist P^try - a project 'hat gradually lost signiÊcance in the

sevencies.

as I am concerned, the deconstruction of Marxist
its
mere
abandonÍtent, is what Proves important The loss
frot
t¡adition,
is
not sorne
memory
colleccive
of
and
a traum
impoverishment
an
tion- Of course, the reladon with
sion and repetition, but of uarrsformation and critique. One must
construct one's discourse as dfferen¿e in reladon to that tradition and this
implies at rhe same time continuities and discontinuities. If a tradition
.."^r., ao be the cultural terrain where creacivity and the inscription of

At any rate, âs far

that creabandoned.
tiny as an
historical,

the'national-popular' to classes.
As for the-irifluence I received from thinkers like Della Volpe and
Althusser, the answer is similar it is only insofar as they allowed me to

partial and li¡nited moment within a wider historical line, that of the
iadical tradition of the West, or it will be taken over by the boy scou6 of
ùe small Trotskyist secs who will continue to rePeet a totally obsolete
and thus nobody will remember Man<ism in twenty years'
language
time.

-

EL: In the serxe that they created the historical and political terrain that
allowed me to deepen certain intuicions which uP to then I had only
l9ó0s inArgentina
been able

been
19óó cou

had

al f¿bric' After the
antagonisms and a
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rapid politicization of social relacions. ,tll t
laier - the dispersal ofsubject positions, th
of fragmented identities, the reconscitution of
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the põliticd irnaginery - all that ls 5s1¡gthing I learnt in those years in
the õourse of practical accivism. It was evident to all of us that a narrowly
classist approãch was ir¡sufÊcienu The roots of my post-Marxism date
'W'ell,
in these ci¡cumstances the 19ó8 mobili"ations in
back to that time.
France, Germany and the IJSA seemed to conÊrm those intuitions and
made it possible to place them in a wider political and historical terrair¡Later or¡, already in Europe, the study of the new social movements you
are referring to enabled me to advance theoretically in the direction you
know th¡ough Hegemotty and Socialßt Strategt.In that sense an important
role was pl.y.d by -y collaboration with Chantal Mouffe, who made

very irnportant contributions to úe problematic we were uying to
elaborate togeùer. (The formulation of politics in terms of radical
democracy, which appeers in the last part of úe boolq is basically her
contribution.)
Strategies: In the frst two chaptcrs o;fHegemony and Socialist Strategy, 1oø
and Chantal Moú, construct a genealog of the concept of hegemony as it ìleueloped out of the Mamíst tradition since the Second Internatíonal. In this narrøtiue,
the most striþingfeature is your argument that, euenfor Cramsci, the 'new politícal
logic' of hegemony coulil not be theorized becattse of the dominance of essentialist
categories. What are the ínherent discursiue limitations of the Matxist tradition?

EL: More than about an inherent {l$gËsuclpqgüon of the Marxist
tradidon I would speak about limitacions that Marxi-sm shares with the
ensemble of the nineteenth-cenüry sociological tradition- The rrì¿in limitation in this respect is the'oþiectivism'in tle comprehension of social
relations, whichis ultimatelifuuãfto the'metaþhysics of presence'
which is implicit in sociological categories
society may be understood as an o_þþtive
foundations or laws of movement that
Âgairrst this, the perspective we hold affirms the constítutiue and primordial
c["tact r ofnegativiry. All social order, as a consequence, cen only afÊrm
iself irsofar as it represses a 'conscitutive oumide' which negates it never succeeds in encirely
in that sense that we have
enta1S

. Now
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constituted iselfas an essentially objectivist conceptior¡ as an assertion
of the racionality of the real, in the best Hegelian tradition- The radically
coherenthixory constituted by the development of productive forces and
their combination with various types of production relations is a history

wichout 'outside'.

Of course, from the beginning this history had to poshrlare a supplement not eesy to integrate into its categories: this supplement is class
struggle

-

that is, the element of negativity and antagonism. If history is

an objective process, negativity ceffiot occupy any place in iq on the
ortrer hand, without negativity there is neither ah*.y nor revolutionary
accion Class struggle thus plays in Marxist theory the role of whar
Derrida has called a hymen- the theory both requires it and makes it
impossible. But we do not have to regrer tLis inconsistenc¡ it is thanks to
it that there has been a hisøry of il.fia:n<ism- And this history has consisted
in the progressive erosion of the main body of the theory on th.e part of
that supplement which cannor be integrated. What is positive and
retrievable in Marxism is the set of categories hegemon¡ in the t¡sr
place - that it elaborated in the course of is distancing Êom its originary
objectivisrn As regards the latter, it is necessary to relegate it where it
belongs: the museum of antiquicies.
Scrategies: While you argue quite conuincingþþr the problem of the'ilouble uoid'
in Manßm from the Second Int¿rttational onwards, you neuer suficientþ deal
utith Maæ's theory itself. Giuen thß omission, the itevitable comment from
Marxist quørteß woulil be that although you have shown the necessity of going
beyonil Marxism, you haue not shown the necessity of going beyond Marx. We
neeil only looþ to the hìstorical anil politícal tocs of Marx
- The Civil Wa¡ in
France, The lSthBrumaire oflouis Bonaparte, euenThe Critique of the
Gotha Programme - to see a tlrcoretical openingfor a'logic of the contingent',
díscussiots of the møterialíty of ¡ileolog, ete . Thus, it woulil seem that your argument might lead one not to become post-Matxßt, but rather to stuily Marx more
thoroughly, to become more Marxist. How uould you rapond to thß type of
comment?

EL: By sa)nng that t-he conclusion is highly optimistic. It is true th¡t in
our book we have dealt with Marx's work only marginall¡ the reason
being that the trajectory of Marxism we put forward there, as from the
Second Intemational, is conceived not as a 'general' history but as a
genealogy of the concept of hegemony. But it would doubdess be wrong
to assume that Plekhanov or Kautsþ who devoted a coruiderable part of
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interpretations' introduces ambiguities and doubts about the being of
objecs, and society presents itself,, to a great degree, not as en objective,
harmonic orde¡ but as an ensemble of divergent forces which do not
seem to obey any unified or unifring logic. How can this experience of
the failure of objectivity be made compatible with the affirmation of an
ultimate objectiviry of the real? Metaphysical thought- and sociological
thought, which is but its extension - respond by opting for the reafÊrmation of the objectivity of the real and for the ¡eduction of tleir
failures to a problem of incorrect or insufficient apprehension - that is,
to a problem ol knowledge. There is a'being'of objects - and of history
and society among tüem - that consticutes its ultimate reality and that
remains there, waiting to be discovered. In the 'war of interpretations',
what is at stake is nor the consm¡cdon of the objecq but its correct
apprehensiory socieq¡'s irrationality is mere appeerance for, behind its
phenomenal forms, a deeper rationaliry is always at work In that sense,
the progress of knowledge is the discovery of a gradually deeper stretum
of objectiviry but objectiviry as such is not e point at issue.
This is the point where our epproach differs (and not only ours: it is
but the continuation of a multiple intellectual radition which becomes
manifest, for example, in a philosophy such as Nietzsche's). The moment
of failure of objectivity is, for us, the 'constitutive outside' of the latter.
The movement towards deeper strata does not reveel higher forms of
objectivity but a gradually more radical contingency. The being of
objects is, thereforg radically historical, and 'objecciviry' is a social
constnrction. It is in this sense that society does not 'exist' insofar as
as a system ofdifferences that establishes the being ofencities,
always shows the traces of its uldmate arbitrariness and only eúss in the
and as a co¡rsequence always incomplete
movement ofits
pragmatic

objectivicy,

-

and the concEß of 'articulatíon'and'4
of these teruu or concePß, anil how do

political logic of hegemonY?
social' I
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our practical life we never
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things
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-

affirmation.
The radical contingency of the social shows itsel{, as we have stated, in
the experience of antagonism. If the force that anagonizes me negates
my identity, the maintenance of that identity depends on the result of a
stnrggle; and if the ourcome of that stnrggle is not warranted by any a
priori law ofhistory in that case all identiry has a contingent character.
Now, if, as we have showr¡, antagonism is the 'constitutive outside' that
accompanies the affìrmation of all identiry in that case all social practice
will be, in one of its dimerxíons, articulatory.By articulation we understand the creation of something new out of a dispersion of elements. If
society had an ulcimate objectiviry then social practices, even the most
innovative ones, would be essentially repetitive: they would only be the
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explicitation or reireration of somerhing that was there from the
beginning, And this applies, of course, to ll teleolog¡ if the ,for itself,
was nor already conrained in the 'in itself', th. transitián from
one ro råe
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To be more precise: while the concept of ideology was the
Althusser started to recognize some of the problems that
where
terrain
have become central inour approach, he could notradicúize thembeyond
by the strai{acket of

.Althusser.
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were implicit from the beginning in the logic of hegemony.

Althusser, ideology,

despite all the recognition of its 'materi
regional category of the social whole -

concept, therefore, For us, 'discourse'is not
the horizon of the constitution of any objecr Economic activity is, consequend¡ as discursive as political or aesthetic ideas. To produce an objecg
for instance, is to establish a system of relations berween raw materials,
tools, etc., which is not sirnply given by the mere existential materiality
of the intervening elements. The primary and constitutive character of
the discursive is, therefore, tle condition of any practice. And it is at this
point where the fundamentel wetershed takes place. ConÊonted with
the discursive character ofall social practices, we can follow two courses

con
deeper
Reason
(a)

a

of
in

Marx); or þ) consider that those praccical-discursive structures do noc
conceal any deeper objectivity that Eanscends therr¡ and, at the same
cirne, explains them, but that they are forms wíthout mystery, pragmatic
attempts to subsume the '¡e¿l' into the frame of a symbolic objectivity
that will always be overflown in the end. The trst solution only has a
sense within the frame of raditional metaphlnics, which insofar as ic
asserted the radical capacitt¡ of the concept of grasping the real, was
essentially idealistic. The second solution, on the contrery, implies stating

e

Strategy.
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selÊdetermination presupposes
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the people to their
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in terms different from those of an
ccepting the validity of discourses to self-determinacion - which can
terlns.
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thus presents itself as considerably
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more complex rhan in the past. on the one hand, there is a'universalization of history and Policical
technological, and cultural in
all idendry even the most
constructed as speciÊcity or alterna
and .hat is perietrated,'to a greet extent, by 'urriversalist'.valnes and
trends. The aìsertion of a national, regional or cultural identity in,terms
of simple withdrawal or segregated Ñrt.r"" is nowadays sipPll absurd.
nut oå the other hand, thãt same pluridimensionalicy of the world we
rw€en capitalist productive
live in implies
whe¡e they we¡e glSrnallrtechniquei and
original forms of
absolutely
develoied is no
on the basis of
identities
new
c
anicul-ation that cor¡stnrcr
elements on
cientific
various
hegemonizing
drere has
That
exes'
.'iry
diff"
of
thJ p"tt

beeri tbrougholt th. last centuri
through a technological, economi
and defensive resistance by way
seems

techniques,
p.o..rr', boa

etc', is an irreversible

bY an essential bond,

im¡nanent t
Strategies: One of the more salíent top
modemßm. Do you consider the topic a
define this constellation of discourses and
yõu, o*n theory ß linleed to the logíc ofpostmodemity?

EL: The debate around postmoderniry has embraced an ensemble of
looseþ integrated themesl and all of them are relevant to our theoretico-political projecc There is
various so-called postmodern aP
perspectiwe is certainly relaæd, and

begiruring

now become contingent and pragmatic constructions. The

of posunodernity car¡ in that

-.ot

serxe, be conceived as the

of a multiple awareness: epistemological awareness, insofa¡

""ñi"n
as scienti-Êc progress aPPears as a succession
formadon and replacement is

of paradigrns whose transnot grounded on any algorithmic

limited; but that same limitation is the condidon of our strength: we can

of

to m. .rs.nci"Íly false and reacdonarYl Thæ true ethnoc"ntris* does not lie in asserting that the 'universalizacion' of values;

identiry

essences have
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ation of the world

Europi is an obvious enough facq
cally'Western and that other PeoP

^the
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iundamentalism of the emancipatory projects of modernity. From
my point ofview this does not involve an abandonment of the human or
values of the projecr of the Enlightenmenr, buc a different
potiã"d
^modulation
of its them"t. Thot" that for moderniry were absolute

be ourselves and regard ourselves as
insofar as the gods have died. There
whose message we have to decipher

world.
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- that therefore denies the dignity of the specitc - to a
sptemacic irreverence.'Genealogy','deconsmtction', and
other similar strategies ere ways of quescioning the dignity of the 'presence', of the'origirx', of the forrn
on the absolute

culture of

, to certain

tic dimenexperience
høue long been accuseìl of promo
t are implicitly níhilktic anil apo

aut

hßtory,
ey haue
hard to

as either anarchistic or even
belieue that all of these charga aÍe true, it does raise questions about the politíæ of
posßtructuralism. Giuen your oü)t commitment to radical democraqr, what do you
-see
as the political possibílities anil limíts of poststructuralism (especially deconstruction) as a way offurthering this project?

EL: In the Êrst place, let us clear up a poinc there is nothing that can be
called a 'politics of poststructuralism'. The idea that theoretical

in this respect, an exception and a new beginning that had
f.w follo*.rs. Well l-úink that the main task of a new culture - of e
represents,

stnlcturelist have created is a cercain intellectual climate, a certain
horizon that makes possible an ensemble of theoretico-discursive operations arising from the intrinsic instability of the signifier/signified relacion. The correct questior¡ therefore, is not so much which is tåe politics
of poststnrcturalism, but rather what are r}ie possibilitl'es a poststmcturaliit theoretical perspective opens for tåe deepening of those political
this constellation of
cultural ventures, can be.started is present there, distorting the essentielist ddiness of our world. It is neceisary to Pass from a culnrre centred

tlat the desire frorn which this venture, or rather
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becomes the Ê¡st historical form of whar we might call post-sociefl.Arrd
with thi5 1 ¿¡t not contrâposing the essentialism of an

please note that

to the essentialism of a sovereign chooser. The same
contingency that is corxtitutive of all social identiry is also constitutive of
wiJI always be con-Êonted by a
the subj
by a lacle that will be corutitutive
partidly
of their s
is rhat these decisions, takenwhile
panially ignoring the circumstances, the corxequences ard one's own
motivation, are ttre only source of the social, and it is through them that
the social is constituted. If in the traditional conceptions of a radical
democracy the transparency of the social was a condition for full liberatior¡, what I am sating now is rhe opposite; that it is only insofar as the
social_ is :ø'dícally contingent
- and does not therefore obey any irnmaim¡nanent law

nentkw-that rhe socialis on the same scale ofagenswhichärehisrorical,
contingent and fallible themselves. True liberation does not therefore
cor¡sist in projecting oneself towards a momenr thar would represent the
fullness of time, but, on the contrary in showing th. tempãral
and

-

ofall fullness.
Thirdþ the rystematic weakening of all essentialism paves the way
- a retrieval of the radical traditioru including Marxism. Anti-essenfor
cialism, as a theoretical perspective, has a genealogy that also passes
through the various radical political tradicions. In the first chaptérs of
consequendy transient

-

characrer

Hegemony and Socialist StrategL we have rried to show

how the disaggregacion of essentialist paradigms is not simply a cririque o¡lMarxism but a

movement within M*rosm. The Sorelian conceprion of myth, for
exemple, is based on a radical anti-essencialisrr¡- there is no'objecrivity' ín
íself or the social outside the mythical reconstiturion of identities and of
the relacions that t¿ke place tlrough the violent confrontatioru of
groups. And 'hegemony' in Gramsci goes in the same directioru the
e/superntingenc
the new

awareness that allows us practices such as decor¡struction or ,language
games' ro trace a political genealogy of the present. And this genealógyis

the conscmction of a tradítío4 in the strictesr sense of the t.rm. ihe
now is not so much the continuity of the essentialist discourses of classical Marxisrq which have been róraly shattered
and in yhich nobody believes, but tleir non-replacemenr by any alternadve discourse
- that is, the collapse of all radical traditior¡- But true
loyalry to a tradition lies in recognizing in the pasr is t¡ansient and
danger_ ttrat haunts- us
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historical character, is difference with the present (a difference that
involves continuities and discontinuities at the same time), and not in
transforming the past into a model and an origin to which one rries to reduce tlLe present tbrough more and more absurd and less credible theoretical manipulatiorx.
Fourthly and finall¡ there is the question of the relation be¡¡¡een the
'superhard' - the trar¡scendentelity, the apodicticiry the algorithmic

character of decisions - and democracy. An apodictic decisioru o¡ in a
more general sense, a decision that claims for itself an incontestable
'rationality', is incompatible with a plurality of points of view. If the
decision is based on a reasoning ofan apodictic character it is not a decision at all: a rationaliry that úanscends me has already decided for me,
and my only role is ,het of recognízing thet decision and the consequences
that unfold Êom i¿ This is why all the forms of radical rationalism are
just a step away from totalitarianism. But if, on the conrary it is shown
thet there is no ultirnate rational foundation of the social, what follows is
not a total arbitrariness, but the weakened rationality inherent in an
argumentative stnrcture grounded on the ue¡isimilituile of its conclusions
- in what ,\¡istode called phrones¡s. And this ¿¡g1¡¡1s¡¡tative structurg
precisely because it is not based on an apodictic rationality, is eminendy
pluralistic. Society only possesses the relative rationality - values, forms
of calculation, ergumentâtive sequences that it collectively consrn¡cted
as tradition and that can therefore always be ransformed and contested.
But in thr¡ ssnss the expansion of the areas of the social that depend less
on en ultimate rational foundatior¡ and that are based, therefore, on a
comrnunitary constnrction, is a condidon of the radicalization of
democrary. Practices sucb as that of deconstnrctior! or 'Wittgenstein's
language games, accomplish the function of increasing our awareness of
the socially constructed cha¡acter of our world and open up the possibility of a foundation through collective decisions of what was before
conceived as established forever by God, or by Reason, or by Fluman
Nacure all those equivalent names that function by placing the destiny
ofhuman beings beyond the ¡each of their decisioru.
Strategies: In the Ma¡xist trddit¡on, there has been substantial ilebate conceming
the role and place of the íntellectual infurthering human liberation. Giuen your
conceplion of hegemony, it seems clear that the inællectual can play neither the role
assigneil to it by those theorists of the Seconil Intemational, nor that which Gramsci
sign¡fe¿l by the term 'organic íntellectual'. What b the role of the inællectual in

furthering

the

project of radical ìlemocracy?
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EL: I don't know why you say that our conception is incompatible with
the Gramscian idea of the 'organic intellectual'. On the contrery I think
thar it is, to a great degree, an extension of the latter. The 'organic intellectual' in Gramscian thought depends on a double extension of the
function of intellectual activicy, which is perfecdy compatible with our
approach- In the first
gated social group bu
activities, which lefc
and dispersed. A union organizer, in that sense, would be an intellecnral,
since s,/he welds into an organic whole activities such as t-he channelling
and representadon of workers'demands, the forms of negotiation with
employer organizations and with the stete, the culrural activities of the
unions, etc. The intellectual function is, as a consequence, the practice of
articulation- And the imporant thing is to see that this p¡¿ç¡içs is recognized as more and more important insofar as there is a decline of the
image of an historical evolution dominated by the necessary movements

of the infrastructure. I would like to remind you 'hat Kautsþ himself
had to admit that socialism does not arise spontaneously from the
working class, but has to be intoduced into it by t-he radical intellectuals;
that is to say, the uniry between Enilziel and immediate demands
depends on the mediation of an organic ideology - that is, on an articuladon. And the Gramscian concepdon of the intellectual is, in that sense,
but the extension of this articulatory function to growing areas of social
liG.'Well whet, ther¡, is our approach but an anti-essentialist conception
of the social whole based on the category of articulation?
In the second place, it is precisely because the 'organic ideologies' in
Gramsci play this cencral role that the intellecmal function extends
im¡neasurably witl respect to what it had been in the various debates of
classical Marxism: if a historical bloc cements its organic unity only
through an ideology that founds the uníty benveen base and suPerstructure, then hegemonic articulatiorx are not a secondary or marginal effect

but tle ontological level itself of the constitution of the

social. And
or'idealism' here: economic practices themselves depend on social relations conscmcted
through hegemonic articulacions. Well what is this moment of intellecrual' mediation that gives is relational character to all collective practice

please note that there is no'superstructuralism'

have called'discourse'?
be seen as an extension of
last question about the role

of radical democracy. The
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function of the intellecmal or rather, the intellectual functior¡ since
the latter does not concentrate on a caste corxists in the invention of
languages. If the_ uniry of the historical blocs is given by ,organic ideologies' that a_rticulate into new projects fragmenìed
dÇ..r.d social
"oá
elements, the production of those ideologies is the intellectual
funcdon
pør excellence. l'{o
re not constructed as ,utopias,
proposed t9 sgci
from the collecdve pr""ci.",
through- which
s place. They are ti.refor.
eminentþ practi
- which do.s noi exclude certain
utopian or mythical (in the Sorelian sense) aspects, which is given by
their dimens ion oî horizon.
It is to this l¿¡¡ç¡ di¡nension thar I would like to refer, wirh some tnar
remarls. If intellecmals
- now regarded in their t¡aditiond restricted
sense
are to play a positive role in the construction of the new forms of
civilization rhat we are
for a new trahíson des c
own dissolucion as a ca
tuals' and more'organic intellecn¡al
was linked to a funcdon of recognítion; the task of the intelleccual was
irxepa-rably bound to the classical concepr on truth Because it was
thought thac thrcre was an intrinsic truth in thingr th* reuedled ißelf þ
ce_rtain particular forms of access that were the pávate hundng ground
of the intellecrual. This is why the latter received-the set ofprivil-{es that
established him as a member of a caste. But if we consideitod"y-that
tmth is relacive ro a discursive formarioru that all choice i.t*"..,"ll
discourses is only possible on the basis ofconstructing new discourses,

ac
is
c

Ic is

that

tes

.':?ïl.få'"1ï:i:",îå1,::ffii
bric. If the'sysrem'was the charac-

teri¡tic expression, rhe highesr point and the ideal of knowledge of the
traditional intellectual, the new forms of thought are not odyãsystematic but essentially 4rlf,-systematic they are conscructed out of the
recognition of treir contingency and hisroricicy. But in ùis general
movemenr of rhe
ologies of salvation and high-priests
of the intellecq ar
man and woman to frliy
"^rro-.
the responsibility
ncy and their own desdny?
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Theory Democrzrq and Socialism

1.

Intellectual Biogaphy

EL: I should Ê¡st of all tell you that my initial political uajectorywas very

different from that of Chantal Moufit.'While Chanal's tvtarxist fo.rrra-

tion took place in the mid-lsoOs in Paris

seminar
birth to

-

she actended Althusser's

lved in the seminar which gave
to Europe in 19ó9 and my own

Man<ist

In-1958 I joined the Partido Socialist¿ Argentino (PSÂ, Argentinian
5eçi¡list Parry) which split into a number of factions at the starr of the
19ó0s. At that time I was very active in ùe student movemenL I was
president of the studenrs' union at the Philosophy and Arts Faculty and
was also representacive of the left faction of the student movemenr on the
Senate of the University ofBuenos ,ti¡es. In 1963I became a member of
the Parcido Socialista de la Þquierda Nacional (PSIN, Socialist Party of

supewision of Ernesto Laclau.
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s of the PSA) led bYJorge
Natio
intellectual and political
Abelardo
tive for young people, like
i¡fluence
From 19ó3-68
myself,,
r severel Years I
I was a
was ed
PartY's weeklY
journal. I also served for a number of periods as-editor of the Pârty's

the

theoretical journal, IzquierdaNacroral (National Lef$.

It's difficult to explain the cleavages in left-wing politics in Argentina
at t-hat time to to-.ot. in Britain- Suffice it to say that the crucial
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Our strategy, then, was far from uncolnrnon in t-hat it combined a
political sensiciviry towards national, democratic and anti-imperialist
goals with the continuiry of our dependence on class reducdonism. As to
the fint component, I have nothing to add; mypoint ofview concinues to
a large extent to be similar to what it was ther¡- This experience of the
ambiguity of democratic banners - what we would today call 'floating
signiters' - as well as the recognition of the centrality of the categories
of 'articulation'and'hegemony', shaped my conception of politics from
then on- When I began to read Gramsci and Althusser systemarically in
the mid-tSo0s (especially the Althusser of For Mau, the Althusser of
overdetermination), my interpretation was essentially political and nondogmatic because I could relate it direcdy to my o\ /n Argentinian experience.

Bur there were obviously limis. Our whole sûare{r'y was based on a
view which drew a rigid connection between political parties and social
classes. If, in the national revolution, Peronism represented the national
bourgeoisie, our party wes to represent working class interests, that is to
say a socialist alternative. Behind all this, then, was a Manrism of the mosr

elemental kind, with is class-based conception of social agents and
politics as being simply a level of representation of interests. It was therefore not suqprising that our party never became anything more than an
agitation group with

a

certain degree of ideological influence.

NB: Yourfrst publisheil article ín English

tuas on

Argentina while Latin Amer-

ofpopulßmþrmed the subject of a h.q, transitional essay published in
Politics and Ideology in Marxist Theory. Did an experience lilee that of
ican uaríanß

Peronism lead you to challenge schematic ønd reductionist atcounß of popular

ideolog?

it

the
was only through a socialist hegemonization
-of
democratic banners that it could achieve stabiliry and make up for lost

of Perón): but

was required.

EL: Certainly. At d it wasn't just my experience but that of a whole
generation Elaborating on what I was srying earlier, let me explain the
situation we faced in the 19ó0s.
Following the oligarchical counter-revolution and the fall of Peronist
rule in 1955, the regime which ceme to power announced the permanent
installation of a liberal democratic system (some idea ofjust how democratic the new regime was can be gained from the fact that it was based on
the political proscription of more than 50 per cent of the population). I
was almost twenty then and as a tFpical member of the liberal middle
classes I had supponed the coup. But disillusionment with the new
regime was not long in coming, as its aggressive monetarism, the

2OO

dismanding of proteccion for the national economy and the huge
transfer of resources to the landowning sector th¡ough devaluatiorx,
soon became apperenL There was also the regressive nature of the
regime's social policies. As a result, in less than a year tLe whole of the
sû¡dent movement and the middle classes had curned agairut the new
government and this created a propitious climate for the FrondÞi altern¿tive in 1958.
At t-he same dme, t-he Peronist resistance was beginning to organize in
the working class disaicts ofBuenos Aires, raising doubs in the minds of
radicalized liberal shldents like ourselves. It was in the following years
that I learnt my first lesson in'hegemony'. The sicuation was clear. If the
liberal oligarchic regime had been successful in absorbing the democratic
demands of the masses in a'ransforrnisC way in creating what I would
call a 'system of differences', to use my current terminology - then
Peronism would have receded as e sec of anti-establishment symbols to
the horizon of the social, as happened rrith the symbols of lllllazzini arrd
Garibaldi in Italy at the beginning of the century. But the very opposite
happened: the transformist capacity of the system had as much substance
as t-he 'wild ass's skin' and began to shrinlc inexorably. .As a resulq the
'floating signiÊers' of Peronist popular-nationalism came to hegemonize
an increasing number of social demands and to detne the course of the
great mass stnrggles of the I 9ó0s and I 970s. To try and tie those symbols
down in class terms was obviously absurd. Instead, the consmrction of
any class identity had to take place on the previous ground that had

already been prepared by the circulation

of

those symbols. Gareth

StedmanJones's comments on the emergence of class idendty in the case
ofBritish Chartism are something that my experience of the Argentinian

fully confirms.
ThaCs the reason why I didn t have to wait to read post-sructuralist
texts to undersand what a 'hinge', 'hymen', 'floating signifìer' or the
'metaphysics of presence' were: I'd already learnt this through my prectical experience as a political accivist in Buenos Aires. So when today I
rcad Of Grammatolog, S/Z or the Écríts of Lacan, the examples which
alwap spring to mind ere not from philosophical or literary texts; they
are from a discussion in an Argentinian made union, a clash of opposing
slogans at a demonstratior¡ or a debate during
^ p^rcyincongress.
Throughout his life Joyce returned to his nacive experience
Dublin;
for me it is those years of political struggle in the .Argentir¡a of the 19ó0s
that come to mind as a point of reference and comparisonworHng
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oum ilistinctiue inællectuøl

from the miil-1970s, and those of such noteil
sociologkts
as
Gino
Germani
and Torcuato ili Tella? The analysß of
Argentinian
coflcetfts, os

pol"tttm has,for

haue ileuelopeil

æample, played a key role in their thought øo.

EL: No, I don t thi¡k there has been any discernible kinship. Germani was
my professor of sociology at the university ofBuenos Âi¡es and for a brief
period I was his ¡esearch assistant But right from the begiruring my
intelleccual orientation was not only different but to e great extent the

very opposite. For Germani 'populism' stems from the uneven integracion of the masses into the political system and the delays in the t¡arrsition from a t¡aditional to an induscrial society. His whole model of
interpretation is based on an extremely simplistic version of the'modernizacion and development' theories. For me, on the other hand,
'populism' is the permanent expression of the fact theq in the Ênal
instance, a society alwap füls in its efforts to constitote itself as an objective order. .As can be seen, my vision of populism and Germani's are
more or less diametrically opposite. Di Tella has advanced a much more
complex and nuanced vision of populism than Germani, but his
approach is basically a>ronomical and thus very distant from my theoretical interests.
publLshed in the early
to be couched in orthoilox Marxist terms and to chíde Frank. uith a
specia of reußíonism. Do you still identify with this critique? ß it not at odds with
the subsequent rcj ection of the Mankt frameworþ?

RB: Yoør influential critique of andra Gunder Franþ
7970s, seems

FT: I'd like to make two inicial points. In the ûrst place, I do identify
myself with all the basic features of my critique of Franlç even though
there are a few concepts such as 'mode of production' that I would now
formulate differendy. In the second place, I haven't rejected Marxism.
Something very different has occurred. It's Marxism that has broken up
and I believe I'm holding on to its best fragments. Would you see the
process of disintegracion of the Hegelian school following the death of
Hegel as a 'rejection of Hegelianism'? Each of the post-Hegelian currents
- including Marx - prolonged certain aspects of Hegelianism and abandoned others. That is what blew up the systematic character of Hegel's
philosophy. But it was a question of a rather more subde process of
continuity and discontinuity than is evoked by the idea of simple'rejection'.'We're in a sirnilar position with Manrism now.

2O2
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than a
seem to me to be more a meturation of cerAin original intuiCions
work
break with Previous

and even less so with

Mar* Intellectual history

is a recurring movement

have termed ouf approach post-Marxist. The first is theoretical. As you
can realize, it wouiã- h.ve bãen very easy fo¡ us to present our approach

Political'
gies such

as'liberalism','conserva
vague term of political
should be redefined at
resemblances' berween

principle to this kind of opererion which would turn Marxism into

a
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new language games
ecognized for what it

of Marx's work). Bur
with which to dereral identity seem to me, in the year of
actonary.
st is to r.gg4 Man<ism as a rheory of
social.development which is fundament"[yãiff.r.nr Êom
r"¿i."t
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process, baseil solely on social diuision,frontier and myth. To uhat øctent and in
what,manner ilo you belieue that these two th¡flþers Speak ø us'in what mightbe

cølleil our þos tmodern' praent?

"¿.r

traditions,

capit"lism

guity here, and I

reasons yo

conflics is, in my
world as fundamen
Marxism the doctri

with
.rr.ryoo.
"a
nal world an
socialism,
ao

-

and
and

Ma'<ism--being a 'state truth, can Jnly reinforce the worsr,

Marxism, that is,
makes negativity
ilicy of any identi

move
finds

since

on to
rn Hegemony we presented the dialecdcs of this internal movemenr

;;rT

profoundly anti-democratic, habits oi^ l.f.-*iog .h;ghr.'it""d n
reason is to create a division between tdeology' .îd .r.iä.'and
"r
make
Marxism coincide with the lacter. can there"really b"
¿ã"bt
such obsoleæ positivism can only
thinking? To repeaq I can't seå

""y

a"t

Marxism the frontier with which
conúary it can only reinforce theo
policical conformity.

2. Theory

Present

A-MS: In uhat I rhinþ is ø k
yourself identify an ambþuíty
conceptíon høs,

it

s passed

at one anil
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of
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ilestiny, uhile the increasingly diuiiled 'm^sses' crppear to need more and more
'leadership'. The legitimacy of thk leadership is based not on iß practical capacitíes
but on its supposedly privilegeil eplsæmological position; the uanguard'lenous'the
unilerþing mouefttent of htstory. Would it be ouerstating the case to say that the
logic of necessíty constitutcs the conditíons for the legitimization of authoritarian
concrytíons ofleaìlerhip and uanguørdist practice, while conuersely, the logíc of the
coøtingent cotstitutes the conditiotu in which inøeasingly democratic conceptiots
and practíces become conceiuable?

EL I think you're absoluteþ right

and I'd like to take advantage of your
quescion to clear up a few rnisunderstandings. In our book we assefted

that the authoritarian tendency of Leninist politics can be found in its
imbrication between science and polidcs. But a couple ofprecisions ¡nust
be made here. This doesn't mean any kind of irrationalism on our part or
that we are advocating an anti-scientific position. Any social practice is
t\e locus of specialized knowledge and there's obviously no question of
pufting that in doubt But the idea of 'science', as propounded in the
vision of 'scientitc socialism', is of a very different kind: it posnrlates a
monolitLic and unified understanding of the whole of the social process.
Á.nd if this knowledge of the whole is based on the ontologically privileged position of a single class
- whicb, in turn, is uaruformed into the
epistemologically privileged position of a single political leadership then

This
ilege
by various forms of technocrary, for example.
The second precision is that hegemon¡ in its Gramscian sense, leads
to the opposite result If the partial forms of unification represented by

hegemonic articulatio¡rs are radically contingeng all partial knowledge
be articulated on the horizon of an essentially open communitary
space. As you can see, the 'fundamentalists' constantly confuse the issue.
For thern, the negation of ¿l¡e Science - of the possibility of rationally
grasping a supposed foundation of the social - is tantamoi¡nt to
defending an irrationalist position- But t-hat is obviously not the issue.
The real issue is to essert the contingeng partial neture of all knowledge.

will

2O7

has taken place in several

democratic dimertsíon; *sìngDerriila'ssomewhatproblematic terminologr, we coulil
say that the logic of the hytnen ß in operation here. You state that a rigid sqaration
betueen the leaders and the led emerges where a udnguard clings to the conception

of itself as a true embodiment of the 'objectiue interesß of the urorking class',
immuneftom all political contíngencía in terms of itsfundømental iilentity and

SOCI,ALISM

much more consistent
esL

A-MS: The linguístic

concelttion of ide

you mealt bY thf larcr assertion?
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the unclosed ¡rature of relational toalities to be thoughr our. A'corrsdru-

tive outside' exiss which both deforms them and is the condition for
their constitution at the same time. There is therefore e consranr
widening of hegemony's limits. AII articulation is partial and precarious.
That is what gives every collective idendry - classes among orhers
.W'hy
their radically transient and contingenr narure.
is a process of
hegemonic relation essencially metonymic? Simply because the contiguous relations between different social elements undergo a process of
constent trarxgression. For example, if a t¡ade union in a certain neighbourhood begiru to promote stmggles like selÊdefence againsr police
violence or solidarity with gay rights, or purs forward demands over
working class coruumption levels, it will become a hegemonic cenrre.
None of these struggles necessaríly stems from trade union activities in the
stict sense of the term; but the fact that it is tle t¡ade union movement
- rather than other local forces - which becomes the centre around
which those smrggles can unite means that the lacter take on a'working
class' cha¡acter on the basis of a series of diryilaceme¿¿s. It is because the
li¡nits between social identities ere nor fixed in advance, but are
constantly redefìned on the basis of hegemonic displacemenrs, that
collective wills are radically unsable and contingenu ats you can see,
post-structuralist categories such as 'floacing signifìers', 'deconscn¡ction'
and'hinges', are crucial to undersranding the operacion of the hegemonic
logic which for me is the very logic of rhe corurn¡crion of the social.
Wittgenstein's uitique of the'hardness of tÍte ile', we høve ø subverand Derrida. Wittgenstein
poínß out that because d rule caflnot Í,re-exíst the moment of its application (since

A-MS: With
sion of

thefxity of meaningsímilar to that in Barthes
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bw that it is being consandy constructed and recorxrructed. In
other words, becween an abstecr rule and the instance of its use in a
particular context, it is not a reladonship of applicatíon thar occurs, but a
reladonship or arüculation And accordingl¡ if the different insances of
an articulated stmcture have merely differential identities, it can only
meen that in two sepa¡are irutances rhe rule is in fact a different one, in
spite of its 'family resemblances'.

plied,

Gramsci's position

is similar. If the \n'orking class' establishes its

working

classes cannot therefore be conceived in terms of a proximate
genus,/specitc difference distinction. In this u/ay you can see the differ-

erism and previous Conservative governments because they're all capitalist In a hegemonic concepcion of politics, on rhe other hand, itt a
question of seeing how an individual instance 'trar¡sforms' the essence
and modites it by articulacing it to a differenc'organic'whole. So while
the fust conception is absract and metaphysical, the second is radically
historical.
PD: At many poinß in your work, you

EL: Cerainly. The idea of 'epplFng' a rule assumes a rigid division
berween the rule as such and the insrance of its application. If a rule is
merely'app
value as far
tion', in the
tive process. But as you point out, if for'Wittgenstein every insance of a
rule's use modfies úe rule as such, ic cannot be said that a rule is being øp-

re.ject any notion of the subject as a 'unified
and unfyittg essence', and suggest that the subject is 'constructed through language,
as partíal anil metaphorícal íncorporation into a symbolic orilel (IJegenony,
p. 126). There are a number of dfficulties with thlsformuløtion, howeuer. At one
poínt in Hegemony, you refer to politics
ction
and transformation ofsocial relations'(Heg
t is it

which creates and transforms in this way?
Iour
worþ, between a uiew of the subject as brally passiuely constructed, which seems
ultímately to derive from Abhusser, ønd your commitment to the ilemocratic anil
egalitarian cofttponenß of liberalßm, which would surely be nonseflsicdl without
some conception of human índiuiduals as
- at least potentially - self-determining
agenß. Howeuer, euefl f one puts most emphasis on the seconil half of your

2IO
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a symbolic orde/), which
are still generaædfor your commitment

(as partial and meøphorical incotporation into

ß mo,re ltcaniin in its resonance, problet,
to liberal themes. For I-acan's scepticbm about modem índiuidualism, anil what he
sees as the attendønt instrumettalizatíon of socíal relations, is well lenown. Can
one ailopt as much of Lacanian theory as you ilo, yet still remaín commítted to 'the
his or her human capacities' (Fleg.mony,
tiberty of the indilidual to

p. r84)?

fulfl

EL: LeCs begin with the Êrst part of your question- At no time have I
taken the poiitioo tlat the subject is passively constnrcted by structures,
since the very logic of hegemony as the primary terrain for-the constitution of subjectiviry pt.supposes a lack at the very heart of structures thrs i5, the impossiLiliry for them to achieve a fi¡ll selÊidentiry. The
lack is precisely t\e locus of the subjecq whose relation with the süuctoro áko pÉce th.ough variouJ Processes of identficatioz (in tle
psychoanal¡ical sense). In the Althusserian theory of interpellacion *hich I used in my ûrst works - there is without doubt the Spinozan
notion of a 'subject effect', which merely stems from the logic of the
stnrctures. This liaves out the fact that interpellacion is the terrain for the
production of discourse, and that in order to'produce'subjects_success-

the lacer must identify with it The ,{lthusserian empbasis on
as a functional mechanism in social reprodurtion does not
le"rre enough space to sfirdy the construction of subjecs from tþe point
ofview ttt indiniduals receiving those inte¡pellacions. The category of
"f absenc. But the emphasis in my work; even my trst worls, is
lack is thus
differenc Interpellation is conceived as part of an open, contingent,
hegemonic-artiiulatory Process 'hich can in no sense be confused with

firll¡
inte

ellation

work

Spinozan 'eterniqy'.

-

ThaCs why I'd like to quescion the exclusive alternatives yoll Ptlt
forward - subjectivicy as the passive effect of structures or subjectivity as
self-determin"ciot This alternative remains encirely wittrin the context
of the most traditional concepticn of idendty and fullness: either there is
a fullness of the stnrctu..s
-lo which case the subject is a passive effect
of the lacer - or it is one of subjectivity as a posicive identity. But I'm
making a different point, which is that structures can never ecquire the
fi¡llnesi of a closed-system because tåe subject is essentially lack That's
why the question of who or uthøt transforms social relations is not pertinent. It's irot a question of 'someone' or'something'producing an effect
of uarxforrnadon or a¡ticulation, as if its identirywas somehow previous
¡q this effect Rather, the production of the effect is part of the cor¡struc-

identificacion- It is because the subject is that 'lack of being', which
demands and prevents suture, that antagonism is possible. In our book
we have shown how antagonism cannot be reduced to either cont¡adiction
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or to real opposition i¡rsofar as neither of the cwo rypes involves any
'lack of being' objectivity is uncontestedly dominant and no 'suture' is
required. But because the social never manages to cof¡sticute iself as
an objective order and the'symbolic'is always disrupted by the'real', rhe
dimerxion of suture carinot be eradicated. Take the hegemonic relatiorrit would be inconceivable without the 'lack' i¡herent to ic It is because
the bourgeoísie could not teke up 'irs' democraric asks that Russian social
democracy felt they had to become those of the working class, etc. It is
this act of 'taking up' a task from the outside, of compledng it and fìlling
the gap which ha" opened up in the 'objectivity' of the structure, that
characterizes the hegemonic relation. And it is because thar lack is ineradicable that hegemony is, in the final insrance, an inherent dimension to
all social practice. The myth of the uansparent sociery is simply that of a
society devoid of hegemony and suture in which tù.ere is nothing'real' to
challenge the objectiviry of the symbolic order.
A-MS: Derrida

states that although he is critical of the 'meøphysícs of presence'
uthich has iß highestpoint in phenomenolog, he retains Hussei's phenomenological reduction because it opens up the possibility of a radkal reflection on the'sense'
of the object, moving beyond thi empiricist attempt ta grasp the thing isetf, In your
reply to Norman Geras, Chantal Moufe and yourself indirectly refer to the phenomenologícal term, 'conilitions of possibilíty'. What is the signficance of Husseil's
phenomenologt in terms of your worle? Do you accept Derridø\ position vis-à-uß
Husserl? To what extent has itbeen necessaryforyou to radicalize phenomenolog-

ical catcgories such as'horizon'?

EL: There have been three main sourées of inspiration for our worlc
phenomenology, post-anaþcal philosophy and the various currents of
thought thec can be generally characterÞed es post-srruccuralist As far as
phenomenology is concerned, yes, our approach is very close to Derrida's
critique ofHusserl. Getting to the poins you refer ro, rhe uansition from
the given to its condidons of possibiliry is a crucial presupposirion in our
conception of the political nahrre of the social. Take r}.e dialectic in
Husserl between sedimentation and reaccivation- It is only when 'the
given is not accepted as such, but referred back to dre original act
leading to its consticucion, that rhe sense of thar 'given' is reacrived. It is
through the desedimentation of all identity that its prospective being is
firlly revealed. This dialeccic, which is at rhe very hearr of Husserlian
thought, has been fundamental to our approach to the question of ttre
n:rture of the social. Our whole analysis goes against an objectivist
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it was in dris totalizing esPira
made possible lay. For any å
the concrete, historical actor
be conceived insofar as this actor is able to transcend its own specifìciry

and embody the objective interests and meaning of the whole of
mankind. A radical ontological imbalance thus exists between the
demands of the various groups and categories ofhuman beings: while tåe
demands of certain groups are legitimized by the latter's personifìcation
of the global objective interests of mankind, there are other demands
which however just, are doomed because they are located outside the
universaliry of the historical process. Ttúnk of Kautsþ's assertion that
social democrary should not represent the interests of all the oppressed
but only of the working class, since it was this class that was the incarnation of historical progress. The level ofpoliticization thac can be achieved
in such emancipatory discourse, ther¡ has a dual limitation- firsd¡ politics is not e moment of radical coflstruction, as it is limited to expressing
the objective movement which transcends iq and secondl¡ this movement determines the legitimacy and objective meaning of the various
demands in terms of its own logic. As a result, the various demands have
tojusdfy themselves before a historical tribunal that is external to them.
'W'hat we're seeing now, I believe, is
not the entÐr into a world of

repetition and vacancy, but the disintegration of úat di¡nension of
globality inherent to classical emancipatory discourses. It is not the
specifìc demands of the emancipatory projects formulated since tåe
Enlightenment which have gone into crisis; it is the idea that the whole
of those demands constiruted a unified whole and would be realized in a
single foundacional aú by a privileged agent of historical change. This
has a number ofimportant consequences that ere worth spelling out
Firstl¡ it is not this or that þrivileged agent'which is being questioned, but the cetegory of 'privileged agent' itself Marcuse offers an
alternacive between an increasingly one-dimensional society and t-he
emergence of a new privileged egent
students, women, the Third
'World masses that would substitute a-working class which is increasingly integrated into the systern But this still operates within the classical
frameworh since the only possibiliry of change is still considered an act
of global emancipation (revolucion and its equivalens). Indeed, it is not
just that emancipacory demands are diversi$.ing and deepening in
today's world but also that the nocion of their essencial unifìcation
around en act of global rupcure is fading. This does not mean that the
various demands are doomed to isolation and fragmentatioq but ratl.er

in my position.
¿{s to Baudrillard, I do not share the view that moving into a certain

post-modernity
i'social *orld t
the thinkers of

forces in
the other

ty, 1nd thus produces
to the assumptions of

of the 'major

accors',

smrggle against traditional forms of subordination. But on
the global emancipation of humanity,end
h"rd, tË.]

tle
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that their forms of overdetermination and partial unifi.cation will stem
from hegemonic arciculadons forming p"ttãf 'historic blocs' or 'collecti¡e wills', and not from the a priori ontological privilege of a particular

characterizing'non-rational' beh¿viou¡. What we are cricisizing is an aftitude lrying down what people should do in certain ci¡cumsences or
what they should prefer on the basis of general, abstract reasoning; the
kind of atdtude tåat cor¡structs an 'interesd and then concludes tlat it is
a case of 'non-rational' behaviour or 'false conscience' when people do
not fall into line. The psychoarnl¡ical 'uncor¡scious' has no role he¡e. If
someone does not make a cofre{t reasoning, this does not mean th¿t it is
in their uncorucious.
On the other hand, ifwe take 'conscious' to meen what is understood
in the several Freudian topographies, I agree with you entireþ tlat interests are not completeh conscious. But for Freud, the 'unconscious' is
anything but a 'ration¿l inte¡esd thet must be uncovered. ,ts to the
complexity of the notion of interest', I rbink we stress this in the paragraph you quote: that the forms of calculation by wh'ch an interest is

class or social group.

The second consequence of this growing 'weakening' of the foundationalist pretensions of emancipato.]' dir"o-otres is tharlt alows e more
democratic vision of social demands. People do not now have to justify
their demands before a tribunal of history and can direcdy esserr rheir
legicimacy on their own tenns. Social struggles can thus be seen as 'wars
of interpretacions' in which the very meaning of demands is discursively
construcced through struggle. The demands of a lesbian groupr a neighbours association or a black selËdefence group are therefore all situated
on the same ontological level as working class demands. [¡¡ rhis way the
absence of a global emancipation of humanity allows the constant
expansion and diversitcacion of concrere'emancipatory' struggles.
Thirdl¡ it is precisely this decline in the great mytbs of emancipation,
universality and racionaliry which is leading to freer societies: where
h¡man beings see themselves as the builders and agents of change of
their own world, and thus come ro realize that they àre nor tied by the
objective necessity of history ro eny inscituciors or lvays of life either
in the present or in the furure. In short, theru I do not believe that rhe
contemporery world can be described in terms of simulation and loss of
authenticiry unlike the nostalgics for a'losr ground'.
argue that the concept of 'objectiue' interesß implies ,the idea that social
agenß have interesß of which they are not 'corscious' (see p. IIB aboue), and
concluile thøt interesß are corstructed through'ideological discursive and instítutional practices'. But why must interesß úe either purely constructed or fulþ
cotscious? Surely it ís possiblefor indiuiduøb and groups to become aware of needs
and aspirations of which thq were notformerþ explicitly aware through ø Í)rocess
of self-reflection: how ebe are we to understand psychianaþsis? Thk nãeil not
iyply'essentialbm', since these implicit or unconscíous int¿resß can still be socialþ

PD: You

It

is dfficuhy

ø

why certaín 'constructions' of inæresß, røther thai
others, take root, unless they artículate some underþing need. Are you not underestimating tlte int¿mal complexity of the concept ofinteresß, and indeed of the relation behaeen the cowcíous anil the unconscious?

formeìL.

EL:
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constructed ere not automatic and uaruparenq but occur through a
complicated range of discursive, ideological and irutitutional processes,
a rationalicy that can only be relacive.

which give them

Geras you claifi your positíon on idealkm anil
maærialism by dístinguishíng between îhe 'being' and the 'e)cistcnce' of an object.
Houtever, this uery distinction røises afurther problemfor your atteffiÍ,t to transcend
the ilistinction between the linguktic and the extra-linguistic. For it k clearfrom
Iout own dccount thøt matcriøl objects ilo possess an ülentity ousiile of any ilrferential context whereas the sdme cannot be sdiil for the elemenß of a lingußtíc
slsteftt. IIow do you accountfor this iliscrepancy? Afurtlrcr quationfollowsfrom
this. If the sylr;en of physical objects
- in the more general sense, nature - exisß
outsíìle of all discursiue contcrcß why can't it exert a gmerøl pressure on human
socíety, for example in tcrms of the need for fiaterial reproiluctíon, which ß
inilependent of any specfrc discursive construal of nature? Wlry, in general, must
all ontological efects be epistemologicalþ mediateil? To insßt on this seems símply
to rE eat one of the most characteristìc elßiorc of modern phílosophy. Certaínly

PD: Ir¡ your reply to Norman

Heideger, whom you inuoke, woulil not

be

sympathetic to it.

see

I think

your question is based on a misunderstanding.'When we
it is not in opposition
to the'unconscious'in the psychoanalyo".l sense, but to
orra*"reIless
"n
speak of the 'conscious'in the passage you refer to,

EL: As far as the first point is concerned, I don't feel the inconsistency
you seem to detect in what I put forward exiss. At no ti¡ne have we
assened that'material objecs do possess an identity ouside of any differendal contexC. For us, 'identiry'is equivalent to a 'differential posidon in
e s)¡stem of relacioru'; in other words, all identity is discu¡sive. What we
have said - and this is very different
- is thet material objecs have an
existence independent of ary differential cootexL ThaCs why we have

ìl
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insisted on the historicity of the being ofobjects, and have deliberately
distinguished that being from thei¡ mere existence. There is also no
incorõistency in sustairJng that a discursive structure is composed of
which do ñve material existetce and others which don't.
,o-.
"lerrr"áts
As to rtre second poinq we must be clear about what is meant by, en
ontological .ff."t tli"t is not epistemologically media*9' 1" the first
ph"", å. sþtus of rhe discursivels not rhat of an epistemological media-

SOCIALISM
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bland

homogeneous
anil at the other, North
between, at one øclreffie, the lÚestzm liberal democracies,
ofparochialism, as the
Þind
this
philosophers. Do you accept
Àrrrirá,
-ttecessorl profroional
there is some thitd
belieue
do
you
or
iorí of ouuti*ingfãundatíonãlism,
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alternatiue?

EL: Whar I believe without any doubt is that one thinks from a eadition
in extenso,narure is also as discursive as a Poem
reesons we have explained
-,h.
pr.rror. it exerts on us always takes place in the
by Mallarmé, and

discursive Êeld.
that someone su

example, cannot be di

tbet this entails. The a

existence. The¡e

a necessity is independen

offounto define hegemthe one hand, the
a defence

it will

always be
discursivQ relations of production.

because

onic formations by

emphasizing

that does not authorize
it with a concrete exist'
sical political economy whi
condicions ofany society' are

this is very different from an'e
to add that if by 'ontological e
you rn

jort ,o

ïUi.l

social.

on a specific discursive field, it is noc
a cenual fearure of our problematic,
ossibiliry of a symbolic closure of the

dationalist universalism.
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without mediation" Moreover,

es you cen see, to assert the pragmatic
construction of a t¡adition, of a \nre', is not in
to determine the
ilirection it is to move
temological stance, I
¿
large extent
PD:, In your reply to Geras, you ilefine ilkcourse as the 'horizon of the constitutìon of
the being of euery object'(p. tOS). But thís is infact to øttribute to ilßcoure a tran-

scendental status.

d
pd

At

the same tíme, your position would not maþe setue, unless

processes,
hauingcond

irícal

ugh

re

asic status

politicat

of

tþ, or ís it possi

EL: No, there isn't any equivocarion. The definition you quore is nor of
'discourse', but of the 'discursive'. The complete sentence ii: "Ihe discursive is not therefore an object among other objects (althougb, of course,
concrete discourses are), but rather a theorecicd horizon' Inother words,

cerøinly do possess them. Such conditions of possibiliry are rhemselves
discursive.
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It's nevertheless interesting to noce the logical gap that has slipped into

your argument My deÊnition of capialism is exacdy the same es yorlrs:
it is a slntem of production based on \rvâge labour. But as I think I have
repeatedly shown, this definition does not necessarily mean thet ant¿gonism is inherent to the relations ofproduction, which is what you assume in
your argumenl At several points in this volume, I beve backed up the
thesis that anagonism is not established within crpitalxt relations of
produccior¡ but between the latter and the identity of the social agents workers included
- outside of them. Thus, if we are dealing with a relatioruhip of exteriority, there are no grounds at all for the role ofwo¡kers
to be privileged a priori over that of other sectors in the anci-capitalist
struggle. The dislocatioru generated by capitalism's uneven and
combined development do not only affect workers, but many other
sectors of the population as well. This does not meen that workers'
organizatiorx cennot play an important hegemonic role in the di¡eccion
ofþopular struggles in certain circumstances; but it doès mean that this
depends on concrete historical conditions and cannot be logically
deduced from the mode of production- The Mancism of the Second
International was deeply aware of the dislocatory effecm of capitalist
developmenq but it believed at the same time that the endogenous logic
of capialism was leading to the simplifìcation of the class structure
through proletarianization, the multiplication of dislocatory effects
could only increase the political centrality of the proleariac The dislocatory effects continue toda¡ but the increasing proletarianization has not
taken place. A much more complex theory of anti-capitalist smrggles
than that offered by uaditional Marxism is therefore required.

PD: Woulil you

agree that the ilistínction, poínted out by Mouzelis, behueen a
'conce7ttuølframewoile' and a 'substantiue theory', goes a long way towards allaying
your suspiciots that any comprehensiue approach to the unilerstanding of history
and society must necessaríþ be aprioristic and rationalistíc? -

EL: Apriorism and rationalism are not linked to a holistic approach out
of opþosition to one that is atomistic, but to tle concePtion of social

identities which perceives

full

and

atomistic approach to the social is as
has mereþ transferred the fullness o
elements. That is why we distinguished in Hegemotr¡ betrn'een an essentialism of the totaliry and an essentialism of the elements. Besides, our
vision is to a large extent holisdc, since it presupposes thet any identiry is
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and thus, any reladonship internal
- and that the systems
differences a¡e articulated in totalities which are 'historical blocs' or

differendal

of
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-

'hegemonic formations'. But unlike classicd sociological holism
Durkhei¡n's, for example, or that of Parsons, to which Mouzelis refers
extenso

-

-ír

we do not feel these con-tguracions or social totalities to be selÊ

reguladng ¡qtrlidss, but precarious aniculations that are always th¡eatened by a 'corudcutive outside'. Neither the totality nor the elements
therefore ever manage to constitute full identities. Ir is in this way that a
break is made with apriorism and rationalisûr, not tlrough the unilateralization of any of the terms of an alternative in which both sides sha¡e
the same logic of the identity.
Moving to Mouzelis's criticism of our booh the problem with his
position is that he wants to have his cake a¡rd eat it at the same time. FIe
presents what is a theoretical obstacle as the solution to the problem.
Take his denial of the presence of a theoretical dualism in Marx's work
Mouzelis recognizes thet it contains many mechanistic and deterministic
texts, but sustains that there are othe¡s
- especially his historical writings
in
which
classes are presented as actors instead of puppets in the
process of social change. He concludes: ''What is more important is tlat
Mary's work as a whole provides the conceptual means for looking in a
theoretically coherent mar¡¡rer at social formations and thei¡ overall reproduccion/transformation from both an agency and a structuraVinstitu.
tional point of view.' (New lxft Reuiew 767, p. 122) But this is an entirely
dogmatic stetement, as Mouzelis does not give a single example from
Man<'s work of the'conceptual means'that might enable a logical coherence to be established between these two dimensions. Instead, he limits

himself to quodng cases in which either approach predominates. I am
fully prepared to admit that both approaches coexist and that is precisely
why I speak of dualism in Marxism - including Man<. In order to
demonst¡ate that there is no dualism, something very different from
showing the coexistence side by side of the two approaches is needed: it
would have to be shown that both are logically arciculated in a coherent
whole. But Mouzelis does not even make a start at this in his essay. The
closest he comes is when he states that 'the prominence of the relations
of produccion in Man<'s concepnral scheme is a suong guarantee against
technicist-neuÍalist views of the social' (Mouzelis p. t2Z). This proves
nothing, however, since the relations of production âppear toøllysubordinated to the forces of production in Man<'s mechanistic writings. As a
resulg dualism remains unchanged.
I think the real reeson Mouzelis does not see the dualism in Marx's
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work is because the very same dualism underlies the distinction that is
central to his own approach - between a subjecCs practices and institud concepts is not
tional strucn¡res. r\dding
the logical articua
unifìed
build
to
enough
raccices cannot be
lation between them rtrat
explained in terms of the scrucnrres, or the süuctures in terms of the
prictices, what is that if not dualism in the strictest sense of the term?
þ"*o* and Durkheim, on the one hand, and the symbolic interactionisS and other related tendencies, on the other, do et leest have the vi¡tue
of being coherent in their unilateralism. Mouzelis, by contrast, does not
wish to give up either side of the alrernarive, widr the result that his
discourse-is b"red in no man's land and on rhe incoherenry inherenr to
n based
all dualism. Our attempt to de
rure, as
th
of
on the unilateralizacion
frameel
the
but
on
Mouzelis states,
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the subjectivity of th9 agenrs themselves; and
þ) that the institutions do
strucrural
complexes requiring the constant
As can be seen, what we wish to s
the social is that rhere is no insdru
vulnerable; and not, as Mouzelis
field of the social is in a state ofperr
Mouzelis's srance does n-ot Ëelp us move a single
inch towards the
elimination of che duaris- b.r*.å agent and srrucrure.
It is arso worth
adding thaq for him, dualism is al
stn¡crures, albeit with a few cosme

3.

not consdrute closed

RB: -Iz the clasícal tradition

the
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Politics

goab of the socialßt movemeflt haue íncludeìl the

a hegemonic context than, sa¡

reeson for this has ro do less i¡i
praccices than with the more cen
c-lass in capitdist sociery'. (Mouzeli
that Mouzelis would hå¡¡e'a few su
can only conclude that we are ba

production

ge

nerary determines

*"ri:ï:;i*,'f,l*'ä#

.T

tor in particular societies and siruaciot, .ih"t
ts' who, according to Mouzelis, are different
?

demands can only be articulated to other democratic demands of the
and these will vary from country to courrtry. For example,
demands in a country subject to colonialisr or racist subordination will
not be the same as in a west European-style liberal democracy. classical
socialism was essentially univers-alistic ånd, in that sensq absuacc I
believe its decomposition will lead to a variety of local ,soci¡lisms'.
The initial reaction of many ro these traruiormations has been a disilrrüNses,

and to whar extent is substancive theory
an apprication sensu stictoof the
conceptual framework?
*ho ma*i-izË'.h. r.tr..or¿.ré"À
!þose
conceptual framework will be inclined
"r"
rowards ,t ,.."oã
course; but for reasons that are no doubt
"tì.*"ä,
"r
clear to y"", l
towards the first
"*^*.ii".a
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a new

left could take advantage of

of emanciPatioru obviouslY

atic socialism. The notion of
involved a dualitY ben¡t'een tÏe
universaliry itself As You know,
in many cases of all kinds of

-

totaligrian deviacions. In cont¡ast, a democraCic socialism must coristruct
through its own action the li¡nits and partial character of any power' Let
o, ,olpot. a revolutionary power ha
l.itîil:

not

simply does

because

I

disagree

situations in which it
organizational forms
in
rhe
not eúst and is not contained

the democratization process must sterr) There is a whole
world of difference as ro how the riew revolutionary goveÍrme-nt will be
conceived: either it will be totd power, embodying the global emancipation of the nation in all spheres,oi it *ilI be the sørting po_int of 1 democrelzatrot: process, in wfuch the different social sectors forge their own
forms of ãrganization and representation in order to advance their
is wanred, then the crisis of the
demands. If It is t_his second p"th tt
"t
globalistic emancipatory project clearþ -rePlese-nç -a decisive step
ior*.td in rerms of a politicJ imaginary for the left It should not be
forgotten that a democratic socialism is one which raises the ewarefress
of átlhun^n beings that tley musr be the exclusive architects of their
own destin¡ and tlat there are no'laws of history'guaranteeing certein
actors privileged functions a priori.
The^seconã dimension is úat we are clearly witnessing a proliferation
of democratic demands today. This did not occur in t-he classical socialist
project and thus represents an obvious step forw-ard. lineqy' the socialist
tbe one hand, it
þroj..Cr loss of unirrersaliry has a positive ãual effect On
becween a pluraliry of
ir"J dlo*.d the greatest þossiblË com
universalism might have
that
the r, it has meent tlat any Progress
f va es does not stem from a rootless

n"* *m.n

cosmopolitanism,butisbased.""not;;il;T:[ïï:lo"*i::i.:ät
nternationals', but starts
much more democracic

in its respect for specitcity.

radically as a resuh ofcontemporary experience'
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but with the experience of the new social movemenß in the contemporary world, the sinration is
examples.

In

San Francisco,

strong ga¡ chicano and blac
tions for ttre constructi

dictory demands, that
second exemple, what
sd¡s the local residens
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further distancing the possibility of a merely xenophobic discourse. In
this way the democracic chain of equivalences in the countries of the
Third'World can be expanded. This will at leest provide a basis on which
the struggle can begin against the bureaucratic or simply despotic forrns
ofpower that have succeeded the decolonization of many of those countries.

RB: Whøt are the implications of 'railical ilemocracy'for the socialist project?
While 'radical ilemocracy' as a concE)t has releuance to some new social moue-concept
menß, is this really the-appropriate
for spec{ying the goals of the green
Ínouemenl or the peace movement?

EL: Âs we have often sustained, socialism is an integrd part of the project
of radical democracy. The latter changes the way in which the 'universaliry' characterizing democracy is conceived. Classical 5eçlalism saw the
elimination of differenr forms of oppression and inequaliry es e result of
the seizure of power by the proletariaq and also as a series of staggered
steps to abolish the private ownership of the means of production- In
other words, the 'universality' peculier to a classless sociery was to flow
from the proletariaCs historical funcdon as the 'universal class'. It is in

the conception of this momenr of unìversality th"t the difference with
our present project lies. Our project no longer assumes thìs moment to
be a stnrctural effect grounded on an eschatology of history it is a
process of uniyersalization of demands; based on their articuladon with
increasingly exteruive chairu of equivalences. It is thus alwaln an incomplete universalicy. 'Humanicy' is no longer seen as a ground but as a
perspective. As universalicy is no longer the privilege of an 'unlimited'
social actor
- like the working class in Marxism - it can only be pragmaticdly constructed through the 'equivalendal' effects of struggles
carried out by actors th2 r ere alwaln lirnited. In this sense, socialisr demands

oppressed in the rest of the world. And in rurrL an ewareness of such
rights.will be er¡riched in democ¡atic conrenr if it is lived out in a way
that places equal value on the demands of ortre¡ peoples and sectors, thus

simply take their place alongside other democratic demands, and the
possibility of a democratic socialism is based on this articulation
For that very reason I can only give a posicive reply to your quescion as
to whether the concept of 'radical democracy' adequateþ characterizes
the peace or green movemenß. A different articulation of those demands
is of course and in fact has always been
- possible, making them
compacible with certain kinds of conservative or even authoritarian
discourse. But this merely means that the democracic articulacion of
those demands is the result of a hegemonic struggle like everything else.
,{s you know, even feminist discourses can be perfecdy articulated with
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fundamentally reactionary ones. Social struggles do not have definite
goals right from the stert, but build and transform them in the course of
iaugglã itself, Moreover, since these struggles do not tâke place in
social spaces, but on complex terrains in which the
"o-þ.tutr.o:ø.lized
demãnds of the various sociã actors are constandy interwover¡ articulation is not a process external to individual demands; rather it is the very
terrain on which the larte¡ are specited and defined' If they are not articulated with other demands of the radical democratic projecg they will
be articulated in some other walr; but the element of articulation will aluays be there. Politicall¡ it makes all tle difference if ecological
distourse, for example, is conceived as the need for authoritarian state
intervention to p.otãct the environment' or as part of a radical critiqu-e of
the irrationaliryof ttre polidcal and economic systems in which we live,
in which case it establishes a relationship of equivalence with the eman-

cipatory projects of other social movements.

A-MS: In

discussiots on the conceptíon of railical hegeffionl' you haue made referto the actual political mouemenß, such as Jesse Jacleson's 'Rainbow Coalition', as an illustraiíon of your argumenL Is it necessary, or euen desírable,for the
ailuance of radkal ilemocracy that political moueffienß actually unite toform an
iilentifable mouement? Wouliln't an articulated etsemble of elemenß in a radical
democratíc hegemony constitute a moueffient ín a meøphorícal rather than an
actual sense? Gíuen the prolferation of antagonisms and the criss-crossing ffiontiers in the social, does not the øiluønce ofrødical democraE entøil shfts infrontiers,
identities and'íntcresß'which are so local that no party machínery coulil creatc
ences

them? The achieuemenß of the uomen's rnouement are interestíng in this respect.
Speaking generally, the uarious elemenß of thís mouement haue had, in collectíue
terms, highly ambiguo*s relations with formal political parties and state ìnstítutions. These elemeirc are so heterogeneous,local and informally articulateil, that it
is almost impossible to s2teaÞ of ø 'women's mouement'. And yet, without the.structhe
tures, rcsources anil piogrammes traditionally thought to be necessary

þr

achieuement of politkal goab, the iltomen's moueflent has achieued afl extensiue
trarcformation in gender relatiorc in a uery short period.

Ff : The problem has many facers and I began to refer to some of tlem a
moment ago in my arìswer to Robin. You are obviously right to assert
that it is neither necessary nor desirable for the project of radical democracy that social and political movements come together in uniûed political structures. Thè pluraliry and proliferation of the various social
rnovemenm conspires agai¡rst forms of organtzaaon depending on the

those societies.
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A-MS: ß there
project? A classic

porete tbose processes

isms. You haue
taþen as a'regulatiue idea', are such tha

objectivist approacb" I
Sorelian conception o
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mythically because the intrir¡sic negativity of antagonism is ontologically
pirnery and cons titutive.

shaping.the consciousness of the masses. utopia is essenciaily asceptic,
since it is a 'model' of sociery conceived independently
thé ,;gþ.;
needed to impose it Negativicy has been banished frori ir.
"f In the case of
mytl¡ on the other hand we have an ensemble of images
ob¡ecti.res
whilh make up the identity of the masses as communití.s in"nd
stmglle; the
emphasis is on rhe formation of identities, nor on the outlininË'of
rhe

¡rds which smrggles would tend-as their
a social order from which power
on the orher hand, tends to consd_
sets ¡asäs and in this sense comes

divorce berween rhe model of society advocated and rhe hisrorical
Processes required ro lead to ic and when scientiûc socialism does incor-
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exclusíon of blacks as un-British in their 'blackness' by calling into question the
conce2ttíon of nation and the entire logíc of articulating 'whiteness' to true cítizen-

ship, while othe¡ dkcourses do not do so. WilI you be møÞingfurther efo* to ofer
methodological toolsfor research along these lines? Haue you deueloped your orþ
inal conception of antagonism further than the formulation in I{egernony?

ofthe theory ofanhgonisms is absolutely central to our own theoretical and political project At
an exclusively theoretical level, conceiving the specificity of the antagonistic relatiorship involves getting into the analysis of the category of
'contingency' - as opposed to that of 'accidenC - and demonstrating
how the corutitution of all identity is based on the presence of a consdtutive'outside'which afÊrms and denies such identity at the same time.
In several of his works Slavoj Ziãek has recendy ried to link our category
of 'antagonism' to the Lacanian'real'in a way that I find convincing and
worthy of further expansion I also believe that the various theses being
EL: As you know, the development and perfection

prepared on ttrese problems under our Ph.D. progreûrrne at Essex will
er¡able us to move towards an increasingly refined typology of situations
of social conflic¿
I believe in any case that the opposition between logic of difference
and logic of equivalence, as presented in Hegemony does provide through the possible articulation benveen both - t-he conceptual framework for that typology to be oudined, at least inicially. For the radicaliry
of a conflict can depend entirely on the extent to which the differences
are re-ârticulated in chains of equivalence. For example, in the case of
racism in Briain that you are studying it seems clear that while the Asian
com¡nunities have managed to consdrute themselves as legitimate 'diÊ
ferences'within the British social space, the'West Indian communities
have been much less able to do so, thus expanding (radicalizing) the
chains ofequivalence in certain discourses oftotal confrontation, such as
that of the Rastafarians, for instance. Tci see, in a particular sociery the
whole complex game through which systems of differences are re-articulated in chai¡rs ofequivalence that constnrct social polariry to see, in
another direccion, how transformist policies reabsorb discourses of
polarity into a system of 'legitimate'differences; this is to understand, at a
microscopic level, how hegemony is constructed. As I was saying to you
before, it is only through a multicude of concrete studies that we will be
able to move towards an increesingly sophisticated dreory of hegemony
and social antagonisms.
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-I¿ Hegemony what ualue youfnd in the worþ of such Mambß as Gratnscí
or Luxemiurg ß systematically countzrpoked to the Mamist øllegiance of thcir
thought. Would it not be entirely possible to construct a diferent Møtxßmftom the
or, tuhirh ß the object ofyour atøch, ín this book, one which synthesizes the most
adequøæ and creatiue strands in the woi< of Mam and the various Matxiss you

RB:

ilßcuss,

anilfeelingfree to discard or ileuelop all thatwasfound inadequatc or inap-

propriate to contcmporary conditions and the proiect of human emancipatíon?

EL: I partþ agree with you. The operation you have just described to be
performed in relation to Marxist tradition is one of the dimensions of the
þr"¡."t in Hegemony. I say just one of ,6" ¿¡t¡ensions of our Projecc,
b.cãus" e post-Mârxist radical democrary must feed off a variety of
theoretical and polidcal tradicioru, many of which are external to the
Man<ist one. Neither feminism, ecology nor any of the wide range of
current antisystemic movements have based deeir discourse and social
imaginary on Marxism, yet they are essential comPonents of the radical
demãcracy project This þurification' of the Marxist t¡adition you refer
to is just onè p"rt of a much vaster intellecrual and political project. But
yoo. qo.ttiotr refers to Marxisrn, Iet us concentrate on that. The
"r
different Marxism you reGr to - one which synthesizes the most adequate and creadve scands in dre work of Marx and his successors - is an
eìsential cornponent of post-Marxism. As I have pointed out repeatedly
in this interview, the reason for the term 'post-Marxis¡n' is that the
ambiguity of Marxism - which runs through its whole hisbry - is not a
uncainted source, but dominates the entire work of
deuialion fto*
In dealing with authors like Gramsci and Luxemburg,
Marx himself "n
then, our book has not sePerated what is valuable from that which you
cheracteitze as the'Marxist allegiance of t-heir thoughC, since the tension
between both aspecs is already there in Matx's writings' It is because
Marxism has been nothing but the historical locus of such ambivalence,
because its history has largeþ been an ettemPt to resolve that ambivalence by a movement away from its essentialist features - a process that
our book describes in detail - that a fìnal settlement of scores with that
essentialism must be termed Post-Merxism' not simply Marxism. But the
act of constitution of post-Marxism is not different from its genealogy:
that is, from the complex discourses through which it has been gradually
gestating, including the Marxist uadition. In this sense, Post-Marxism
i"stores-to Marxism the only thing that can keep it alive: its relation with
the present and its historiciry.
In order to understand the specificity of our project, it is worth

comintern. As in all es..hatologies, the rnyth of the origins is accompanied by the promise of a restorarion: rhe'consummatioá of times will

solved by a return to 1917, but by the construccion of new forms that
take into account the huge ch"ng"t thar society has undergone in

will
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three-quarters of a cenrrury. To rhis end, a criricism will have to be made
of whai it was in 7917 end in Leninism, inter alia, that made possible all
that came after. The'spirit'of original Marxism is no less impure, imperfect and insufhcient than the discourses with which our contemporaries

not to say that

a

nce; but that this
the specitciry of

to an origin that
would reveal

is

essence.

countÐ/ to countÐ/,

your
with
gríppeil by a
F{B: In
broþen

to pardcipate in the

haue

now
tttore

authentíc socialßt societia will deuelop in the East?

EL: If you are asking for a prediction, I do not know enough about those
societies to make õne. Like everyone else I am merely following the

prepared to venture a few reflecdons.

- Firsd¡ it

is clear that any democratic transformation in the Soviet
(Jnion and similar societies will lead to the de-ideologizadon of those

Finall¡ ler me reftrrn to a point I was referring to before. The societies
ofEast and'West no longer seem separared by a deep rrench in terms of
the dominant mode of production in both. If socialist demands now
seem to us to be part of a vaster process we have called the democratic
revoludon, the old Manristvision of uneven and combined development
sheds new light on the current world situation. In many respects, the
'West has
progressed much furrher down the
than communist sociecies - among otler rea

regimes are infìnitely more competible qith a
of society. But in terms of economic iniqualities, job securiry access to
educadon, etc., it cannot be denied t-b.at comrnunist societies have
be preserved and generalized. The point I
project of radical democracy musr unire
bsurd choice between an elimination of
economic power that is incompadble with freedom, and the preservation
of a freedom that is incompacible with equaliry. I[, for historical reasons
that are precisely related to uneven and combined development, there
has been
impressio

radical de

with much deeper roots than rhe polanzation we have inherited from East and'West

as a universalistic movement

talist society, on the other. On the contrary it is clear for everyone that
the most bureaucratic, inefficient and retrogressive forms of economic
ûranagement in the Com¡nunist world have been linked to the superstacism of the Stalinist years. The disastrous results of that experience are
more than visible. An enormous concencration of wealtl and economic

RB: T/¡e construction of the frst post-capitalist

states represented a formidable
aãuance ín the power of human social organization, one that could be compared
urith the rise of capitalßm in Westem Europe or the consolidatíon of a uariety of
Eastem empires. Such preuious advances itt social power haue yielded terrible abuse
and it has taÞen hard-fought *ruggles and innouatory socíal movemenß to curb
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excesses. A¡e we not today witnasing 4n atteffipt to ¡ecu7erate the socialíst
of dnti-capitalkt and anti-imperialist reuolutiorc?
t¿ntial
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never between articulation and non-articulation. As I have pointed out,
this means that the articulating force transfo¡ms its identiry in the
process of articulatior¡, which doés not therefore have the external character ofan arbiter.

by re I igio *s fu

n da m en

ø

I is

s?

exism

in

realicy, not

in my theorecical

s that you call 'fancifi¡l' are constândy
rld in which we live' Thus, if your ques-
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socialisms are on an equal foodng.
Let it be on the record, however, that I have said that this is only the
cese on the basis of an uhimat¿þ ontological and epistemological point of
view. But human beings do not exist at that'ultimate'level, and always
work in concrete historic¿l situatioru; and in terms of those sicuations, it
is certainly not t}re case that all alternatives have a similar value. Having
said that I'will now go on to the second, and most probable, sense of your
question: that it is a normative question. As in the other cases, úe Cartesian illusion of an absolute starting point must also be given up, since the
person making ethical judgements is nev,er an abstract individual, but a
-member
of a certain communiry that already believes in a number of
principles and values. It is because you and I believe i" 9. right of
Lo*"r beings to determine their c sexual orientation t.hat we will
condemn discrimination against homosexuals or the legal punishment of
adultery. And in tuû¡, we will base that right on more general ethical
some poing this justificacion will be intermpted in a relatelse, the limits of moral opinions
can be granted by any kind of
final
closure
no
are Lssentially open and

values.

bot

"t way. As with anything
ively arbitrary
ethical discourse.

Yet again we are faced with t-he issue of hegemony. If a set of moral
constiruted e comPlete and closed system based on apodictic
principles
^cert"inties,
a norm or conduct could be evaluated more or less automatically. But that system does not exisq it is merely a radonalistic myth.
What we tnd is a plurality and dispersion of moral principles which
govern the conduct õf ho-"n beings in theirdifferenr spheres- of activity,
ãnd maintain a merely reladve coherence berween themselves that is
always negotiated. That is why
be based on open processes ofc
'common sense' emerges. Let us i
between a religious fundamenmlis
absrract principles on which the community is to be organized. outside
of any .ått ..tè social situation it is impossible ro choose for the sim_ple
reasoll that no common âssumPtions can be made about them that
would lead to a decision either way. And it is clear that if those assumPtions eúsrcd, the choice would not really be a choice, since one of the
be inconsisrent and the other would therefore
rwo posirions would.We
would therefore not be dealing with a choice
simpiy be im 'mrth'.
bur u¿rh the clarification of the onl¡ decision possible. Imagine a sociery
dominated by religious fundamentalism which establishes women's
subordination as a bãsic principle of the social order. Let us also suPPose
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th¿t the prevalent socio-economic
lead to the growing participation o
professional activities. In such circumsl

the daily experience of both sexes' equaliEy er rh: intellectual
and professional ievel and the sexual inequality prescribed by religion.
f religious
This tension constitutes the fusurt
of fundawhi
on
is
the
basis
and
discourse
the fundamenglism will build its conditiorx

L.*..Il

rk on the
will operate
hegemonic fissures that the egalitarian discourse reveals.
ail thit seems to me to be essential to understa¡rding the intimate
uniry that exists between ethical decisions, Proce-sses of debate and
h.g.*otty. ,\ line of argument rarely proceedsby showing the internal
inãoherence, in the logièal sense, of a certain discourse. On tle conúery
it generally atemprs io demonstr"te the implicacions of that- discourse
foisom.thing outside ic In other words, any argument is articulatory and
hegemonic. The centr"liry and credibiliry gained by a discourse in a
particular sociery depends on its ability to extend its argumentative
f.b¿. lo a number of directions, all of which converge in a hegemonic
configuration. Only within this configuration does -a decision - ethical
or otÉerwis. - acquire meaning' The stnrcture of any decision has a
discursive oußide as its intrinsic point of reference.
At this point, the quescion could perhaps be asked: is it not possible to
of etlical values and arise from
the so
point out iituaCions th"t
'rrce
"t.
of any sense of community? Fin-ell¡
ih. hu-"n speciesitsehf, regardless
ho*"* r1"ãd to eât, reproduce, protecr themselves frone
facts such
"rãll
the inclemenry of the weather, etc., could also be named' You are as
aware as I am óf this kind of argumenr, besed as it is on listing the conditions withour which human üf. ott earth would be impossible, and then
deducing thar those conditions corxtitute human'nature' and that that
nafi¡re iJ the source of moral imperatives. But this kind of argument is
nor worth a dried-up fig. Firsd¡ because the notion that humans consticure a.species' is rela-tivãþ newand has been slowly geini,ng ground over
the lastã,500 years. Secondl¡ beca .se the notion that to be a member of
the communiÇ ir t" be úe Ü."... of certain rights is an even newer idea
It is also oo. tfi"t is not wholly acc.imatized with the societies in which
we live: we do not have to go back to the Roman slave owners - it is
enough to recall Auschwitzãs an exEeme cese, as well as all dre other
sinraãons and discourses in which social division prevails over equality
between human beings considered as a species. The extent to which
mentâlist discourse
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APPENDIX

In October

1987

|

parcicipated, together

with

Chantal

Mouffe, in a conference in Ljubljana, organized by the Institute for Man<ist Studies of the Slovenian Academy of Arts and
Sciences, on'New Social Movements as a Political Dimension
of Metaphor'. As the conference coincided with the publication of the Slovenian edition of Hegemony and Socialist Strategt
it was pardy devoted to the discussion of the latter. Âmong
the various contributions there u'as e rernarkable piece by
Slavoj Ziãek which touches on cenûal asPects of the issues
'We reproduce it as an
discussed in the present volume.
appendi¡ with t-he kind permission of its author.

EL

Beyond Discourse-Anaþsis
Slauoj h¿ek,

modern social theory.
It is no accident that t-he basic proposition of Hegemony

not even perceived in most

-

'Sociery

resPonses to Ilegemony.l

The Subject of Antagonisrn
'Why this
t
a

{
ì
,"t

É

stress on the homology between the Laclau-Mouffe concept of
antagonism and the Lacatietconcept of the Real? Because it is our thesis
249
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that the reference to Lacan allows us to draw some furCher conclusions
from the concept of social antagonism, above all those that concern the
status of the sub]ect corresponding to the social fìeld sftuctured around a

to which the interests of all the above-mentioned positions would in the

25O
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quite possible, for example, to
the only solution in a strong

sees

suming control over the exploita-

tion ofnatural resources, etc.
Now, it is clear that such a notion of the subject-positions srill st¡..t
the frame of the Althusserian ideological interpellation as cotlstitutive of
the subjecu the subject-position is a mode ofhowwe recognize our posicion ofan (interesred) agent of rle social process, of how we experience
our commitment to e ceftain ideological cause. Bug as soon as we cotxtitute ourselves as ideological subjecS, âs sootr as we resPond to the inter-

unity is always radically contingenq the result of a symbolic condensatior¡, and not en.*pr.ttioo of sóme kind of internal necessity according
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not the externâl enemy who is preventing me from achieving identity
witl myself, but every idendty is already in itself blocked, marked by an
impossibiliry, and the external enemy is simply the small piece, the rest
of realicy upon which we 'projecC or 'externalize' this intriruic, im¡nanent impossibiliry. That would be the last lesson of the famous Hegelian
dialectics of tle Lord and ttre Bondsman3, the lesson usually overlooked
by Man<ist reading: the Lord is ultimately an invention of the Bondsmar¡
e way for the Bondsman to 'give wey as to his desire', to evade the
blockade of his own desire by projecting its reason into the externel
repression of the Lord. This is also the real ground for Freud's ir¡sistence
that the Verdrängung cannot be reduced to an internalizedon of rhe Unterdrückung (the external repression): there is a certain fundamental,
radical, corxtitutive, selÊinflicted impedimenq a hindrance of the drive,
and the role of ttre fascinating figure of external Autlority, of its repressive force, is to make us blind to this selÊimpediment of the drive. That
is why we could say that it is precisely in thJmoment when we achieve
victory over the enemy in the antagonistic stnrggle in social reality tlat
we experience the anagonism in its most radical dimension, as a selÊ
hindrance: far from enabling us tnally to achieve full identiry with
ourselves, the moment of victory is the moment of greetest loss. The
Bondsman frees himself from the Lord only when he experiences how
the Lord was only embodþg the auto-blockage of his own desire: what
the Lord through his external repression was supposed to deprive him ol
to prevent him from rcalizing, he - the Bondsman - never possessed.
This is the momenr called by Hegel 'the loss of rhe loss': the experience
'We
that we neuer had what we were supposed to have lost
can also determi¡s this experience of the 'loss of the loss' as the experience of the
'negation of t-he negation', i.e. of pure antegonism whe¡e the negation is
brought to t-he point of self-refe¡ence.
This reference to Hegel might seem strenge: isn't Hegel the 'absolute
idealist' par excellence, the philosopher reducing all antagonism to a
subordinate moment of dre selÊmediating identiry? But perhaps such a
reading of Hegel is iself victim of the'metaphysics of presence': perhaps
another reading is possible where the reGrence to Hegel enables us to
distinguish the pure antagonism from the antagonistic tght in reality.
What is at stake in pure antagonism is no longer úre fact that - as in an
anagonistic Êght with tl.e external adversary all the positiviry all the
consistency of our position lies in the negation of the adversary's position
and uice uersa; what is at stake is the fact that the negativity of the other
which is preventing me from achieving my full identicy with myself is
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as

subject is
universe, an object which resi
is correlapreciseþ.orr.hú-.. to this objec
^airr.
ed' it is the
ao its own limit, to the eleme
name of the void which cannor be tlled our with subjectivation: the
subject is the point of failure of subjeccivacion (that's why the Lacanian
mark for it is $.

The Dir¡rension ofsocial FantasY
The 'impossible' relationship of
which consticutes the subject is
fantasy 8Oa. Fantasy is tlen to be c
function of which is to provide a ki
subject's consdtutive void. And the
social fantasy it is a necessery

tlling out the voids
nrtive antagoniim by the fullness of enjoyment (racist enjoymeng for
exarnple).a Íhir ir the dimension overlooked in the Althusserian account
of inìerpellacion: before being caught in the identificatioru in the
symbo[ô (mis)recognitioq the subjeci is trapped by the Other rhrough a
paradoxical o-L¡..t-l"ot. of desire-in the midst of it, embodying enjoyine.rt, througtt this secret suPPosed to be hidden in the Other, âs exemby tËe position of thl man from the counrry - ú: famous
plified
-"pologo.
abooi the door of the Law in Kafka's The Trials, this small
hittory told to IL by the priest to explain to him his siruacion uis-à-uis the
a scenario

the petent failure of all main inte¡pretacions of this apo-logue seems
only to cõnfirm the priesCs thesis that 'the com¡nents often enough

Law.
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an inversion of the apologue concenring the door of the Law?
'W'e don't have to look fan
second chapter

another door of
('First Interrogation ), Josef IL
also, the doorhere
chamber);
interrogation
to
the
(the
entrance
the Law
this
for
him - the
intended
only
is
door
that
him
know
lets
keeper
.I
washerwoman says to hi¡n: must sþs¡ rhis door after you, nobody else
must come in', which is clearþ a variacion of the last words of the doorkeeper to the man from the country in the priest's apologue'No one but
you could gain admittance through this door, since this door was
shut it'At the same time, the
intended only for
(let's call hirn, in the sryle of
the Êrst interrogation (*') can be opposed through
-')
a whole series of distinctive features: in mt, we are in front of the
enrance to a magnificent court ofjustice, in m', we are in a block of
workers' flats, full of filth and obscene crawling; in mr, the door-keeper
is an employee of the courq in m', it is an ordinary woman-washing
children'i clotles; in mt it is a mar¡ in m2 a woman; in rnr, the door-

but in m2, it is eesy co cross.
The crucial feature of m2 is already indicated with its localization: the
cou¡t is situated in the middle of the vial promiscuiry of workers'lodg-

ings - Reiner Sach is quite justiÊed in recognizing in this detail a
diJtinctive trait of Kafke's universe, 'the trespass of the frontier which
separetes ùe vital domain
here that of the band of
descent to the social unde
other side, i.e. in the middl
rrarxition from one domain to the ocher is a door guarded by an ordinary
r doesn't
advance
e that he

I
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is looking for ajoiner celledl-anz,and gives hiq to understand that they
have been waiting for him a long time, although K. chose to enter her
room quite by chance, as a last desperate essay after a long and useless

proper self, incapable of assuming an ethical atdtude (even when

subjective position), a being about which it is not sufÊcient to say that she
is feigning her affections to seduce e man
- the problem is that there is
nothing behind this mask of simulatior¡, nothing but a certain gluttonous
enjoyment which is her only substance. Confronted with such an image
ofwoman, Kafka doesn t succumb to the usual critical-feminist temptation (of demonstrating how this figure is the product of cerain social-

The ûrst thing he saw in the litde room was a great pendulum clock
which already pointed to ten.'Does ajoiner called Lanz live here?'he asked.
'Please go through,' said a you
washing children's clothes in

open door of the next room.
know,' said the woman, Just
had not come up to him, grasped the handle of the door, and said: 'I must
shut this door after you, nobody else must come in.'þp. +s-e)

discursive conditioru, of opposing to it the outlines of anothe¡ rype of
femininiry etc). Flis gesture is much more subvenive - he wholly
eccepts this Weiningerian portrait of woman as a 'psychological type',
but he makes it occupy an unheard of,, unprecedented place, the place of
the Law. This is perhaps, as wes already pointed out by Stach, the
elementary operation of Kafka: this short-circuit bet'ween dre feminine
'substance' ('psychological type) and the place of the Law. Smeared over
by an obscene vialiry the Law itself - in a traditional perspective a pure,
neutral universality - assumes the features of a heterogeneous, inconsistent bricolage peneuated with enjoyment
In Kafka's universe, the court is above all lawlessina formal sense: as if
the chain of 'normal' connecdons between causes and effects is
suspended, put in parentheses. Every attempt to establish the mode of
functioning of the court by means of logical reasoning is doomed in
advance to fail all the oppositions noted by K. (between the anger of che
judges and the laughter of the public in the gallery between the merry
right side and the severe left side of the public) prove themselves false as
soon es he tries to base his tactics on them; after an ordinary answer by
IL, the public bursts out in laughter.
The otl.er, positive side of this inconsistency is of cou¡se the enjoymenc it erupts openly when K's presentation of his case is interrupted by
a public act of sexual intercourse. This acg difficult to perceive because
of its over-exposure iself (K. had to 'peer beneath his hands to see what
was happening'), marks the moment of the eruption of the Eaumatic
real, and the error ofK. consists in overlooking th. solidaritybetrteen this
obscene pemrrbation and the court FIe thinks that everybody would be
ar¡xjous to have order restored and the offending couple et least ejected
from the meeting, but when he ries to rush across the room, tbe crowd
obstructs hirr¡ someone seizes him from behind by the collar ... at this
point, the game is oven puzzled and confused, IL loses the tü¡ead of his

The situation here is the same as in the well-known accident from Tl¡e
Arøbían Nights: the he¡o, lost in the desert, enters quite by chance a cave
where he finds th¡ee old wise men awakened by his enrry who say to
'We
have waited for you for the last three
him: 'Finally, you have arrived!
hundred years!' This mystery of the necessity behind the contingent

that we seek to
washerwoman's
to do with a so-

fact that she is
with the Law. FIer position regarding the Law is far more
crucial than that of a small functionary K. discovers it soon afterwards

connected

when his passionate argumentation before the tribunal is intermpted by
an obscene intrusio¡u

Here K. was internrpted by a shriek from the end of the hall; he peered
from beneath his hand to see what was happening, for the reek of the room
and the dim tight together made a whidsh dazzle ol fog.Ic was the washer'women, whom K. had recognized as a potendal cause of disturbance from
the moment of her entrance, Whether she was at fault now or not' one
could not tell. All IL could see wes that a man had drawn her into a corner
by the door and was clasping her in his arms. Yec it was not she who had
uttered the sh¡iek but the man; his mouth was wide open and he was gazing

þ.

she

appears to act on ethical grounds, there is a hidden calculation ofenjoyments behind it), a being which hasn t got an access to the dimension of
truth (even when what she is saying is literally true, she is þing with her

ramble:

up at the ceiling.
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55)

What is then the relation between the woman and the court of Law?
In Kafka's worh the woman as a'psychological rype'is wholly consistent
wide the anti-feminist ideology of an Otto'Weininger: a being without a

È
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arqumenç Êlled with impotent rage, he soon leaves the room'
ïh. f"t l error of K. was to addiess the court, t¡e Other of the Law, as
a homogeneous entiry actainable by means of consistent argument,

*h.r."r-th. "ooa ""r only reurn hi- *
signs of perplexity - in

obscene smile mixed

side usually passed by in silencq irrsofar as the Law isn
mrdr it is impregnated with enjoyment
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t grounded in

with

decisions), but whac he
dveness to this 'trespass

from the judicial domain dePends
marks the moment of their most ra
gions, we always run into a place,.a don
Forrn of ritual trgies, for .*it,'ple), whereasJudaism eva_cuates fr.om the
sacred domain a[trac.s of vitaliry and subordinates the living substance
'With Kafka, on tle conEery,
to rhe dead lerter of the Fatheis Law.
the judicial domain is again flooded with-enjoymettg Y" h"t: t shortcir"äit berween ¡}le Otler of the Law and t}te Thing the subsance of
enjoyment
eminently one of super-ego: the Other as the
not onlydead, it does notevenknowthatit
O
e frorn Èreud's dream) - it could not know
is
it insofar as it i
The supet-ego
'proceeds from
ii a surviving remainder'(]acques-,{lain Miller). The super--ego imperative .Enjoy!',"th. to.rriog .ãottd of the dead Law into the obscene fìgure
of ropé'.-!go implies a disquiedng experience: *t'ddenl¡ -we. become
of tËe f"ctìhat *hat i minuie ego eppeered to us a dead_ letter is
"*"r.^
really alive, respiring, palpitating. Let us remind ourselves of a scene
f.orn tlr. ,n"¡ô ¿t¡ãs Zr ù" gr""p of heroes is advancing along a-for.rg
twisted like interlaced plaits of hai5
runnel, the stone walls of whiðh
"té
suddenl¡ the plaits stert to move and ro secrete a glutinous mucus, the
petrified corpses come to life agairu
'We .hooÍã rhen reverse thã usual metaphorics of 'alienation' where
rhe dead, formal leúer sucks out, as a kinã of parasite or vampire, the
living present force, i.e. where the living subjects are Prisoners of a dead
.ob.i.È. This dead, formal cherac :r of the Law is a sine qua non of owr
freedom: the real totalitarian danger arises when the Law no longe_r
wents ro stay dead. The result of it, is then that there isn't any truth
abowt truth:..r.ry *"*.tt of the Law has the status of a semblancg the
support in dee trutb, ir is necessarywith-out being
Law doesn'r h"ve
"ny
true; the meeting oFn with the washerwoman adds to this the reverse

Towards an Ethic ofthe Real

it should be clear how the two nodorrs with which we t¡ied to
supplement the theoretical apparatus of Hegemony
- the subject es an
empty place correlative to the antagonism; social fanwy as the
elementary ideological mode to mask tåe antegonism - proceed simply
from taking into account the corxequences of the breakthrough eccomplished by this book
The main achievement of Ilegemony, the achievement because of
which this book - far from beingjust one in the series of 'post-'worls
þost-Manrist, post-structuralist, etc.) - occupies in relation to this series
a position of extimití, is that, perhaps for the trst time, it articulates the
contours of a policical project based on an ethics of the real, of the'going
through the fantasy (la trauers4e dufantasme)', an ethics of con-&onation
widr an impossible, üaumatic kernel not covered by any ideal (of the
unbroken communicatio¡L of the invention of the self). ThaCs why we
can effectively say that Hegemony is the only real answer to Habermas, to
his project based on the ethics of the ideal of communicacion without
Now,

consuainL The way Flabermas formulates the 'ideal speech sicuation'
already becrays its status as fetish: 'ideal speech siruadon' is something
which as soon as we engege in com¡nunicatior¡ is 'si¡nultaneously
denied and laid claim to'7, i.e. we must presuppose the ideal of an
unbroken communication to be already reelizeð, even though we know
simultaneously that this carurot be the case. To the examples of the
fetishist log¡c je sais bien, mais quanil même, we must then add the formula
of the 'ideal speech situation': 'I know very well that com¡nunicacion is
broken and perverted, but sdll ... (I believe and act as ifthe ideal speech
sicuation is already realized)'.
What ttris fetishist logic of the ideal is masking, is of course, the lirnitation proper to rle symbolic fìeld as such: the fact that the signifying field
is alwaln stmcrured around a certain fundamental deadlock This deadlock doesn't entail any kind of resignation - or, if there is a resignatior¡
it is a paradox of the enthusiastic resþation: we are using here the term
'enthusiasm' in its strict Kantian meaning, as indicating an experience of

the object through the very failure of its adequate representâdorl
Enthusiasm and resignation ere not then ¡vo opposed moments: it is the
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.resignation, itself, i.e. the experience of a cerlain impossibility, which
incites entbusiasm.
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